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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is about moral complexity. It shows how a focus on moral
contradictions elucidates everyday life in MazatlM, Mexico, and it uses this ethnography
to develop analj^cal perspectives on more-general issues. This work treats the ways that
people of Mazatlan - mazatlecos — manage conflicting pressures to be both "traditional"
and "modem," as they conceive of these ways of being. These two moral ftameworks
appear to be contradictory, yet mazatlecos expect themselves and other locals to combine
them in a multitude of ways and contexts.
This ethnographic and historical analysis supports yet reworks academic claims
about a longstanding, pervasive, and significant contradiction between "traditional" and
"modem" ways of being Mexican. Even relatively "modem" Mexicans employ a metaexpectation that good people will simultaneously combine various aspects of their
identity. This preference contradicts "modem" social organization, which emphasizes the
separation of identity into contextualized facets. Nonetheless, even the most "traditional"
mazatlecos favored various aspects of "modernity," including contextualized identities.
Individuals had different possibilities and desires and faced different consequences, based
on other aspects of their identities.
After introducing Mazatlan and my fieldwork experience (Chapter Two), I
analyze Camaval to delineate a key aspect differentiating "modernity" and "tradition"
(Chapter Three). Then I analyze various elections to highlight another contradictory
aspect of these frameworks and to show that this contradiction is important outside of
entertainment contexts (Chapter Four). Chapter Five uses Mazatlan's disco Utopias as a

springboard for discussing tlie promise of tourism and for developing a process for
avoiding unhappiness. Chapter Six assesses mazatlecos' "moral geographies" through a
comparison of communicative practices in different zones. Chapter Seven is a vignette
about a date that sparmed two local zones and several issues. Chapter Eight contains a
social-semiotic account of locals in the tourist zone and elsewhere, showing that even
apparently trivial practices had lasting importance.
Moral contradictions are an inherent part of human life. They are not solely the
artifacts of globalization or other processes of intercultural domination, although these
processes are likely to sharpen them. Moral contradictions sometimes spring from or
engender conflict, but they sometimes result from or in integration.
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Chapter 1:
Introduction

This dissertation is about moral complexity.' It shows how a focus on moral
contradictions elucidates everyday life in Mazatlan, Mexico, and it uses this ethnography
of Mazatlan to develop analytical perspectives on more-general issues.
Ethnographically, this dissertation treats the ways that the people of Mazatlan mazatlecos — manage conflicting pressures and desires to be both "traditional" and
"modem," as they conceive of these contrasting ways of being.^ I show how these two
moral frameworks appear to be contradictory and yet how mazatlecos expect themselves
and other locals to combine them in a multitude of ways and contexts.
One of my basic concerns is with the relationship between personal and social
complexity. Why does an individual appear inconsistent? How do individuals differ in
patterned ways? What are the consequences of these differences for social relations and
individuals in Mazatlan?

Evolution
I did not begin my fieldwork focusing on personal contradictions. I had to be
taught.

' "Morality" here refers to judgments of what is intrinsically and lastingly true, just, right,
and beautiful and of what violates these desired states.
^ I will put quotation marks around "tradition" and "modernity" to remind you that I am
analyzing local categories.
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Originally, my plan was to study only social contradictions through the ways that
mazatlecos associated the tourist zone with morally dangerous practices. How, then,
would locals who worked there be judged by others, and how would they shore up their
moral standing? I had developed this interest by considering my time in New Orleans,
where other locals almost universally voiced moral suspicion about me when I reported
hanging out in the French Quarter.^ Reading the literature on tourism (cf. Lavie 1990,
Chant 1991) and talking about tourist-local relations with a multitude of social scientists
and others only bolstered this presumption. Perhaps this common sense arises from a
common experience in the United States and from wishful thinking that intellectual
critiques reflected more-general sentiments. But it is not universal.
Several encounters illustrate my learning process. Soon after moving to Mazatlan
in 1996,1 was asked by the School of Tourism at the Universidad Autonoma de Sinaloa
('Autonomous University of Sinaloa', or 'UAS') to give a few guest-lectures. Violating my
anthropological training, I lectured to the students as if this common sense were true, that
locals anywhere would cast moral aspersions on locals who worked or - horrors'. —
played among tourists. Although the students were too polite to tell me that I was wrong,
I sensed some disagreement as I sedd this. Around the same time, I had lunch with a
couple of women who were quite critical of tourism's effect on local youths, but, they
insisted, their cause was lost - they were part of a helplessly small minority. As my
research continued, a politically active intellectual, who was a supporter of the Zapatista

^ I liked the parade.
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movement in Oaxaca, argued in favor of cultivating Mazatlan's economic dependence on
tourism.
Through these interactions and a host of others that I describe in this dissertation,
I learned to shift my focus. I maintained my interest in morality, but I increasingly shifted
my focus to the character of the different moral firameworks associated with tourism and
local life and eventually to local conceptions of "modernity" and "tradition." This
expanded my interest away from tourism per se as a lens for considering morality and
toward a broader focus that included tourism, politics, business practices, Camaval,
space, sexuality, architecture, and other realms of social life. Instead of assuming a
separation between people associated with the "tourist" and "local" ways of life, I became
concemed with the ways in which individuals are associated simultaneously with
"modernity" and "tradition."

Ancestors and elders
My research took place in an area with a significant, constant presence of
foreigners and that was thus a sort of social-border area. But this position only made stark
what, 1 posit, is a universal human condition of moral contradiction.
The analysis of cultural contradiction has a distinguished genealogy within
anthropology. For example, Bronislaw Malinowski, Victor Turner and Claude LeviStrauss each highlighted inevitable conflicts concerning contradictory principles within
cultural groups.
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Levi-Strauss (cf. 1967 [1958]) argued that every culture - taken as a symbolic
system - faced the need to resolve "inherent contradictions" (p. 29) between ftmdamental
principles. Levi-Strauss' approach was too abstracted from everyday life and local
meanings, yet, like him, I focus on a contradiction between two moral frameworks "modem" and "traditional." However, unlike him, I analyze them in everyday practices,
and I do not assume that locals need to resolve them. Further, I make no claim that this
moral contradiction is central to life in Mazatl^; I do claim, though, that it is highly
significant in a variety of contexts and that it is tied to other contradictions - such as
those between social classes and genders - that an anthropologist could use to organize
an ethnography in that city.
Turner showed how Ndembu village fission resulted from conflicting principles
of "matemal descent and virilocality. Under Ndembu conditions conflict between them
was ineradicable" (1957: xviii). Ndembu played out such conflicts in what he termed
"social dramas."

Three main types of conflict became visible in the course of the social
dramas: (I) conflict between principles or organization, receiving
behavioural expression as choice between conflicting loyalties; (2) conflict
between individuals or cliques for power, prestige or wealth; and (3)
conflict within individual psyches between selfish and social drives.
(1957:328)
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Without excluding (2), the bulk of this dissertation focuses on issues similar to (1) and (3)
above. However, I attend to both conflict and compromise. Also, I feel discomfort with
applying a theatrical metaphor so generally to conflicts that matter vitally to their
participants. I note in Chapter Eight that mazatlecos cast some actions as surface
performances to hide their importance. In addition, only a few of the practices that I
observed played themselves out in such a bounded, plot-like fashion as those he
described - the contradictions I observed were ongoing.
Malinowski's statement is pithy;

Thus the life of a Trobriander runs under a two-fold influence - a duality
which must not be imagined as a mere surface play or custom. It enters
deeply into the existence of every individual, it produces strange
complications of usage, it creates frequent tensions and difficulties, and
not seldom gives rise to violent breaks in the continuity of tribal life. For
this dual influence of paternal love and the matrilineal principle, which
penetrates so far into the framework of institutions and into the social
ideas and sentiments of the native, is not, as a matter of fact, quite well
adjusted in its working. (1932: 6)

Unlike both Malinowski's and Turner's works, my analysis of life in Mazatian does not
privilege the conflicts that arise from contradictions. Rather, I attend to accommodation
between contradictory moral frameworks as well as to conflict over them.
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More recently, anthropologists have turned increasing attention to "globalization"
as a process producing cultural conflict. Studies in this vein have highlighted the
introduction or intensification of "Western" culture among groups in which other cultural
heritages have predominated. Some such studies have highlighted how local peoples have
reinterpreted imported cultural forms, such as television watching (Pace 1997). Others
have stressed how Western practices threaten local traditions (Brovra 1992, Stephenson
1989). Many of these latter identify tourism as one of the main culprits in threatening
local ways. As Smith (1989) correctly points out, though, many anthropologists have
overestimated tourism's effects - they often are just one part of broad forces tending in
the same direction, namely that of global, mass-mediated homogeneity.
This study is concerned more wath "localization," or how local people fashion
their lives given the contradiction between local and cosmopolitan pressures. From this
standpoint, as I note in Chapter Six, tourism and other globalizing processes add to local
complexity. Lavie (1990) provides a provocative account of how the Mzeini Bedouin
manage such complexity. In her description, the Mzeini are caught between the necessity
of catering to immoral tourists (among others) and the desire of living a more
"traditional" life. In many ways her work has shaped my research by creating questions
that I wanted to answer. However, in her analysis she ignores explicit and implicit signs
that many Mzeini — especially men — desire to share some aspects of what they see as the
tourist life, such as sex with tourists. In Mazatlan, most people I spoke with cast their and
other locals' relationship to tourism and the "modernity" it represented as one of both
necessity and desire, rather than casting this as an either/or choice.
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Scholars working with Mexican-American culture have also addressed similar
issues of cultural complexity, especially as individuals uniquely experience them. Some
have searched for a primary affiliation underlying Mexican-Americans' complex ethnic
identities. For example, Velez-Ibanez finds a fimdamental Mexicarmess in MexicanAmericans' extensive webs of social relations, and he disapproves of those who embrace
contradictory, "Anglo" moral orientations, such as "driveness" (1996: 138). Rodriguez
(1992), in vivid contrast, identifies location in the United States as primary as he
advocates more emphasis on "-American".
Other writers see Mexican-Americans and other "border" people as embodying
separate, intersecting identities (cf. Rosaldo 1989; see also Anzaldiia 1997, Burciaga
1992). In large part I adopt a similar position concerning all humans, including
mazatlecos. These authors tend to treat different orientations, for example Anglo and
Mexican, as discrete traditions that problematically meet at social borders. In contrast,
my historical research in Mazatlan shows how forerunners of today's contradictions have
pervaded life in Mazatlan for over a century. Mazatlecos embrace the partial integration not just intersection — of some contradictory aspects of "traditional" and "modem"
identities and reject others.
Among other approaches that focus on cultural contradiction, those that derive
from the writings of Antonio Gramsci (1971) figure prominently. One way that Gramsci
has influenced this dissertation is the with the notion that the cultural is political.
However, Gramsci's ultimate interest was with social groups' control of and by largescale institutions such as the state, and mine is vrith individuals caught in complex

situations. I do not foreground questions of rule, especially not on such a broad level,
though certainly such issues do arise.
In a similar vein, my approach derives from that of feminist activists. Feminists
have shown how "the personal is political" in a multitude of ways. I, like many others,
am extending this perspective to other realms.
Thus, on the most general level this research has several singular features. Among
them is its unique combination of theoretical concerns. Also unique is its sustained,
detailed attention to various aspects of this moral contradiction among mazatlecos and to
the relations among findings in various contexts. Last, I use this focus to organize
discussions that develop theoretical perspectives on a broad array of topics, including
social semiotics, space, contentment, modernity, and, of course, cultural complexity.

Mexico
This dissertation is a dialectic between developing theory and developing an
accurate ethnography of the inhabitants of a particular Mexican city. Questions of
cultural contradiction are old hat in Mexico. Indeed, widespread strains of Mexican
nationalism have long highlighted the integration of Indian and Spanish cultural and
biological ancestries, and social scientists have likewise focused on understanding their
relationship (cf. Friedlander 1975, Reyes 1992). Many works from both sources have
championed Mexico as essentially a mestizo ('mixed') nation, whereas others have
insisted that Mexico is fundamentally Indian. I do not address this question, but I must
note that the putative strength of mestizaje ('mixing') is that it successfully integrates
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contradictory ways of life (cf. Val Blanco 1990). Public schools taught this perspective
after the Revolution. Thus, ideas and arguments concerning integrating contradictory
ways are common in everyday life in Mexico, and these contradictory ways have been
linked to a distinction between foreign and local traditions.
Bonfil Batalla (1996) provides a noteworthy example. He makes a distinction
between a Mexico profunda ('deep, profound Mexico') and a Mexico imaginario
('imaginary Mexico'). "Deep" Mexico is essentially Indian in its origins and is seen in the
ways that most Mexicans organize their lives. "Imaginary" Mexico refers to the
succession of European and U.S. models, starting with the Spanish and continuing to
today, that elites in Mexico have attempted to impose on the rest of Mexican society.
These labels correspond to "traditional" and "modem" moral frameworks. To Bonfil
Batalla, these are incompatible systems of social organization. Indeed, mazatlecos
sometimes treat "modernity" and "tradition" as not just contradictory but incompatible,
but they most often expect themselves and others to find ways to accommodate both
ways of being.
Garcia Canclini (1995) also treats this topic in analyzing what he fuzzily refers to
as "hybrid cultures." Focusing on artistic production and distribution in Latin America, he
identifies "tradition" and "modernity" as distinct yet contemporaneous epochs that people
can "enter," "leave," or combine.
Although I read Rosaldo's foreword (1995) to the English edition of Garcia
Canclini's work after my fieldwork, he provides a charter for much of this dissertation.
Rosaldo takes Garcia Canclini to task for reproducing metropolitan conceptions of local

cultures as representative of the past. More importantly for my research, he criticizes
Garcia Canclini's inconsistent use of "hybrid": is hybridity a distinctive integration of
discrete influences or is it, as Rosaido would prefer, a universal condition of cultural
development? Rosaido himself seems more like a diffusionist, treating the origins and
effects of the traditions being combined as discretely identifiable. He goes on to argue
that "the analj^cal use of the terms traditional and modem should be preceded by an
exploration of their usage as folk or vernacular categories." In so doing, I have found that
mazatlecos often do think of "modernity" and "tradition" as pure, discrete elements in
combination. Yet I also provide reasons to believe that, as Rosaido says, "it is hybridity
all the way down" (1995: xv) and that understanding the contradiction between
"modernity" and "tradition" in Mazatlan involves processes similar to understanding any
other aspects of other cultural formations.

Preview
Although my broader interests have many noteworthy antecedents, perhaps my
ethnographic foci are more distinctive. At the very least, I sometimes treat commonly
considered practices in novel ways. For example, I compare the organization of different
events in Camaval to the organization of customer-service in different bakeries.
Here is a preview. In the next chapter, I introduce Mazatlan and my fieldwork.
That chapter provides much of the broader context — including political economy — for
the more micro-level findings in the other chapters. Chapter Three contains an analysis of
Mazatlan's pre-Lenten Camaval. By examining its organization, I delineate a key aspect

differentiating "modernity" and "tradition." In Chapter Four I analyze various elections.
In addition to highlighting another contradictory aspect of these frameworks, this
discussion shows that this contradiction is important outside of entertairmient contexts. In
Chapter Five I use Mazatlan's disco Utopias as a springboard for discussing the promise
of tourism and for developing a more generally applicable process for avoiding
unhappiness. Chapter Six assesses the character of mazatlecos' "moral geographies"
through a comparison of communicative practices in different zones. Chapter Seven is a
vignette about a revealing date that spanned two local zones and several topics in this
dissertation. The last ethnographic chapter. Chapter Eight, contains a social-semiotic
account of locals in the tourist zone and elsewhere. Even apparently trivial practices had
momentary and lasting importance for mazatlecos. The final chapter is rife with
recapitulations, conjectures, and considerations of this work's limitations and unportance.
The punch line, though, is in the title. Mazatlecos wanted to be simultaneously
"modem" and "traditional," and this dilemma mattered greatly. Individuals achieved
different balances of these contradictory moral frameworks, with different consequences.
They managed this contradiction by compromising each moral framework.
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Chapter 2:
Orientations

This chapter provides an orientation to Mazatlan and to my research activities. It
also presents information that is pertinent to other chapters. An introduction to Mazatlan
is necessary because so many people in the United States have a strong image of
Mazatlm as a small town dependent exclusively on tourism. As a result, they shoehorn
my discussions of almost any topic - such as a university election (see Chapter Four) —
into a tourism frame. However, I chose Mazatlan as a field-site in part because it is larger
and more economically diversified than most other Mexican beach-resorts. Other topics
in this chapter should forestall similar misunderstandings.
Mazatlan is, among many other things, a beach-resort about 740 miles south of
the U.S.-Mexican border. As such, it contains many social border areas. However, most
mazatlecos I met emphasized Mazatlan's status as a peripheral area rather than as a
border. As I will discuss in later chapters, they often expressed, in a multitude of ways,
the vastness of the physical, cultural, social, economic, and geographic distances that
separated them from the "First World" and other centers. To give a pedestrian example, it
was common to meet people who bragged about having shopped or attended college in
Tucson.
Mazatlan is in southern Smaloa, on Mexico's west coast across from the southern
tip of Baja California (see Figures 1 and 2). "Mazatlan" is the name of both the municipio
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(similar to 'coimty') and the main city of the municipio. The city is the economic,
demographic, and political center {'cabecera') of the municipio.

CIHHUAHUA

LOS M0CHI8

LA PAZ

SAN BLAS
• GUADALAJARA
PUERTO VALLARTA

PaeifiG Ocean

MEXICO CITY

ACAPULCO.

Figure 1. Northwest Mexico (adapted from Reaney 1995)

Figure 2. The city of Mazatlan (adapted from a map given out by a rental-car agency)
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It stretches along a coastline that is sometimes rocky and sometimes sandy. Just
inside the coast, in the low areas, lie marshes, and the inhabited areas of the city of
Mazatlan include sections that have been converted from marshes, from beach, and even
from water. Occasional, low foothills of the Sierra Madre Occidental rise out of the ocean
here, sometimes as islands, sometimes as coastline. A person standing on the roof of a
building or on the top of one of these early hills can look east to see more consistent and
consequential foothills on the outskirts of Mazatlan: an omen of "la sierra". Beyond
climbs the vast Sierra Madre Occidental mountain range, which forms part of the same
range as the Rocky Mountains. The municipio extends from the shore into steep, rugged
areas of the sierra, where Sinaloa joins the state of Durango. This study focuses on the
city of Mazatlan, although, as I discuss below, the image of the sierra and of rural areas in
general provide important contrasts to Mazadan for mazatlecos.
A person hanging clothes out to dry on a rooftop would also probably see the top
of a cruise ship or a ferry moored in the harbor that is Mazatlan's historical raison d'etre.
This harbor is where the mouths of two waterways join before meeting the Pacific,
pooling behind two rocky promontories and constructed jetties.
Mazatlan lies barely within the Tropic of Cancer, although the climate is more
securely tropical. However, "tropical" does not necessarily mean "green." The area
suffers a long dry-season most of the year — except for summer — and summer's verdant
hills and vacant lots tum a surprising grayish-brown as the dry season progresses. Thii
dormancy was pronounced during my longest field-stay because of a drought that only
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ended that summer. The drought was so severe that residents of a nearby town rushed
outdoors when they mistook the sound of the newly replenished "river" for a leak in their
town's water tank. The most extreme feature of Mazatl^'s weather, perhaps, is the
stagnant humidity that visits each summer day and leaves only when it rains, which
occurs most often in the wee hours. Although a breeze greets the city at stmrise and blows
the sun down each afternoon, winds rarely pass the malecon ('boardwalk') unless it
storms. Evening, then, tantalizes with the promise of cool refreshment in the summer (or
blusters with the threat of "cold" in winter) but almost always precedes a hotter-feeling
night.
Mazatlan is a mid-sized city. Its population, according to informed assessments of
the 1995 census enumeration, is about 250,000, with a total of over 300,000 in the
mxmicipio. Not only is it the govenmiental seat of the municipio, but it is also the center
of business, education, entertainment, and population for southern Sinaloa. For example,
two of the students in the English-reading class that I taught were from the adjoining
municipio of Rosario. Mazatlan's regional nemesis since the nineteenth century has been
the state capital, Culiacan, 2.5 hours north by road. Culiacan, whose economy is based on
tomatoes, government, and illegal narcotics-trafficking, is a prosperous city of about
700,000 people.
Mazatlan has a more diverse economy than many people in the U.S. expect. It has
been and remains mainland Mexico's northernmost major beach resort. Along with
tourism, the formal economy depends mostly on fishing. It is Mexico's Pacific Coast
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shrimping-center. Additionally, Mazatlan, like Sinaloa in general, figures as a narcoticsproducing and -trafficking center. The cargo port also provides many jobs, although they
are rapidly declining. In addition, Mazatlan is the home of Pacifico and Modelo beers and
Marino coffee. It also contains a number of schools at all grades up to the master's level.
In public institutes, tuition is almost firee, so attending college and technical schools is
now common, especially with so few attractive work-opportunities for adolescents.
Mazatlan has a large number of people in the middling socioeconomic classes and is
graced by large stretches of comfortable-looking (though not rich) neighborhoods.
Indeed, one way of dividing Mazatlan is by types of residential areas. The main
division in mazatlecos' talk is between fraccionamientos ('subdivisions') and colonias
populares ('working-class neighborhoods'). The 'Historic Downtown' area, el Centra
Historico, is unique in being referred to as distinct firom these categories; however, when
I asked, many mazatlecos would say that it is a colonia popular. I lived in a colonia
popular, in the Centro, and in a firaccionamiento, and I compare them in this dissertation.
The prototypical firaccionamientos line up inland behind the coastal hotel-district. Three
notable exceptions are in the Centro by the port and on hills overlooking the ocean. While
fraccionamientos are almost unrelievedly prosperous-looking, all but the newest (and
therefore poorest) colonias populares harbor a considerable mixture of economic groups.
The relationship between firaccionamientos and "modernity" — established partially
through theu- proximity to tourist zones — indicates that they are "border" areas;
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however, many mazatlecos are likely to consider them to be less "peripheral," in a global
sense, for the same reasons (see Chapter Six).
Academic and political discourse within and about Mexico has often divided its
people into mestizos ('mixed') and indigenas ('Indigenes') (cf. Arizpe and Gortari 1990).
From this perspective, the preponderance of Mazatl^'s population is "mestizo", that is,
culturally and most often genetically a mix of European and Indian. However, the word
"mestizo" has unpleasant connotations for most mazatlecos and is rarely used and
sometimes denied; for example, Margain writes that "crossbreeding [''mestizaj'e'''\ is not
characteristic" (1960:75) of the North. Instead, terms more obviously centered on skin,
hair, and eye-color predominate. To wit, most "mestizos" are referred to as variations on
moreno ('brown'), such as moreno claro ('light brown'). Giiero ('whitey') is a
complimentary term. Another major category of appearance is chino (literally, 'Chinese');
anyone who looks Asian, including Japanese, is referred to by this term. There are a few
negros ('blacks') in Mazatlan; many but not all are U.S. or Canadian immigrants or
visitors. I pouit out these physical distinctions because they are important to mazatlecos
in many ways, some of which I will explore in this dissertation. For example, mazatlecos
often hailed light-skiimed or light-eyed people (such as myself) as "Guero". Jokes about
chinos were extremely common; I heard even more of such humor after people learned
that I was dating an Asian woman. And several people made remarks concerning their
distaste for various aspects of negros, most especially that they were "ugly" Qfeos').
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Culturally, the vast majority of the population is what intellectuals term
"mestizo," also. That is, few people are identified by themselves or others as "indio"
('Indian'), which in most contexts is a negative term. Present-day Indians were commonly
denigrated for neglecting their children or being savage. For example, a grandmother at a
wrestling match laughingly yelled ""jpinche nacor ('fucking hick') repeatedly at a
wrestler portraying an uncontrolled, backhanded Indian, and the rest of the crowd
expressed delight at her deprecations. The more complimentary term, "indigena," is used
in polite conversation and social science. Residents who speak an indigena language are
few, although many are highly visible as beach-vendors. All of the Indian vendors with
whom I talked identified their provenience as "Oaxaca," including some who made and
sold "Sen" ironwood carvings. However, at least one guidebook claims that they are all
Coras from the nearby sierra (Reaney 1995:43-44).
Mazatlan hosts non-indigena migrants, too. Most are Mexican, coming from all
parts of the republic but especially from the surrounding countryside or other places
within the state. Others have come from places such as La Paz, Mexico City, or Oaxaca.
Those who are not Mexican usually are firom the United States or Canada. There are
plenty of Mexican descendants of Chinese or Japanese, and others refer to them
sometimes as if their nationality were problematic.
The nearest population and cultural centers are not so close. La Paz is across the
Sea of Cortez from Mazatlan — a 16-hour ferry ride. Guadalajara is about 6.5 hours away
by car, Mexico City is twice that, and Monterrey is over 10 hours away. Indeed, the

Sierra Madre on one side and the ocean on the other provide formidable obstacles to eastwest transportation on the ground or water. The easier routes are north through Cuhacan
and southeast to Guadalajara and Mexico City.
In many ways, Mazatlan is on the southern frontier of "northem Mexico"
(Margain 1960). Perhaps most importantly, mazatlecos and other Mexicans agree that
Mazatlan is "norteno" ('northern') culturally, although some also pointed out to me that,
within Mexico, they look more to the central areas for cultural models. Indeed, no
mazatlecos mentioned visiting Hermosillo, Sonora, except to obtain visas from the U.S.
Embassy there. Nonetheless, more than one institution groups these cities in the same
administrative category. However, many people did tell me about experiences in, for
example, San Luis Potosi, Guadalajara, or Mexico City. I will delay more detailed
consideration of ideas of northemness, except to point out that, according to many
Mexicans' stereotypes, nortefios (compared to other Mexicans) are lighter-skiimed, richer,
taller, listen to different music, dress like cowboys, have more forceful personal styles,
are politically conservative, and model themselves after Americans.

General history
A general outline of Mazatlan's development will provide context for the more
detailed historical and ethnographic information presented in later chapters. Many of the
later discussions will elaborate on these themes.

During most of the colonial era, few people lived in the area around and including
Mazatl^. Those who did populate the area included dwindling numbers of Indians, a few
mulattos, some Spanish and other gewre de razdn ('people of reason'), and descendants of
all these groups, in various mixtures of biological antecedence (Navarro Garcia 1967:4547, 74-76). Esqueda (1989) argues that the Sinaloan dialect and travelers' accounts
provide evidence that this region was highly isolated from events and innovations in
central Mexico and Europe.
Although Mazatlan existed from at least the sixteenth century as a named place,
where occasional Spanish ships stopped, its specific location changed within the general
environs of today's city (Vega Ayala 1991). It was small enough that its previous
locations are unknown today. In the late eighteenth century, the colonial government
officially declared Mazatlan a port, built a dock, and established a presidio ('troopgarrison') there (Enciclopedia de los Municipios de Sinaloa 1988).
After Independence in 1821, Mazatlan's importance as an international trading
center increased dramatically. Over the course of the nineteenth century and into the early
twentieth century, Mazatlan became the foremost port in northwest Mexico. European
and U.S. commercial-houses - especially Spanish and German — set up operations to
supply the interior, which was dominated by the mining industry, with imported finished
goods (Martinez Pena 1996; Roman Alarcon 1991). Thus, foreign trade and prestige has
been an integral aspect of Mazatlan's development for at least 170 years, or since its
history as a city began.
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The kernel of present-day Mazatlan dates to this period. The docks, warehouses,
and residential areas occupied what is now referred to as the Centro Historico. Many
buildings and public works date to this era, including the malecon, the Customs House,
and the Cathedral, which were all built in the ninety years after Independence.
The foreign merchants formed a large portion of Mazatlan's economic and social
elites, although most political leaders still were Mexican bom and of Mexican-bom
parentage. However, Mazatlan's hosting of armed movements in favor of free trade is an
indication that these merchants (foreign and national) exercised great local political clout
(Voss 1982). Although one tourist book refers to them to as "immigrant smugglers"
{Estado de Sinaloa 1994:132), present-day mazatlecos are more likely to praise them.
Having received several nationalist disquisitions, I do not doubt that some locals
complain about them; however, even the author of a quasi-Marxist critique of Mazatlan's
development referred to this period as Mazatlan's time of "greatness" because of these
merchants' works. Most mazatlecos remember them well for their civic-mindedness. For
example, in 1900 German traders established the Paci'fico beer company, whose tower
dominates old Mazatlan's skyline and which serves as a prime source of local pride.
Several sources told of how one of these investors, "Jorge" Claussen, willed his portion
of brewery ownership to the city, and they underlined how a Mexican politician illegally
sold these public shares for private gain. These merchants were also instrumental in the
establishment of organized Camaval, extensive public education, and public works. The
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"typical" regional music, la tambora tradicional, developed from German-and-Frenchstyle brass bands.
The prestige of European and U.S. elites extended to other imports. For example,
newspapers of the time contain frequent notes lauding attempts to bring colonists from
these countries, on the assumption that they would work harder than Mexicans (cf El
Occidental 3/31/1881, p. 2). Advertisements highlighted the European or U.S. origins of
products or training of specialists. And articles expressed a fascination with and desire for
the technological wonders reputedly invented in these countries, for example: the steam
train, the telegraph, various types of lighting, and a machine that could fly from New
York to San Francisco in 15 minutes.
Thus, Mazatlan's origins as a city were inextricably linked to international
networks of economic transactions, politics, migration, information, and prestige. The
following chapters contain several comparisons between Mazatlan in the late nineteenth
century and in the 1990s. I chose this period mostly because this is the earliest time for
which sufficient periodicals and other sources exist. However, I have looked at historical
writings and sources addressing other periods.
Mazatlan's fortunes suffered along with decreased international trade from 1910
until at least the 1940s. This downturn was due to the Mexican Revolution, the Cristero
War, and the Great Depression. Many of the foreign merchant-houses folded and their
representatives left, but others remained. For example, a local chain of department stores
and a family of oligarchs bear the name "Coppel".
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In this period, large-scale commercial fishing and shrimping became important, as
they still are today. As one mazatleco shrimper put it, "The Japanese taught us to catch
shrimp on the high seas" (Vega Ayala 1991:86). Within a short period, locally owned
boats were catching shrimp, tima, and other seafood in industrial quantities, some for
export. Small-scale fishing has been and continues to be an extensive pastime among the
working class, whether in small craft, in the surf, or even while swimming.
Mazatlan's position as a fishing center led to its transformation after World War II
into a high-prestige tourism mecca. The rich and famous from the United States came to
catch billfish, such as marlin and sailfish. A few colonias populares had sprung up around
the Centre. The fishing fleet, the high-prestige residential areas, and the existing
infrastructure for visitors were all in the Centro. Thus, the first tourist development took
place there, too, along the seashore in Olas Altas.
Especially since the 1960s, illegal narcotics-trafficking by mazatlecos and nearby
Sinaloans has had great economic and social importance. According to local accounts,
money from this trade — laundered or spent recreationally - has helped underwrite much
of Mazatlan's physical growth, including tourism and residential developments (cf.
Beraud 1996). In the late 1950s, Mazatlan extended its malecon toward the north along
what is now called Playa Norte ('North Beach'). Hotels here focused on beach tourism
among families and young individuals. From the 1960s to this day, Mazatlan's tourist
industry has been extended even farther to the north, with hotels and condominium
towers on the beach rather than across the street from it. As the newer hotels were built
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farther north, new restaurants, dance emporia, shopping centers, and other nightspots also
were moved or established in these zones.
Since the 1930s, Mazatlan's population has grown continuously, as has its
physical size. Colonias and fraccionamientos have sprung up in every direction, except
that colonias away from the Centro are inland. The more expensive fraccionamientos tend
to be to the north near both the coast and tourism developments. Many buildings in the
Centro are run-down or abandoned, and some industries have almost completely migrated
out, such as movies, dancing, and first-class tourism. Some government offices have
moved away, too, including the main government hospital and the federal Tourism
Department QSecretaria de Turismo').
In conclusion, Mazatlan has grown since its effective beginning about two
centuries ago, but its dependence on international economic ties has been a continuous,
integral aspect of its development. As this dissertation demonstrates, almost all
mazatlecos have paid great attention to things "foreign" and have used such things as
symbols of prestige in particular contexts. Indeed, as I will show, mazatlecos have a stake
m identifying particular longstanding local places and practices as "foreign."

Fieldwork
In this section, I discuss my productive experiences in "the field." Later chapters
describe the methods I lised to produce specific information, but this chapter discusses the
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broader context in which that specific knowledge was produced. It should provide you
with a basis for evaluating my broader claims.
I chose to do research in Mazatlan because of its economic and spatial diversity.
People in Mazatlan have plausible choices about where to pursue different activities. I
geared my research to take advantage of this variety.
I have stayed in Mazatlan eight times. My first visit to Mazatlan occurred in late
December 1984, as one-half of a low-budget tourist couple. I then returned in August
1991, as a low-budget, single tourist-adventurer. Since then, I have visited Mazatlan six
times as a researcher. These visits include four brief tours: three to study Camaval and
one to study young Mexican tourists. Most importantly, I undertook more-general
ethnographic stays of eight and two months, in 1996 and 1997, respectively. 1
I have resided, sometimes briefly, in a wide variety of settings. For example, I
have stayed in a total of seven hotels — ail low-budget — both along the coast and
inland. Another time, I stayed with two young-adult, male friends in their house in a
popular-class fraccionamiento next to a government-sponsored development. During my
first long-term residence, I lived in two areas. Initially, during January and February
1996,1 rented an apartment-house in a colonia popular. Then I moved to an apartment

' For comparative purposes and as reconnaissance for a field site, I also have
visited Acapulco, Puerto Peiiasco, San Carlos, Puerto Escondido, and Puerto Angel. For a
variety of reasons, I have stayed in Mexico City, Oaxaca City, Guadalajara, Caborca,
Hermosillo, Chihuahua, Nueva Casas Grandes, and Los Mochis. In addition, I have
extensive experience in border towns, including Nogales, Agua Prieta, Reynosa, Ciudad
Acuna, Matamoros, Ciudad Juarez, Naco, and Sonoita.
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building in the Centre for the next six months, until I returned to Tucson in August 1996.
I returned to Mazatlan for two months starting May 1997. This time I lived in an
apartment-house in a prestigious fraccionamiento in the Zona Dorada.
This diverse residential pattern was not my original plan. I had planned to spend
my entire field experience in a colonia popular. I chose the Colonia Reforma after a long
walk through much of Mazatlan. It appealed to me because it bordered downtown, a
professional-fishing area, and the older tourist-strip along the beach. I confess that I also
enjoyed the tambora tradicional blaring out of buildings as bands practiced and performed
particularly in that area. Moreover, so many open doors and windows and so many people
on the sidewalk and street led me to a false expectation of easy contact.
Living in la Reforma, however, was initially a failure. No one except my landlord
would greet me. Yet men discussed in my presence, with insulting intent, about whether I
were homosexual. This colonia was home to many drug-traffickers, and the youths selling
dope on the comer would stare hard at me as I walked past, perhaps wondering whether I
were a DEA agent. While I lived there, the most promising contact with a neighbor
occurred when a young mother sent her young son to ask whether I had a girlfriend; I told
him that I did, apparently squelching that investigative avenue. I learned later that all
desconocidos ('strangers') — even unknown Mexicans — receive similarly cold
receptions when they move to most areas of Mazatlan. I foimd, though, that residents of
la Reforma were unfailingly fnendly when they had an acceptable reason to meet me —
either through an introduction by a common acquaintance or though a shared activity.
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such as swimming, attending to me in a bar, or playing basketball. I eventually met many
people from la Reforma and from other colonias.
So I moved to el Centro, which was closer to many of my friends' homes and
workplaces. My experience up to that point had convinced me to focus on public
behavior while striving to increase my exposure to private life. Perhaps because 1 was a
seemingly single, U.S. male living alone, I had little chance of acceptance in many
households. When I joked with a female friend about going home for lunch with her, she
replied seriously, "If I brought you home, my dad would kill you." However, she had told
me before about bringing transient, Mexican-tourist paramours home to meet her family.
Despite such obstacles, I did occasionally rupture the sanctity of local homes, and, as I
note below, I enjoyed access to many other situations, "private" and otherwise.
In el Centro, 1 moved to a section named Olas Altas ('High Waves'). 1 lived on the
third floor of a four-story apartment building, with a balcony overlooking a beach and
boardwalk. The building housed long-term foreign residents as well as Mexicans. This
area had been the center of popular-class entertainment since the nineteenth century and
was also the center of Mazatlan's first tourism boom, after World War II. Olas Altas was
highly mixed in terms of its residents' economic status, with quite poor people living
within a short distance of extremely rich people. The majority, however, were at the
upper end of the popular class or the lower end of the middle class. I made several
acquaintances in this area and cemented relations with many others. Also, as I lived there
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I met people from colonias populares, especially la Juarez and la Reforma, many of
whom I interviewed and/or visited.
For the summer of 1997,1 wanted to compare life in the residential section of the
Zona Dorada with that in the other two zones. I found an apartment two blocks behind the
Subway restaurant and one block from the substation of the Policia Turistica (Tourism
Police'), in the fiaccionamiento El Dorado. I was living in a newly subdivided house,
owned by the middle-aged family living downstairs. The building also housed another
Texan who taught English in Mazatlan; a young married couple, also tenants; and the
landlords' daughter, her husband, and baby. New friends of startling variety were easy to
make in this area, and unknown neighbors greeted me quite commonly. Since many
people thought that I might be Mexican, the public friendliness I experienced in the
neighborhood was mostly because of my apparently high status, not because of my
foreignness per se.
By comparing three zones in a single city, I set myself a rather unusual
ethnographic task. However, my level of fluency in Spanish allowed me to begin the
research even as I rode south on the bus the first time. The ability not only to converse
but to fashion jokes, speeches, and songs eased locals' willingness to accept me into their
lives as, in some respects, a peer. The focus on public life helped to make my task
manageable.
In addition to living in the three zones, I pursued a wide variety of activities in
various locations. The following is a collection of lists that should provide a partial
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indication of the breadth and tenor of my research. These lists are not exhaustive, and I
undertook almost all of these activities several times.
• Sports: I was the municipal swimming champion for my age group, I joined and
played tennis at a country club, I played basketball in pick-up games in two different
zones, I played fronton at university courts, and I body-surfed avidly along all of
Mazatlan's swimming beaches. Each of these activities led to important contacts and
experiences.
• Entertainment: I attended several public and private parties; I ate at a large
number and variety of restaurants; I attended many movies, two plays, and a wrestling
match; I went to several concerts and dances; I went to Camaval four years in a row; I
frequented various cafes, bars, nightclubs, strip joints, and cantinas ('popular-class bars,
with only men as clients and with prostitution as an attraction'); I joined in the Sundayafternoon promenade (I really liked watching the clowns); I attended and performed in a
weekly local concert/open-mike; I flirted and dated; and I performed as a comic on a
commercial, popular-music radio station.
• Education: I gave four guest-lectures at the state university; I was interviewed as
an academic three times on the radio and once for a newspaper; I commented on several
students' undergraduate and graduate theses; I engaged in numerous and frequent
discussions of my research with local social scientists; I attended a few bookpresentations; I observed activities in nearby schools; 1 talked with smdents and parents
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about schooling; and I taught a class in English-reading for MA students in social
sciences.
• Shopping: I shopped in the two malls, in the tiny abarrotes ('small,
neighborhood grocery store'), in supermarkets, in the central and neighborhood markets,
and in the largest flea market.
• Crime: I was robbed three times and reported it twice; unbeknownst to me, a
drunk police officer apparently waved his pistol in my direction during Camaval before a
yoimg, middle-class man disarmed him and took him to other police, who forced a bribe
out of him.
I took notes on the activities listed above. Usually 1 wrote them after returning to
my apartment, but sometimes I recorded them on audiocassette. I also used these
activities as a springboard to interviews.
I tape-recorded nine lengthy interviews of 11 people, for a total of eleven hours.
However, I conducted many more interviews of varying lengths that I did not record but
that I noted then or later. Indeed, many of the recorded interviews were continuations of
previous conversations that I had noted afterwards, and all but one continued for a
significant period after I turned off the tape-recorder. The tone of the interviews did not
change perceptibly with the recorder on, except in one case when a yoimg woman became
less flirtatious and more guarded. I had already established a friendship with all of the
informants except one, a minimally-cooperative priest.
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For unrecorded interviews, I interviewed at least twenty people at considerable
length. This number does not include brief conversations with literally scores of people,
and it also excludes acquaintances and fiiendships with many more. For example, I
briefly interviewed almost every taxi driver who gave me a ride, a number reaching,
again, into the scores.
My interviewing method — recorded or not — was semi-structured but casual. In
the interviews, I had a fairly standard set of topics that I asked about, but I raised them in
different ways and in different conversational contexts, depending on how the encounter
had developed. The standard topics focused on my initial research interest: moral
geographies (see Appendix A). I also asked unique questions depending on the
informant's expertise, my relationship with him/her, and the flow of the conversation. In
many cases, I returned to the informant at some subsequent date to clarify or expand upon
something that had struck me later.
Whom did I interview? I spoke explicitly about my research and formed
friendships with people in each of the contexts listed above, among others. The majority
of my informants were: adults of working age, with significant numbers in both the
middle class and working-class; late-adolescents, young adults, and the middle-aged;
males and females; "gay" (a common local category) and non-gay; married and single;
highly educated and not-so highly educated; Catholic and cristiano ('Protestant');
unathletic and hyper-healthy; and so on. One of the distinguishing aspects of this study is
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that it focuses on the poor, the wealthy, and the in-between. That is, a guiding principle of
this research was to meditate on variety rather than on sameness.
Other research activities included videotaping diverse public scenes. In all, I
recorded 13 hours of videotape. The main settings include Camaval, beauty contests,
Sunday promenades, neighborhood scenes, beaches, hotels and restaurants, night life,
Masses, and shopping. In addition to videotaping, I took a few hundred photographs of
various scenes.
Because of my field-site's spatial expanse, I read local newspapers almost daily.
For completeness, I alternated between the two major dailies {Noroeste and El Sol del
Pacifico), occasionally spicing this routine with other, minor papers. The society and
entertainment sections were especially helpful. I discussed relevant stories with
mazatlecos, some of whom appeared in or wrote them. The style of reporting facilitated
my research; most local stories consisted of interviews of one person. For historical
information, I read old newspapers in the municipal archive. I concentrated on local
newspapers firom the late nineteenth century, examining attitudes toward Mazatlan's
international position, various public entertairmients, and Mazatlan's spatial development.
This research helped me develop a sense of which aspects of "modernity" are relatively
new or old.
The guiding logic behind these various activities has been called "triangulation"
(Fetterman 1989:89-92). That is, in order to generalize accurately, I sought crosscontextual information for careful comparisons between conversations, observations.
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recordings, and other materials. Most importantly, I discussed my findings at each step
with my acquaintances, local or otherwise. Sometimes their responses consisted of a
generic acquiescence, "'asi es"' ('that's right.'), the sincerity of which was difficult to
judge. In many cases, however, my conversants surprised me with their interest in
critically discussing my perspectives.
Within certain constraints, my social identity was variable. Everyone took me for
a post-adolescent man (see Figure 3). However, my apparent status changed in different
contexts. For example, most mazatlecos guessed my age to be 25-30, although by my
count 1 turned 33 years old during my longest fieldwork stay. Seemingly everyone
noticed my green eyes, calling me "Giiero" even though my skin was moreno and my hair
brown. But many people thought that I was Mexican or, after hearing me speak briefly,
Spanish. For example, Meche, a neighborhood drunk, insisted that I was from Spain and
spoke to me humorously with gentlemanly flourishes and an exaggerated Spanish accent.
One caller to our radio program insisted that I was really a Mexican pretending to be an
American. I think that most people judged my financial status to be relatively high, but
this was not always the case. For example, one day I visited a friend in her colonia
popular. I was dressed in shorts and a sport-shirt, and I was carrying a backpack. Upon
seeing me her mother thought that I was "e/ muchacho que vende cassettes" ('the young
man who sells cassettes") door-to-door.
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Figure 3. The author.

At times I was able to manipulate my appearance to test how people would
respond. For example, wearing shorts and a t-shirt led many (but not all) people to think
that I was a tourist. However, wearing long pants signaled to many that I was Mexican, as
indicated by the language in which they greeted me or the prices that they charged me.
Once, I walked the same circuit downtown at the same hour on different days; I dressed
in long pants (according to the predominant local fashion) one time and in shorts (like a
stereotypical tourist) the other time. When I was dressed in shorts, many female clerks
made eye contact with me and smiled; when I was dressed in long pants, the same clerks
almost unanimously ignored me (see Chapter Eight, on social semiotics). After a while,
my constant, high-profile perambulations made me recognizable to a large number of
mazatlecos. One young man once hailed me on the street and asked me to advise him on
his thesis. I asked how he knew who I was. He said that Mazatlan was a '"'"pueblo chico"
('small town') and that "everyone" knew who I was. Certainly many people whom I met
for the first time told me that they had seen me before.
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I appeared to be, and sometimes was, romantically single most of my time in
Mazatlan. Among other consequences, I flirted a great deal, and I went on several dates.
(I told everyone about my research; I did not write notes about anyone who seemed
reluctant to contribute.) However, I also hosted my girlfriend occasionally, and my preadolescent daughter lived with me there for about two months. I took note of the
differences in treatment that I received as my companions changed. For example, my
friends spoke to me much less when I was with a romantic partner, and they practically
would not speak to my companion at all. Many ethnographers have noted the advantages
of doing fieldwork with one's spouse and baby, so I want to highlight that my single
status allowed me great freedom of movement and association. Unfortunately, my
experience would not fulfill anyone's sexual fantasies - except maybe a martyr's (cf. the
film Black Robe) - but I did get to interact with large numbers of people, especially
women and gay men, in ways that I would have rejected had I been with my family.
Moreover, I discussed my personal predicaments with my mazatleco friends, and I
learned much from their perspectives.
Last, other graduate students have urged me to boast that my freedom as a single
male living alone allowed me to hang out with both the "good" and the "bad" crowd.
Apparently, this is uncommon both among ethnographers and among mazatlecos. My
firiends in Mazatlan thought that my breadth of experience there was funny; they would
joke about me walking constantly throughout Mazatlan (relatively true), finding out about

everything (relatively false). "Tm everywhere, like the Chupacabras," I would happily
reply, wishing that it were so.
This long preamble has highlighted the diversity of experiences that I have
observed, engaged in, recorded, and contemplated during my long walk through
Mazatlan. I sought diversity in order to make careful, valid comparisons about
mazatlecos' lives. The rest of this dissertation presents some of the fhiits of this work.
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Chapter 3:
Staging Carnaval - Participation, Order, and "Modernity"

This chapter introduces a key distinction between local conceptions of "modem"
and "traditional" organization. "Modem" organization emphasizes contextual identities,
whereas "traditional" organization stresses holistic identities. This chapter also
demonstrates that, even when mazatlecos stmggle over "modernization," all parties still
want to incorporate aspects of both moral frameworks. Instead of asking only which
framework is dominant, I also ask how people want to combine frameworks.

Introduction
Why does the organization of Camaval in Mazatlan increasingly define crowdmembers as stage-oriented recipients — rather than crowd-oriented producers — of
entertairunent? Why is the "middle class" more extreme than the "popular classes" in its
responses? How are these trends related to other changes in Mazatlan? Camaval in
Mazatlan has changed historically with attempts to sanitize the festivities. Rather than
'turning the world upside-down' (Bakhtin 1984), its organization increasingly assigns
identities and defines roles for the crowd in order to create a "modem," orderly
celebration, and these efforts meet with increasing support and success among all classes.
This movement to create a "modem" order by institutionalizing sharper and more
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contextual definitions of identity reflects both the world and the world-view of the middle
class more than those of the popular classes.
"Carnival" in general has enjoyed considerable attention within the social
sciences. Many studies have emphasized its political aspects, whether its tendency to
incite or quell revolt, its importance in (re)producing sociopolitical symbolism, or its
inherent effect of deconstructing established orders (cf. Alonso 1990, Bakhtin 1984,
Beezley et al. 1994, DaMatta 1991, Stallybrass and White 1986). This essay derives from
and contributes to this political tradition by providing a critical examination of a
previously unstudied carnival. By focusing on changes in attention-direction and
entertainment-production, this essay provides another way of analyzing such public
celebrations. However, as Stallybrass and White (1986: 14) note, the importance and
effects of such popular celebrations differ by context. Camaval in Mazatlan is formally
organized, in part to limit its "transgressive" features, so in some ways it fits into
Mexico's long tradition of tailoring festivals to promote social reform (Beezley et al.
1994: xiv); that is, in many ways Camaval is no longer "carnival."
Rather than considering the nature of carnival cross-culturally, this chapter uses
Camaval as a periscope for critically considering "modernizing" cultural changes in
Mazatl^ and, by analogy, in urban Mexico generally. I examine in detail pattems and
changes in the organization of participation and in people's actual participation in five
Camaval events. I briefly compare this festival to other situations and trends in Mazatlan,
focusing again on participation. Camaval increasingly orders the crowd as an audience of
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entertainment-recipients. This is part of a larger cultural struggle to create a "modem"
order by redefining and restructuring identities in a variety of contexts. The very act of
defining roles more clearly, more fully, and more contextually is the fundamental
change, beyond changes in the content of the resulting categories. This represents one
attempt to make what Bonfil Batalla (1996) calls "the imaginary Mexico" more concrete.
A highly reworked version of Althusser's concept of "interpellation" (1971) is key
to my analysis of the organization of participation.' For Althusser, "interpellation" refers
to the way that identities and the roles that they entail are predefined, integral parts of a
setting or of an institution's structure. A person's relations to other aspects of the setting,
including other people, are defined before the person comes into contact with it, creating
a sense of naturalness about these roles and relations (see also Shearing and Stenning
1996 [1987] and Bourdieu 1984:473 on "attributive judgement"). However, Althusser's
use of "interpellation" confers unquestionable power on hegemonic institutions without
acknowledging individual agency. I am transforming this overly static, totalizing concept
into a more processual, contingent one. Following Althusser, 1 ask how the Camaval
events are organized to guide people into certain identities, roles and relations. But
interpellations are active attempts to define relations, and these attempts are of varying
force and meet with with varying success.

' Despite the manifest unfashionableness of citing Althusser, this is whence I developed
these ideas, and I have not found a better starting point.
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So "interpellation" refers to contingent, political processes involving human
actors both in the continuing development of institutions and in responses to them. For
example. Philips' (1983) discussion of how various cultural groups react differently to a
particular "participant structure" provides a beneficial contrast to Althusser. In another
essay (1983), Philips notes that interpellating contexts such as a courtroom depend not
only on what seem to be human universals, such as a preference for face-to-face
interaction, but also on expectations that are specific to a particular culture or even to a
particular genre within that culture. I argue that organizational preferences and
expectations also differ to some extent within social formations according to such
divisions as "class."
The most obvious alternative to "interpellation" is Gof&nan's "frame analysis"
(1974); however, Gof6nan focuses on how situations are framed and on how people
recognize frames rather than on how the process of framing shapes identities and relations
as a political act. Also, "framing" has come to refer to a variety of actions, including both
the organization of situations according to genre and the individual's recognition of these
genres, among others. Thus, for the sake of clarity, in this essay situations are "framed"
and people are "interpellated," and these processes occur in simultaneous and mutually
constitutive ways.
In Camaval, some interpellations are stronger than others, either by design or by
effect, and people have the ability' to question them and even to contradict them. For
example, my term "the crowd" refers to those individuals who, in the context of a given
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Camaval event, are interpellated as a mass of relatively undifferentiated people who have
no formal responsibility for entertaining or organizing others. While almost all
participants in Camaval agree on who constitutes "the crowd" — frequently referred to as
'la gente' or 'las masas' - disagreement exists over how the organizers should interpellate
different crowds and how members of the crowd should behave in such settings.

Camaval
Camaval in Mazadan is one of many pre-Lenten festivals around the world.
Although nowhere near the scale of the celebrations in Rio de Janeiro or New Orleans,
Camaval in Mazatlan is large and well known in Mexico. However, despite large
numbers of foreign tourists in Mazatlan at the same time time, visitors to Camaval are
mostly local and regional, with few tourists from other countries or even from other
regions of Mexico. Local speeches, articles, and advertisements refer to Camaval as
"nuestra maxima fiesta" ('our greatest festival'). In contrast, a teenage girl referred to it as
"una pedota masiva" ('a massive drunkfest'). In either case, its desired ethos is "alegria",
which in this context means 'fleeting happiness' or 'fun'. This noun and its corresponding
adjective, "alegre," are repeated not just in official discourse but also by members of the
crowd.
In recent years, Camaval has consisted of several different events that appeal both
by tradition and by design to different sorts of audiences. These events include, among
others, at least two parades, a street party with live music, two food-festivals, contests to
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select a king and three queens and to reward artists of various types, and concert-andcoronation spectacles. A municipally-funded and -appointed entity know as CODETUR
(an acronym for the misleading title, Comision de Desarrollo Tunstico de Mazatldrr)
organizes almost every event. There is no spontaneous 'street carnival' (e.g., informal
parading), and few events are organized outside of CODETUR's involvement.
CODETUR's directors have changed with municipal administrations. That is, the
conservative Partido Accion Nacional (PAN) has altemated in the municipal presidency
with the difflise Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) over the past four
administrations, and each has replaced the other's director of CODETUR. The PAN's
CODETUR, which includes many non-PAN-members, appears a bit more concerned with
haute culture and with order, but the general trends noted in this essay cross both parties'
administrations. The codeturenos who plan the celebrations tend to come from well-to-do
families and from among the city's intelligentsia. (A notable exception is the inclusion of
a priest within the PAN's CODETUR.) Individuals from among the longstanding rich
might participate at any level, especially in patronizing high-culture events and beauty
queens, but they do not control CODETUR's organization of events.
I conducted research on Camaval in 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1998. The first year, 1
attended without official sanction. The last three years, CODETUR provided me with a

^ The director, Raul Rico, explained CODETUR's mission in an interview: "It is not so
much developing tourism ... as it is organizing of Camaval and other major events of a
cultural nature" {Pacific Pearl, July/Aug. 1996).

press pass but, more importantly, I developed close friendships with several codeturefios
and other official participants, such as beauty contestants. Thus, I had the privilege of
seeing the production of Camaval in addition to experiencing it as a crowd-member.
Indeed, I participated in its official production as an interviewee on radio, as a confettithrower on television, and as a consxilting-friend. During events, I videotaped and
photographed various scenes and either wrote or audiotaped notes. The first three years, I
read and clipped every newspaper article that I could find about Camaval. Additionally, I
interviewed, ignored, danced with, avoided, conversed with, drank with, befriended,
antagonized, argued with, watched, flirted with, and play-battled people of all sorts. 1 also
experienced serious physical threats and low-level attacks, especially in the wee hours as
1 closed down Camaval with my friends. 1 discussed the observations in this paper with
many mazatlecos and benefited greatly from their comments, and I attended in 1998 with
a Mexican anthropologist who commented on my analyses.

Origins
The origins of Camaval in Mazatlan are either hazy or entirely clear, depending
on the political stance one takes concerning what Camaval is and should be. The current
administration of CODETUR is celebrating the festival's hundredth anniversary in 1998,
yet Camaval celebrations of uncertain origin extend back years before 1898. What began
that year were the "Carnavales de confeti y serpentina" ('Camavals of confetti and
streamers'), which supplanted the "Carnavales de harina" ('Camavals of flour"). The
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Camavales de harina consisted of public battles between two sections of the city: los del
muelle, 'the dock people', and los del abasto, 'the warehouse people'. They hurled
insults, challenges, poems, and projectiles — typically but not exclusively flour — at
each other and at people trying to abstain. They even raided houses in their fren2:y.
Injuries extended past pride, sensibilities, and home furnishings to include serious
physical wounds.
Well-to-do city leaders conspired to eliminate the Camaval de harina by
outlawing it and creating a more orderly substitute. As registered in newspaper articles of
the time (Vega Ayala et al. 1996), the men dominating Mazatlan's political and economic
life found the Camaval de harina to be an embarrassment. They argued that their
prospering city deserved a more cultured celebration that still preserved the irreverent
spirit of Camaval. In 1898, they created the Camaval de confeti, which centered on a
parade downtown featuring these oligarchs in gay costume. A supporter of the change
was chosen as Rey Feo ('Ugly King'), and he and his cohorts treated his person with mock
pomp and circumstance. A masquerade ball was held downtown and became associated
with illicit romance, as indexed by the come-on: "jA/e conoces, mascarita?" ('Do you
know me, little mask?').
How did the aficionados of the Camaval de harina react? Prior to the parade, there
were rumblings of non-compliance. However, according to journalistic accounts, in
general they heeded the legal prohibition on the street battles, and they watched the
parade. As one article smugly reported, dissidents had claimed that "the sovereign [a
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sarcastic term for 'the masses'] camiot be content to watch" as the finer folk presented an
orderly, cultural celebration, yet "the death of the flour-game did not draw ostensible
protests" (Vega Ayala et al. 1996: 54-55). Another article reported that "some citizens
[lamented] that in [this year's] Caraaval festivities the sovereign people were left only the
role of spectator"; however, another article praising the new Camaval argued; "It educates
all the classes of society in order, courtesy, good taste, aesthetics, and even in art". The
writer continues by arguing that the new Camaval provides work for poorer people so
that, "instead of making them waste time and money prostituting themselves with flour,
they will have wealth, pleasure, morality, and health" (Vega Ayala et al. 1996: 69-72).
This previous struggle over Camaval shares similarities with recent celebrations.
The creation of the parade introduced a new tension into Camaval celebrations: now
some of the key events divided participants formally into performers and spectators, and
the proper role of the spectators would recur as an issue. Indeed, they still are aptly called
"Camavales de confeti" partially because mazatlecos still throw cascarones ('eggs filled
with confetti or sometimes sand, rocks, or whites and yolks') at each other and at
paraders. Hearkening back to another era, organizers recently have attempted to make the
festivities "healthier" (^mds sanas') by outlawing the sale and use of foam spray (1996)
and then cascarones (1997) during parades. Yet confetti and other objects continue to be
thrown, legally and illegally, during parades and other events. A friend joked in 1998
that, with the elimination of cascarones, they would celebrate the "Carnavales de ocote"
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('Camavals of corncob') at the next centennial, because he had seen people throwing
these biotic projectiles after eating their protective outer layer.
Nonetheless, Camaval has changed in many ways over the decades. The
celebration has accrued and transformed a variety of events and abandoned others. For
example, today the parade, despite changes, remains a central event, but the masquerade
ball has practically disappeared. As with the change from harina to confeti, the continuing
reform of Camaval represents one aspect of the struggle to re-structure social relations in
Mazatlan, in this case, to make them more "modem".

Contemporary Camaval
Camaval events are separated in many ways, including spatially. The massive
street-party takes place along the seashore-drive downtown in an area known as Olas
Altas; the main food-fair (^Muestra Gastrondmica') associated with the middle class is in
a small, inland park downtown called the Plazuela Machado; the two parade routes cover
different parts of the coastal road; and the concert/coronation spectacles take place in
sports stadiums. I will now compare five main events that by tradition and by design
appeal to different classes of people.

Class
In this dissertation, local categories of class pervade the analysis. I defer to local
practice in separating people and styles into the closes populares ('popular classes') and
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close media ('middle class').^ Undoubtedly discourse among intellectuals, academics, and
political activists has influenced the widespread use of these terms, as Gutman (1996) has
shown for the term "macho" in Mexico City. Nonetheless, like "macho," both terms are
part of everyday discourse among mazatlecos, whether formally educated or not. Great
agreement exists among mazatlecos over what these terms denote: "clases populares"
refers to poorer, more "traditional" people, who probably perform manual labor, have
relatively little formal education, and maintain relatively strong ties to rural society
and/or culture; "clase media" refers to richer, more "modern," cosmopolitan, educated,
and urbanized people, who supervise the clases populares at work. People disagree,
however, over what these terms should connote: while people in each class romanticize
some aspects of the other group, most, but not all, express pride in how members of their
ovm class reputedly form relations. Nonetheless, in Mazatlan, at least, members of the
clases populares are more likely than members of the clase media to express either
ambivalence about their class' reputed attributes or even admiration for the other class.
The greatest disagreement concerns whom these terms include. These categories are
much more fluid than their everyday use suggests, and their association with such varied
criteria as styles of entertainment and income, for example, confuse identification further.
A large number of people have raised their status to clase media through increased

^ Although grammatically plural, clases populares appears to be semantically singular, in
that mazatlecos most often refer to the popular classes as a single unit.
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income and expenditure, and many people with large incomes prefer to maintain a
popular profile.
Although many events in Mazatlan, including in Camaval, are associated by
design and by reputation with particular classes, many people cross these reputed class
boundaries. In terms of entertainment, then, these class-labels refer to styles that any
person may display (Kondo 1990), but mazatlecos associate these styles with social
classes because the styles apparently appeal mostly — but not exclusively or universally
— to members of these classes. People's tendency to display other signs, such as fashions
of dress, of the class-membership appropriate to such events accentuates this apparent
correspondence of class and entertainment genre. Again, popular-class mazatlecos are
more likely to dress in middle-class fashion than vice versa. Compared to Bourdieu's
analysis of French social distinctions (1984), class identification and even selfidentification among mazatlecos is considerably more fluid and less detailed.
Individuals from among "/oj ricos" ('the longstanding rich') do participate in
Camaval in various roles. However, their participation is difficult to distinguish from that
of the clase media, except perhaps for a more secure, adventuresome streak among some
ricos. Indeed, local discourse rarely distinguishes the two groups in the context of
Camaval, except when the rules for electing monarchs blatantly favor richer candidates.
Perhaps this blurring results from los ricos' similarities to the clase media in Camaval
and from their few numbers. Although this collapsing of categories hides social divisions
in Mazatlan, I would argue that mazatlecos are correct in generalizing in this way
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concerning Camaval: the processes that divide the ciase media from the clases populares
are shared by los ricos.

Popular-class events: Olas Altas
Olas Altas is where the popular-class Camaval street-party takes place. It is a
section of the "Historic Downtown" that fronts a small bay. This area has been a center
for various types of entertainment in Mazatlan for at least a century. It still is the site of
Sunday promenades by families and individuals, mostly among the clases populares, who
are entertained in a low-key fashion by themselves, each other, cliff-divers, and clovms.
Olas Altas also was the first seaside tourism-zone in Mazatlan, and several hotels and
open-air bars still line the malecon there.
In Camavals past, according to my friends, revelers would promenade through
Olas Altas. Some would hire a band, most commonly a tambora tradicional to accompany
them as they sat, danced and/or paraded along the street. Mazatlecos refer to this as
"jalando la banda" ('pulling the band'). This turn of phrase implies that the active party is
the person hiring the band. Another stereotypical phrase with similar implications is,
"gwe me siga la tambora''' ('May the band follow me'). Indeed, my observations of such
events not only at Camaval but at bars and parties reveals that this implication is not only
linguistic. For example, the reveler selects the band and the songs, and s/he pays the band
directly; moreover, at Camaval s/he determines whether the group will promenade or
remain in one place. This practice continues to the present in Olas Altas, even though
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amplified bands play on stage for free. Today, the revelers — not the traditional bands —
decide when Camaval will end for the night. Several friends pointed out groups of people
who had hired such bands after the amplified bands had finished (after 3:30 AM) because
"they don't want Camaval to end." Musicians are expected to stay until no clients remain
because "this time is very good for them."
Perhaps most tellingly, revelers do not focus their attention on the traditional band
by default, even when singing along. Instead, they usually dance among themselves,
watch other dancers, sing along with each other, or talk among themselves as if a band
were not blaring nearby at their behest. Even when singing along to mariachis, trios, or
troubadours, revelers commonly look at and touch each other, rather than face the music.
Sometimes tired Camaval-goers do command a performance and focus on the band, but
they usually do not clap afterwards (Figure 4). In short, revelers treat these acoustic bands
much like human jukeboxes, to whom they can respond in a variety of ways according to
their whims. The band, however, always faces the revelers. This pattern of attentiondirection recalls studies that have foimd that people who have established dominance tend
to demonstrate less direct-attention to interactants, whereas subordinate actors display
more direct-attention to the dominant party (Argyle 1988). Thus, the expectations
surrounding jalando la banda define revelers, especially the reveler contracting the band,
as active and dominant, as centers of attention and producers of entertainment.
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Figure 4. Jalando la banda at Olas Altas during Camaval. Men in rural-style dress
seated on the sidewalk and listening to a nortena band they have hired. Some
bystanders are paying attention like an audience; most are walking by without
paying direct attention to the performance. After the song, no one clapped, and the
musicians wandered away when no one requested another.

Orientations
I refer to this and similar attitudes as "orientations." The word "orientation" is
intended to connote the incompleteness and mixability of a person's dominant
expectations in a given context. In the case of jalando la banda, I am describing a
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"producer-orientation," which contrasts with a "recipient-orientation."'* A producer in
Mazatlan is someone who can and, in the strong case, should create or take responsibility
for whatever is at stake, in this case entertaiimient. Recipients can and should position
themselves to receive or avoid whatever is being produced (e.g., entertainment). Thus, a
person with a producer-orientation feels that an aspect of his or her identity in a given
context is the capacity and sometimes responsibility to produce, for example, music.
Among mazatlecos these two orientations are contrastive aspects of identity; although an
individual is interpellated into and "displays" (Goffinan 1979) both orientations in almost
every context, frequently one orientation is highlighted more than the other. I am arguing
that in recent years Camaval has increasingly interpellated the crowd into a recipientorientation, with growing success. Thus, interpellative organization is an attempt to order
relations, and people's orientations are, in part, responses to this attempt.
A second contrast is salient in this essay: "stage-orientation" versus "crowdorientation." Stage-oriented people focus attention on a show defined as external to the
crowd; crowd-oriented people direct their attention to other crowd members, regardless of
whether a formal show is being presented. Thus, the example of jalando la banda implies
a producer-orientation and a crowd-orientation among listeners.

•* The orientations analyzed in this essay result fi-om ethnographic analysis rather than
firom local discursive categories; however, when I discuss these categories with locals
they acknowledge their salience.
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To avoid clumsy and confusing terms such as "producer/crowd-orientation," I
refer to this combination as a "player-orientation" (see Table 1). Camavai increasingly
interpellates crowd-members as stage-oriented and recipient-oriented: a combination that
I term, "audience-oriented." Given dominant Western expectations, it might seem that
producer- and crowd-orientations always coincide, and likewise with recipient- and stageorientations, as they do most frequently in Mazatlan. I distinguish these categories in this
essay both to elucidate particular processes and to highlight that these associations are
cultural. For example, karaoke and open-microphone performances promote a
producer/stage-orientation, or what I call an "exhibitionist-orientation," whereas
performing detached ethnographic observation or reading human-interest stories fosters a
crowd/recipient-orientation, or "onlooker-orientation."

Orientation
Crowd: focuses on other
crowd-members
Stage: focuses on formal
show

Producer: responsible
for entertaining
Player

Recipient: attends to others:
does not entertain
Onlooker

Exhibitionist

Audience

Table 1. Orientations in Caraavai

Change
Several years ago, Camavai changed. It had become so violent with gang-attacks,
other drunken fights, and diverse crimes that the organizers took several preventive
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measures. First, masks were outlawed on adults because they made crimes easier to
commit with impunity. Second, and more reportable among mazatlecos, a security fence
was placed at Olas Altas around the traditional street-party area for the clases populares,
thereby facilitating weapons-searches by police. The creation of the fence led in
subsequent years to the imposition of entrance fees, which at first were token and now are
significant for poorer people. These fees represent an increasing obstacle to poorer people
who want to attend what almost everyone refers to as "our" festival; thus, they are
common sources of fierce complaint among the clases populares. But they are also the
target of positive evaluations among members of all classes, due to the resulting increase
in physical safety.
The entertainment inside Olas Altas also changed. With the creation of the fence,
CODETUR hired amplified bands that play regionally-popular music, such as nortena
and banda, on stages (Figure 5). More recently, DJs playing pre-recorded, cosmopolitan
dance music (e.g., "disco") have also provided music, also on stages. Both sorts of music
are for dancing and have many aficionados among the clases populares and the middle
class. The brass bands continue to wander the interstices and to contract with individual
partiers at all hours. They are popular especially after the amplified bands' contracts end
around 3:00 AM. Thus, partiers have several options, with at least three genres of musical
performance available, and, once inside, they are free to sample each or to locate
themselves in less-noisy spaces between the stages.

Figure 5. Dance-concert at Olas Altas during Camaval. A band is playing on the
stage in the background, and the people directly in front of it are watching or
dancing. Most of the people in the foreground are jostling past. The white flare in
the foreground is someone spraying a passing reveler with foam.

The staging of music has structurally altered social relations in significant ways.
The amplified bands are contracted formally well in advance; they choose the songs that
they will play; and they begin and end at times determined by contract with a third party,
CODETUR, which mediates between the performers and the crowd. Physically, their
positioning on a stage raises them above the crowd, and studies of nonverbal
communication have associated relatively higher elevation with claims to dominance
(Argyle 1988). They receive special attention as performers who talk to the audience.
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dance, and of course play music — all at high volumes that command attention and
discourage conversation. In short, the structure of concert-relations gives them a strong
claim to monopolize attention.
This tendency toward monopolization is far from complete, but it encourages a
redefinition of relations among revelers. Now individual partiers are interpellated as
members of an audience, and their interrelationship is mediated by their direct
relationship with the performers: rather than face each other, partiers face the stage; rather
than call the tune and pay the piper, they are called to dance; and their money is handled
for them through a series of bureaucratic mediations. That is, the concert-frame
interpellates them as audience-members.
However, the effects of these designs are partial, undermined by the
incompleteness of the interpellation and by the revelers' contrary desires and
expectations. That is, Camaval-goers in Olas Altas continue to focus on themselves or
each other much of the time. Moreover, they initiate and sustain entertaining activities.
This player-orientation occurs in several different ways, even among crowd-members
during concerts.
For example, pistear means 'to hang out and drink alcohol,' prototypically beer in
Mazatlan, and several mazatlecos pointed to pisteando as a "typical" activity for male and
female locals at all times of year. Certainly it is a common activity in Olas Altas during
Camaval. As pisteadores are hanging out and chatting, they can watch the passing parade
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of people for amusement and to hail friends; they can perhaps dance among themselves to
nearby music; and (rarely) they can meet potential romantic partners.
Opportunities for meeting others abound, as a river of people is constantly
pushing its way along the street. Most commonly, a chain of fnends has decided to move
along Olas Altas, either to reach another, specific destination or simply to venture forth.
They might stop temporarily when one member greets a friend or wants to buy beer or
when they decide to dance for a moment. When pisteando or winding through the crowd,
revelers focus mostly on other revelers, both knovm and unknown. When they dance,
they most commonly orient themselves to the stage to some extent but not completely. 1
will discuss dancing further, below.
Other player-oriented activities include various sorts of aggressions. These
include serious fights and play fights. Aggressions arise amid other activities, such as
dancing, walking, or pisteando. Serious fights are mostly limited to young men, usually
dressed in rural fashion (e.g., white cowboy hats and big belt-buckles) or in gang fashion
(e.g., bandannas, slicked-back hair, and very loose, cotton clothes). Serious fights
invariably attract and sustain the attention of other Camaval-goers; these onlookers
typically spread out into a circle of sorts to avoid physical contact, but they also continue
to watch with excitement until the police have arrived, subdued the fighters, and forced
them away. Once the fighters have fled or been arrested, the circle closes, and revelers
return to their previous activities. Serious fights are special in that they can divert
anyone's attention from any staged activity; this attention includes both nonverbal
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orientation and discourse. Serious figiiting also is the only important player-oriented
activity that Camaval-organizers try to halt in Olas Altas.
Until 1998, play fights were much more common than serious ones, and they also
created a player-orientation. Hearkening back to the Camavales de harina, play fights
featured various technologies to Same them as play. Most typically, people cascarones or
smashed them into other people; they threw confetti without transport; or they sprayed
foam. These play-aggressions could occur between friends or between strangers, among
males and/or females, and among young and/or old. They also provided perhaps the only
means for strangers to interact directly in a sustained fashion without manifest erotic
intent. They provided a source of amusement for the participants and for onlookers. In
1998 CODETUR banned sales of play-aggression technologies at Olas Altas, and play
fights all but vanished. I v^dll discuss play-fighting further in relation to a middle-class
event and to parades.
The preceding examples show that Camaval-goers in Olas Altas instigate and
enjoy crowd-oriented activities. Although CODETUR almost exclusively organizes
stage-oriented activities, it also provides space for these more traditional activities. But
how do these same people behave m the same general setting (Olas Altas) during the
staged dance-concerts, which interpellate them primarily as audience-members?
Not surprisingly, people near the shows are likely to orient themselves physically
toward the stage, except when dancing. Most people who are not dancing face the stage.
A group of people may form a conversation-circle, but some members vnll almost always
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face the stage; groups are less uniform in facing other directions. Unlike a concert with
seats, the physical setting of Olas Altas does little to encourage this attention; the stages
are simply on one side of a street, and people gather aroimd them as they will. In addition,
conversation is much less common near a stage than distant from it, due in part to the
volume but also to the interpellating effects of the concert frame, as seen in the relative
lack of conversation between songs.
However, during songs, many dancers show little or no stage-orientation. This is
especially true of couples or of dance-circles of friends. They dance facing any direction,
and their eyes focus on their partners, on some unknown distance, or on other crowd
members. In contrast, individual dancers almost always face the stage, and small groups
sometimes line up facing the stage. Novelties, such as happy drunks dancing crazily or
foreign tourist-women dancing with Mexican men, attract the attention of everyone
except dancing couples. However, between songs couples and dancing groups are likely
to turn to the stage. When the band leaves the stage, most people leave the area or at least
stop dancing, even though the sound-system continues to play the same genre of music.
Almost all crowd-members turn from the stage at least partially.
Thus, the stage-orientation encouraged by the dance-concert frame has some
effect, but the incomplete stage-orientation of Olas Altas' organization and the
expectations of Camaval-goers for a crowd-orientation partially subvert this effect.
Crowd-members can come and go as they please, and few stay for the duration of any
band's set. Also, the existence of dance-circles is interesting, because I have not seen
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these outside of Olas Altas at paid concerts of live bands playing popular music; at the
very least they are far less common. Dancing couples behave much the same both in Olas
Altas and in non-Camaval events, but non-dancers exhibit a stronger audience-orientation
(i.e., recipients focusing on staged entertainment) outside of Olas Altas.
In addition to the live bands, Olas Altas has DJs playing cosmopolitan dance
music, such as that heard in Mazatlan's tourist-discos. This music appeals to a somewhat
different audience than the live concerts, and the genre interpellates people less fiilly as
recipients. For example, revelers commonly climb the DJ's stage to request a song.
However, the DJ is on a stage, and many dancers and almost all onlookers orient
themselves physically to this stage. The stage is salient because some exhibitionistoriented dancers, usually girls, climb on stage to dance for the crowd, many of whose
members watch as they dance. Thus, the disco movil ('portable disco') genre creates a
stage-orientation, but it simultaneously fosters greater producer-orientation than the live
dance-concerts.

Local assessments
Perhaps the tone of the preceding discussion reveals my preference for playeroriented activities at Olas Altas. Some friends in Mazatlan indexed similar sentiments
when they complained that amplified bands now dominate instead of the parades of
people jalando la banda. But many other mazatlecos would disagree, including many
members of the clases populares at Olas Altas. Almost everyone visiting Olas Altas
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engages in a variety of activities there, yet the majority of visitors at some point orient
themselves willingly to the stage; they complain if it appears that there are fewer stages
than they remember in the past; and they leave the grounds when the bands stop playing.
Jalando la banda costs more money than many revelers can afford, but strangers are free
to join the celebration when others have contracted the brass band. Yet few do so until the
amplified bands on stage have stopped playing. In 1996, the grounds were open on the
first night, with free admission, no police-inspections, and no amplified bands. There
were almost no people. (A local friend and I — both die-hard Camaval-goers - ended up
walking to a fairly distant popular-class bar, which was busy.) Likewise, during daylight
hours Olas Altas is open, free, without bands on stage, and deserted.
This common desire for staged entertainment is understandable for many reasons.
First, staged-music is a relatively high-prestige activity for many people, who see such
amplified bands on television. The brass bands, on the other hand, are heard live daily in
such low-prestige places as cantinas. (Mazatlecos were often surprised to hear that similar
brass bands were a high-prestige tourist attraction in New Orleans.) Perhaps more
important, hearing the amplified music live is relatively novel compared to listening to
brass bands or to fnends' conversation. Brass bands can be heard live almost any day for
free. Although concerts with amplified bands are fairly common in Mazatlan, many
people carmot afford to attend these shows regularly. Boredom constantly threatens
members of the popular classes in their day-to-day lives, and many have cultivated an
appreciation for novel experiences, such as Olas Altas' dance concerts. Last, Camaval is
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one of the few times when more-cosmopolitan mazatlecos can express their taste for this
music, which they associate with popular life, without risking too much ridicule from
their friends. For example, young people who primarily dance to the disco movil and
dress in MTV-like fashions often dance to the regional music for short periods of time;
those dressed in more rural-like fashion dance to the DJs much less commonly.
Thus, in Handelman's (1977) terms, the issue among most locals concerning Olas
Altas is not a choice between "ritual" ('what should be') versus "play" ('what can be').
Perhaps this was the crux of the establishment of the Camavales de confeti, but, in recent
years, concern among the vast majority of mazatlecos centers around what kind of ritual
is appropriate.

Coronation of the King
In organizing Camaval, CODETUR both willingly follows longstanding tradition
and reluctantly bows to political pressures to meet tradition-minded expectations. Thus it
designs Camaval events to appeal to different tastes, which are associated with different
social classes. For example, not only CODETUR but almost everyone describes Olas
Altas as essentially popular. I will now compare the dance-concerts at Olas Altas with
another popular dance-concert in 1996 featuring the same regional styles of amplified
dance music. It took place in the city's bullfighting ring. The occasion was the coronation
of the Rey de la Alegria ('King of Happiness'), also known as the Rey Feo, a comic,
camivalesque figure in the Bakhtinian (1984) sense of grotesque corporality, associated
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with popular tastes. The king was "elected" by raising more money for Camaval than his
competitors. In 1996 the winner was "Pely," a human dressed as a pelican and the mascot
of the local professional baseball team.
CODETUR selected the bands and priced the tickets to attract the popular classes,
and consequently plenty of security forces were on hand to protect the money and to
maintain order. Other events designed for more elite tastes — and with less securitypersonnel — coincided with this one at other locations, implying that these tastes were
mutually exclusive. (Similar scheduling opposed other popular-class and middle-class
events.) The concert proceeded for a couple of hours before the coronation and then for at
least an hour afterward. The two stages sat within the yard of the bullring, and the rest of
the yard was empty to accommodate dancers; however, seats in the stands faced the
stages (Figure 6). People were free to move between the yard, the stands, and the exterior
concourses. This setting interpellated people more fully as stage-oriented than at Olas
Altas: the bleachers oriented them physically toward the stage, and entertaining
alternatives were lacking. Thus, people who were not dancing in a couple were more
stage-oriented than at Olas Altas. Until the coronation, almost everyone was either seated
in the stands or dancing with a partner in the yard. The dancers were oriented toward each
other except between songs.
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Figure 6. Dance-concert at the Coronation of the King of Happiness. The dancers
are oriented to each other rather than to the stage, which is in the right background.
Seated spectators are watching both activities from the stands in the left
background.

Two happenings show how orientations can change among the same people
during an event. When Pely arrived on stage to receive his crown, many people moved
from the stands or the yard to the front of the stage, although no one had directed them to
do so. Many stayed near the stage even after the coronation, as the concert continued,
including some couples who previously had been dancing. Some dancing couples.
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though, continued to dance, away from the stage. The next band featured a local male
heart-throb, which encouraged young women and their companions to remain in front of
the stage. When he played his current hit, however, many people seated in the stands and
standing in front of the stage began dancing in the yard as couples.
These examples and the discussion of Olas Altas show that the tendency toward
any particular orientation is neither automatic nor intrinsically popular. Popular-class
crowd-members readily moved between audience- and player-orientations in these
settings, and the events' loose interpellations facilitated these shifts.

Middle-class events
As mentioned above, CODETUR and tradition tacitly designate some events as
popular and others as more clase media ('middle class'), or cultural ('Cultural').
^^Culturar here is a euphemism for a presumptuous style in which ostentatious displays
of refinement indicate fitness for class membership (see Cummings 1991 on "rituals of
reassurance"). In this section, I will describe two middle-class events that are broadly
comparable to those described for the popular classes. These events interpellate the crowd
differently, and in them the crowd displays more extreme orientations than in popularclass events.
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Plazuela Machado
When the Carnaval de harina was suppressed in favor of the Camaval de confeti,
the organizers located the center of activities in the Plazuela Machado, a small park a few
blocks from Olas Altas. Despite a series of ofiScial changes, locals have prevailed in
preserving this park's informal name, which is in honor of the man who donated it to the
city in the nineteenth century. Mazatlecos continue to associate this park with traditional
middle-class respectability, including in Camaval. The Plazuela is the site of the Muestra
Gastronomica. The streets and sidewalks on three sides of the park are covered with
temporary restaurants serving distinct dishes, ranging from standard taco-stand cuisine to
moderately expensive seafood. The gazebo in the center of the park holds a live band,
either brass or amplified. The restaurants have tables and chairs for patrons, but there is
no seating in the central park area except for a few benches, curbs, and steps (Figure 7).
No admission is charged, and there are no gates and no imiversal police-search. In fact,
until 1998, police often were hard to find in the area. In 1998 CODETUR installed a
fence, security guards searched occasional bags for unofficial beer and for weapons, and
police constantly patrolled the area. Still, in all years, anyone was free to enter, but eating
and drinking — the event's official raison d'etre — cost money. Thus, the event officially
interpellated the crowd into a recipient-orientation and a weak stage-orientation. The
organization of the event interpellated the crowd as recipients primarily of gastronomic
entertainment and secondarily of music. Nothing in the organization encouraged playerorientations, although the weakness of the interpellation left space for these.

Figure 7. La Muestra Gastrondmica at the Plazuela Machado. One of the eateries
lining the periphery is on the right, and adolescent revelers are on the left. Farther
to the left, out of view, is a band playing la tambora tradicional from the central
gazebo. The restaurant is Senor Frog's^ which mazatlecos generally associate with
tourists and with middle-class locals.

Mazatlecos generally describe the Muestra Gastronomica as a middle-class,
family-friendly altemative to Olas Altas, which many see as too dangerous. In comparing
it to Olas Altas, I follow a common, longstanding local practice. Many claim that people
from the popular classes do not attend the Muestra Gastronomica because they feel
uncomfortable there — they prefer Olas Altas. My experience is that many people from
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the popular classes say that they like both ambiences. In fact, some claim that they
eschew Olas Altas because of the violence and visit only the Plazuela Machado and/or the
parades. For example, my next-door neighbor in the Colonia Reforma, a middle-aged
man who ran a metalworking shop, said that he went only to the Machado because there
were lots of burros' ('jackasses, brutes') at Olas Altas. However, the vast majority of
people in the Machado at least appear to be middle-class, from "familias 'bien"' ('"good"
families').
Adult men and women spend almost all of their time under the awning of some
restaurant, chatting or pisteando with friends and hailing acquaintances passing by. Many
are joined part of the time by their children. A group of adolescents might find their own
table separately. The arrangement of these tables does not usually orient attention in any
particular direction, but the location of cooking-tables, cash-registers, and other
paraphernalia almost never blocks views of the center of the Plazuela. Indeed, patrons of
these restaurants tend to orient their bodies toward the crowd in the Plazuela, which they
watch at least occasionally. Some restaurant-patrons contract and sing along with
mariachis roaming the area. This often proceeds in a manner similar to a subdued,
stationary version of jalando la banda, in that the patron rather than the band usually is
the focus. Sometimes, though, the band is attended to as if performing a concert.
Looking toward the plaza, the adults see a teeming mass of well-groomed
adolescents, male and female, either standing around chatting or pushing their way in
groups around the plaza. Some attack other revelers with cascarones, others use foam
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sprays, and yet others fire water-pistols. This pushing movement, often in human chains,
is like in Olas Altas (to which people there might later proceed). However, here the
majority have no particular destination; their only goal is to have fim jostling, playfighting, and perhaps seeing someone interesting. More than in any other Camaval event,
the crowd itself is the crowd-members' focus and entertainment, something that they
themselves produce.
When brass bands or amplified bands playing regional music perform on the
bandstand, they are almost completely ignored. Few people dance to them. Some youths
sit on the gazebo's railing, but they usually face and watch the crowd rather than the band.
When the sound-system plays cosmopolitan dance-music, some youths dance but usually
in groups and without a stage-orientation. Adults neither watch nor dance to the bands in
the gazebo. I never heard any talk related to these musical performances unless 1
instigated it.
Aggression occurs among these youths. The play forms of aggression are perhaps
more common here than in Olas Altas, while serious fights are not. Serious fights almost
always take place when a play aggression is interpreted as serious (see Handelman 1977
on the weakness of the play fiiame). Police may or may not arrive, but the crowd reacts to
the fight with a mixture of disgust and amusement similar to that in Olas Altas, albeit
with less fear. The play and serious aggressions occur among both boys and girls, for
similar reasons, although the serious fights are considerably more conunon among boys.
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This discussion indicates that members of the middle-class, interpellated as
recipients and weakly as stage-oriented, display a more complete, consistent playerorientation than do members of the popular class. Surprisingly, middle-class youths
dominate the event that is most prototypically in the traditional Camaval spirit of playerorientation. However, when seated at the restaurants, both adults and adolescents are
somewhat recipient-oriented, as they sometimes watch the crowd for entertainment and
they consume food produced by others.

Juegos Florales
Another cultural Camaval event associated with the clase media is the Juegos
Florales ('Floral Games'). This name implies the event's distance from grotesque,
camivalesque entertainment fixated on the lower-body (Bakhtin 1984). The Juegos
Florales includes the coronation of the second-place queen, the awarding of one or more
prizes for literature and poetry, and a cultural concert, which is the real attraction for
most people in attendance. The Juegos Florales have a long history in Mazatlan as a
poetry contest (Vega Ayala 1993). Tied now to a concert featuring an internationally
renowned act, the coronation and especially the awarding of the prizes are phases that
most of the crowd suffers rather than enjoys or even attends to. The Juegos Florales
presents an interesting contrast with both the Plazuela Machado — that is, another
middle-class event — and with the coronation of the King of Happiness. In this case, both
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the event's interpellation of the crowd and the crowd's behavior are much more strongly
audience-oriented than in these other two settings.
This event has taken place in recent years in the city's baseball stadium, which is
used to create a strong stage-orientation. An elaborate stage is built on the field facing the
stands. Plastic chairs are placed on the lawn facing the stage for those with expensive
tickets; the cheaper tickets provide seating in the center of the stands; and the cheapest
seats are in the wings of the stands. Giant video-screens featuring the action onstage flank
the stage. The sound of the stage-action is amplified. Lights are off except those lighting
the stage. Security personnel are concentrated at the entrance gate, at the entrance to the
backstage area, and in front of the stage. Thus, the physical layout directs attention to the
stage and discourages distractions coming fi:om the crowd. The security, though, is
mostly to prevent people firom expressing their stage-orientation with too much
exuberance. The organization also interpellates attendees as recipients, in that the event is
produced for them — they are not recognized as producing the event.
How do crowd-members behave in this setting? They orient themselves as
recipients and, most markedly, as stage-oriented (Figure 8). They see the show as rightiy
being produced by others, specialists, different firom themselves. In this sense they are
recipients. For example, during overly long speeches about poetry or during pauses in the
program, the more unruly elements of the audience might begin to chant or whistle in
order to encourage action fi-om the specialists. However, this recipient-orientation is not
complete. Some attendees also engage in conversation, and the cat-callers receive
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attention from other audience members. But all express the desire to receive moreinteresting entertairmient from the stage.

Figure 8. Audience at the Juegos Florales during the Gala de Broadway." These
audience members in middle-class dress are occupying the expensive seats near the
stage. Rather than turn their chairs for a more direct angle, many have turned
themselves in their chairs. They are oriented to the stage, and they clapped heartily
— despite widespread commentary in this section about how boring the show was.
The man at the right is a worker taking a break.
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The stage-orientation is more marked than the recipient-orientation. Coinciding
with the physical organization, people orient their bodies to the stage. Even on the lawn,
where people can turn their chairs to face other directions or to form a circle, as one
group of radio commentators did, the audience remains facing the stage. Conversation is
maintained without much eye-contact, and mutual orientation is slight, as most
conversants continue to face the stage. Indeed, firiends will split up in order to obtain seats
closer to the stage. Almost no one dances, and those who dance face the stage and dance
alone. Some try to touch the performers or to attract their attention, but no such effort is
made with other strangers in attendance. Even when the audience finds the performance
boring, as many did in 1996 during the seemingly etemal ''Gala de Broadway"
('Broadway Gala'), audience members struggled to maintain their stage-orientation,
although sleep and conversation increased as the show continued. They still applauded
vigorously after each song.
Thus, compared to the popular classes, the middle class displays more extreme
orientations. They are more audience-oriented in a concert-setting and more playeroriented in a festival-setting. The concert-setting did interpellate them quite strongly as an
audience, but the food-festival interpellated them as an audience, too, albeit weakly. As
with the popular-class events, differences existed in the strengths of interpellations, and
revelers sometimes identified a genre of behavior as appropriate that contradicted the
organized, official interpellation. As at Olas Altas, they did so without facing sanctions,
as long as they did not disrupt the formal organization or endanger others physically. I
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will discuss the implications of this comparison more fully below, extending it to the
relationship between "modernity" and "tradition."

Integrated events: parades
The movement toward interpellating revelers as an audience is perhaps most
evident in the parades. Parades are somewhat unique because they involve people of all
classes both as paraders and as parade-goers, and very few people of any age miss the
parades. The director of CODETUR estimated in 1996 that 1000 people paraded and that
400,000-500,000 lined the streets. Also, in recent years CODETUR has undertaken an
intense campaign to reform the crowd's behavior. In this section I will describe how the
parades' organization and the crowd's response has changed over three years.
Each year CODETUR sponsors at least two parades. Both follow the coastal road.
One starts from the edge of the city center and ends at the edge of the new tourismdistrict; the other begins somewhere near the new tourism-district and proceeds through
Olas Altas. The Camavales de confeti began with the creation of a parade featuring the
local elite to entertain themselves, each other, and the masses. Today's parades are less
hierarchical, but they continue the same pattern of entertaining the crowd as spectators.
The physical organization of the parade-route does not interpellate attendees very
strongly. The parades are free, and crowd-members face few formal constraints as they
view. As recipients — that is, not integral to the production — spectators are free to come
and go without penalty. The majority of the crowd lines the street on foot or in chairs that
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they have placed facing the parade route. Also, many hotels rent rooms and terraces for
viewing; the authorities allow people to park and leave trucks on either side of the parade
route for viewers to stand in; and temporary, raised grandstands hold local dignitaries.
However, the security arrangements curtail crowd-members' ability to produce
entertainment in this context. Security persormel block off the parade route from traffic;
they precede and follow the parade; and they walk alongside the parade, ensuring that
crowd-members stay out of the way and discouraging disruptions. In different years, they
have stopped vendors from selling most instruments of play-aggression along the parade
route, and CODETUR asked them to stop people from using them against the paraders,
too. Rope-cordons are placed along the parade route in some particularly crowded areas
to keep people out of the street.
The parade itself encourages an audience-orientation among the crowd. Both
CODETUR and outside groups provide floats. Some floats are designed to impress
viewers with their grandiose style, whereas others are meant to amuse with their
wackiness. All floats raise riders above the crowd-level, although the grandiose ones raise
them the highest. A variety of people ride on the floats, most of them residents of
Mazatlan. The signature floats carry the Camaval royalty and their entourages. The
structure of the royal competitions rewards richer competitors, but the popular classes
have representatives; however, they also present themselves in showy styles associated
with wealth. Floats with children are filled by invitation, and certainly some of the
children are from the clases populares, although the parents of most appear to be clase
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media. The non-CODETUR floats include one in Japanese style from local JapaneseMexicans and a cigarette-company's truck with a screen showing live video of the crowd.
Interspersed with the floats are marchers such as a local school's marching band, a clown
troupe from Seattle (Mazatlan's "sister city"), a local senior citizens' club, and local brass
bands, among other groups. In short, the paraders represent all but the very poorest
mazatlecos, with more representation from the middle class and from the rich. The profile
of the paraders partly fosters a producer-orientation, perhaps even an exhibitionistorientation, since it encourages local onlookers to imagine that they can someday position
themselves to entertain others by parading, which is how some paraders described their
role.
Nonetheless, riders on the floats perform various actions that interpellate crowdmembers mostly as audience-members, albeit relatively active ones. In part, these
practices counteract what organizers and paraders consider to be the unsavory aspects of
traditional, producer-oriented crowd behavior, especially cascaronazos ('attacks with
cascarones'). Many of the paraders' actions are somewhat generic stage-oriented actions.
These include smiling and waving, playing music, and dancing solo for the crowd.
However, paraders engage in other actions that involve crowd-members more fiilly, such
as shaking crowd-members' hands (seen mostly among paraders from the United States)
or throwing streamers and loose confetti on them. In 1995, paraders also threw cascarones
into the crowd; I did not note many candies or any cigarettes thrown (although I might
have missed them). In 1996, though, many paraders threw small candies into the crowd.
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Paraders representing tobacco companies threw packs of cigarettes (Figure 9). Compared
to smiling and waving at the crowd, throwing objects to crowd-members involves them
more actively; however, compared to throwing objects at the paraders, receiving gifts
from them differentiated parade-goers from paraders more fully, in a way that defined
parade-goers as an audience.
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Figure 9. Camaval parade. Las Chicas "Boots" ('The "Boots" [a cigarette brand]
Girls') are preparing to dance and to throw cigarettes to the crowd during a parade.
The parade is temporarily stalled, but the float is blaring recorded dance-music.
People on either side of the float have oriented themselves to the float, some with
outstretched arms. In the bottom-right comer and elsewhere, naval personnel keep
guard.

Aside from throwing and catching things, most crowd-members usually react to
the passing attractions in the parade. That is, they are mostly audience-oriented. A few
drunk parade-goers - male or female — make spectacles of themselves by dancing alone
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in the street to the delight and cheers of onlookers, but the majority of the crowd mostly
watches and makes occasional comments about the surrounding scene to friends or
paraders.
An analysis of practices surrounding cascaronazos during the last three years
shows how interpellations and orientations have changed over time. In 1995, when the
parade approached, much of the crowd's attention and play-aggressions shifted to the
paraders, which shows the parade's stage-orienting effects. In almost all play-aggression
in Camaval, members of the crowd attacked young-adult people of high prestige the
most. Sometimes this was out of a generic resentment, but sometimes it was a
complimentary attempt at connection. For example, a little girl told me that she was
saving her one cascaron for the Camaval queen, who was her favorite. Other times, the
young paraders were simply fresh, moving targets who the crowd members assume will
be able to survive and appreciate their barrage. Although males predominated among
attackers, even rather extreme attacks came from both males and females. Most attackers
were adolescents and young adults, although certainly many younger children and older
adults also participate.
Although attacks mostly shifted to paraders as the floats arrived, some paraders
and crowd-members continued to play-attack other crowd-members, which suggests
crowd-orienting effects. The number of cascaronazos actually increased as the parade
arrived, but the number of throwers decreased, as many people battling or watching the
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battles turned to watch the parade. The overall effect, then, was to broaden audienceorientations, while intensifying the player-orientations of a smaller portion of the crowd.
In 1996, CODETUR introduced the "Di no al cascaronazo" ('Say no to throwing
confetti-filled eggs') campaign. Primarily to protect paraders — not parade-goers —
CODETUR created an advertising and legal campaign to end cascaronazos against
paraders (but not against other crowd members). With this measure, the organizers
attempted to define crowd-members more fully as non-producers of entertainment. While
fewer crowd-members engaged in play aggressions, the aggressions they produced were
more intense than in past years. New technology accounts for some of this change, as
street-vendors sold a new sort of foam-spray; however, the audacity and seriousness of
the play attacks against crowd-members and especially against paraders also increased,
for reasons unknown even to the Camaval organizers. In fact, several paraders withdrew
before the second parade. Play attacks were slightly less frequent but slightly more
serious at Olas Altas and the Plazuela Machado, too. The national and local economy and
political system had undergone crises in the intervening year, and perhaps the director of
CODETUR was correct in his guess that the attacks were an outpouring of popular
frustration. However, perhaps for the same reason, most parade-goers eagerly entered the
role of recipients of the candies and cigarettes that the paraders threw. They waved their
hands and yelled at the paraders to throw them a treat (much as happens in New Orleans).
In the crowd's behavior, then, we see intensifications in both the producer-orientation and
the recipient-orientation among different individuals.
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In 1997, the anti-cascaronazo campaign continued, with perhaps more coverage
and certainly more enforcement. These efforts met with much greater success during the
parades. Also, play-attacks seemed much less intense but not less frequent at other
Camaval events. This change was due in part to improved vigilance in preventing the
sales of all projectiles along the street before the parades, with the exception of loose
confetti and streamers. Paraders appeared to throw less candy and more confetti, and
crowd-members threw more confetti. In general, parade-goers were less productive of
entertainment and more receptive of both entertainment and goods. Indeed, the ability to
attract attention and catch favors had significantly supplanted the game of throwing at
and hitting other people, although this change was far firom complete. In short, the
interpellative alteration met with success in its second year, as crowd-members decreased
their player-orientation and increased their audience-orientation.
Certainly the organizers in CODETUR were happier with the crowd during the
1997 parade. To them, it was "mas sana" ('more healthy'). Their direct goal was not to
decrease people's involvement in the production of Camaval but to decrease the physical
danger associated with the celebration. In this event, as in the others, the organizers did
not attempt to eliminate player-oriented practices, such as throwing loose confetti, that
did not threaten revelers' physical health or interfere with the organized event. However,
their means of increasing physical safety, and therefore order, was by reforming paradegoers' orientations. I interviewed several parade-goers about these changes. Some
remembered past parades as happier Qmds alegres'), either in float-design or in general;
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some remembered diem as the same; and some as worse. But all stated that they enjoyed
the increased order and the decreased violence. Even a beer vendor in Olas Altas, whose
income depended on increased revelers, said that the decreased attendance due to higher
ticket prices was an improvement because it led to less violence. Thus, CODETUR's
interpellative campaign received fairly broad, if incomplete, support and compliance, as
parade-goers in 1997 displayed a much stronger audience-orientation.

Synthesis
I have examined these various events in detail in order to say something not only
about such events but also to support certain generalizations about Camaval and about
broader cultural struggles over "modernization" in Mazatlan. In developing this analysis,
I constructed Tables 2 and 3 to synthesize the discussions of the various Camaval events
above. Their contents are discussed more clearly above and their implications below.

Clase media

Closes populares

Street festivals
(Machado/Olas Altas)
Coronation concerts

recipient
stage — weak

recipient
stage - weak

recipient
stage - strong

recipient
stage

Parade

recipient, recently strengthened
stage, recently strengthened

recipient, recently strengthened
stage, recently strengthened

Table 2. Patterns of interpellation in Camaval
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Street festivals
(Machado/Olas Altos)
Coronation concerts
Parade

Clase media
producer — strong; recipient
crowd - strong
recipient
stage - strong
mixed, increasingly recipient
mixed, increasingly stage

Closes populares
mixed
mixed
recipient - mixed
stage - mixed
mixed, increasingly recipient
mixed, increasingly stage

Table 3. Patterns of behavior in Camaval

Table 2 indicates that, in general, the organization of Camaval events has
interpellated revelers as audience members, rather than as players. Recent changes have
served only to accentuate this trend. The table also shows that people behaved differently
in the different contexts in which this pressure was applied, although most acted as
audience-members much of the time. The clearest contrary examples are the street- and
food-festivals, in which expectations of their proper organization and of acceptable
behavior within them account both for their weaker interpellative organization and for
revelers' practices. Indeed, organizers expected that crowds would display playerorientations during these festivals, yet they organized against and stopped only
physically-damaging practices.
How, though, to account for the more mixed orientation of popular-class behavior
compared to middle-class behavior in both the concerts and the street-festivals? One clue
is that this difference is found in other contexts of public-entertainment in Mazatlan. For
example, revelers at dance clubs associated with the clase media have less audience-
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orientation than those associated with the clases populares, but people attending concerts
and other live performances associated with the ciase media display much stronger
audience-orientations. So, in public entertainment in Mazatlan generally, the clases
populares are more consistently mixed, and the clase media tends more toward extremes.
Although this pattern appears to be partially a product of interpellative organization, these
differences also appear in shared contexts. For example, in movie theaters ail people
share strong audience-orientations. However, members of the clases populares are more
likely to walk around, to talk among themselves, and to cheer during the film. Indeed,
during middle-class concert-spectacles such as the Juegos Florales, popular-class crowdmembers are the most likely to cat-call or to talk loudly during the event.
How, then, to explain this clase difference? Mazatlecos with whom I have
discussed these observations validate them generally, but they do not offer explanations.
Bovirdieu (1984) explains similar "distinctions of taste" as a contest for relative social
status. Undoubtedly, this motivation exists among mazatlecos, but it explains people's
choice of event much more than their behavior at the event, and then only partially.
Bourdieu does suggest that "dispositions" of taste arise from people's everyday lives, and
I find that both the push for an audience-orientation in Camaval and the middle-class'
extreme orientations during CamavEil events are related to other trends in Mazatlan.
Where this analysis departs from Bourdieu is that class and the struggle for class-based
status do not bind mazatlecos so fully.
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In recent years, political and economic reforms in Mexico have tried to increase
"order" by clarifying and separating roles and by requiring specialized training or
expertise in the roles. Mazatlecos, at least, say that these changes will make their society
more "modem," and they cite U.S. society most often as their model of modernity. For
example, recent political crises have focused debate on legal formalisms, such as the
president's power over state authorities. In business, "modem" enterprises such as chain
stores and tourist-resorts are instituting bureaucratic personnel-ofSces to supplant
personalistic hiring and firing. Perhaps members of the clase media live more in this
formal, "modem" world, in which a person's role in one context is not likely to persist so
strongly as s/he enters another context. Thus, they display orientations more fully and
consistently in particular Camaval events than do members of the clases populares, and
they change orientations more completely as they move to another event.
The anthropological literature on Mexico supports this contrast between a
"modem" world of sharply defined, highly contextual identities and a "traditional" one of
more diffuse, overlapping, and persistent identities. For example, Lomnitz and PerezLizaur write about an "elite family" that has resisted modernizing trends in business
organization: "There is no clear-cut separation between family interest and business
interest, or between the person of the owner and the legal personality of the firm" (1987:
124). Bonfil Batalla (1996) identifies holistic diversity as a key feature of traditional
Mexican life on a variety of levels. Indeed, both of these works identify "modem"
changes as replacing this everything-at-the-same-time-ness, which perhaps could be
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termed 'holistic simultaneity'. Similar changes have occurred in Mazatlan, where the
division of labor in "modem" shops would please Herbert Spencer. For example, each
clerk in a "traditional" baJcery can perform all customer-service tasks; in a "modem" one,
a customer must deal with at least two and up to four clerks to buy a roll.
The expectation that a person's identity will change radically according to context
is a common focus of general analyses of postmodemity. For example, the patterns that I
have identified among members of the clase media in Camaval appear to fit Gergen's
(1991) concept of "compartmentalized selves." Like many analysts, Gergen points to
technological change as the universal cause of increasing compartmentalization. Leaving
aside the debatable extent of such personal de-centering (see Chapter Eight; also Strauss
1997), these "class" differences exist in Camaval despite similarities in the types of
technology used in different events. For example, the Juegos Florales and the BCing's
Coronation featured similar technologies but different organization of them.
It seems unlikely that these differences result mostly from technology-driven
styles that are developed in other contexts, that differ by class, and that cross into all
contexts. I have lived in both popular-class and middle-class neighborhoods, and I
observed few notable differences in the routine use of technologies, such as television
and e-mail, that are reputed to form postmodern identities. Also, a review of local
newspapers suggests that calls for "modem," contextualized identities to supplant
"traditional," cross-contextual identities in public life is at least a century old (see Chapter
Four).
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Instead of focusing on the sweeping effects of seemingly autonomous
technological development, most Mexicanists have analyzed such changes as political. As
Bonfll Batalla notes for Mexico generally, the social sectors that mazatlecos refer to as
the clase media have historically been the champions of "modernization." They display
this "modernizing" desire proudly, from their style of dress to their style of home to their
taste in travel-destinations. They operate and most often patronize the "modem" shops.
But members of the clases populares are not exempt from "modem" desires and practices.
For example, some work in and occasionally patronize "modem" shops, and they, too,
watch the "modem" life portrayed on television and movies. Thus, I suggest that: 1)
particular patterns of use of new technologies might sharpen tendencies toward the
development of a habit of contextual change but 2) these pattems and tendencies owe
their existence to intertwined systems of social organization and prestige much more than
to the inherent qualities of these technologies.
However, these "modernizing" changes, like the changes to Camaval, have not
eliminated more longstanding, contradictory orientations among all classes of people. For
example, almost everyone clamors for the rule of law, as is reputed to prevail in the
United States, yet they also prefer to bargain over their traffic tickets. Bargaining not only
implies a relativistic view of the law; it also implies that roles are ambiguous, as the
police officer falls from a position of near-absolute authority to one of more-relative
power. Also, "modem" businesses organized into a bureaucratic meritocracy still often
hire on the "traditional" basis of personal contacts.
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Thus, this move to increasingly strong interpellation in Camaval and in the
broader society is part of a widespread trend to establish a particular version of
"modernity" as hegemonic. As Gramsci's (1971) concept of "hegemony" would lead us to
expect, members of various social sectors are working to redefine the terms of social life,
and others are opposed. However, these cultural combatants, in fighting for their vision of
a moral world, are not necessarily fighting for their own interests, which even for an
individual are varied and contradictory. Indeed, within a single night of Camaval the
same person may show preference for both "traditional" and "modem" identities.
Moreover, the desire to fashion one's perfect world does not necessarily entail a strong
effort to restructure other people's worlds. For example, in Camaval, the imagination of
CODETUR's planners tends to "modem," contextualizing entertainment, but they apply
this principle most faithfully to events that appeal to the clase media, and they leave the
clase popular events relatively mixed. Unlike in Brazil and other masking celebrations,
most revelers in Camaval are concemed with managing their own long-term social
identities rather than playing at others (David Lehmann, personal communication).
Nonetheless, CODETUR has increasingly reworked all sorts of events to increasingly
interpellate crowds, most often as an audience, and mazatlecos of all classes have shown
increasing — but not total — desire for this sort of organization.
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Conclusion
Camaval in Mazatlan is organized. Rather than turning the world upside-down
(Bakhtin 1984), CODETUR is trying to turn it rightside-up. In this effort it has many
supporters among both the clase media and the clases populares. These changes represent
reforms of "traditions," to make them more "healthy." These efforts intersect with
widespread, changing desires to enjoy "modem" relations. CODETUR's implementation
of these desires has been to define roles more clearly and formally. Beyond their desires,
members of the clases populares tend to display more mixed, ambiguous, crosscontextual orientations; the clase media displays more comfort in the clearly defined,
contextual identities that Camaval increasingly encourages.
The next chapter will introduce other distinctions that mazatlecos associate with
"modernity" and "tradition." These distinctions are and have been salient in a variety of
other contexts. Indeed, the ways in which individual mazatlecos balance them have vital
consequences for their reputations, careers, and finances.
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Chapter 4:
La Grilla - Balancing Egalitarian Legalism and Hierarchical Personalism

"You should write your dissertation on la grilla " — several friends in Mazatlan

This chapter examines ways in which mazatlecos balance "traditional"
politicking, emphasizing hierarchical, personalistic relations', and "modem" politics,
emphasizing egalitarian, legalistic relations. The main example centers on the election of
a university's rector. This process created an atmosphere that encouraged binary choices
between candidates and between the type and extent of individuals' involvement.
However, people's choices and the consequences they faced were rarely so clear-cut. I
then extend this discussion to other overtly political situations. A central aim of this
chapter is to understand how mazatlecos face these contradictory expectations and what
some of the consequences of their various choices are. Along the way, I consider the
semiotic relations between the various orientations associated with "modernity" and
"tradition," and I explore their historical roots.

La grilla
In 1997, the UAS elected a new rector. Students, staff, and faculty voted without
secrecy to determine who would be their new ruler, as the rector controls patronage
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within the university system. This political process, "la grilld^' ('the brawl'), forced
highly consequential moral choices upon members of the university community, in which
neutrality was itself a gamble. Almost everyone involved agreed that la grilla per se was
"ugly," and these same people argued in their classes and elsewhere that greater rule of
law is necessary for Mexico to progress. However, such reasons convinced only some to
abstain from personalistic politicking, while others chose consciously to participate to
various degrees. The extent and character of this participation had vital consequence: it
determined, for instance, professors' and students' careers.
The previous chapter highlighted the contrast between more- and less-contextual
identities. Both the analysis and my personal feelings sided with the "traditional," less
contextual definition. This chapter deals with struggles over the "modem" egalitarian rule
of law versus "traditional" vertical and personalistic rule. In the conflict between the two,
the analysis is -and, thus, I am - a fairly full-fledged partisan of "modernity," favoring
both the egalitarian rule of law and contextual identities. Such moral contradictions are
not exclusive to mazatlecos.

"Sooner or later, let us hope, legality will prevail over politics; that is, the University
will emerge." - Lorenzo Q. Teran, Noroeste, May 15, 1997, 1-B.

The UAS (pronounced like "woss" in English) is a major institution in Sinaloa. Its
main campus is in Culiacan, but Mazatlan also has a large branch; smaller branches are

' Ladn American "patron-client" relations would fall under this category (cf. Romanucci-Ross 1986).
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scattered around the state. Part of the UAS' importance is that it provides classes at the
preparatoria level, or senior high school. So even students who stop at the "prepa" might
have attended the UAS. In Mazatian, many people continue to college at least to study
English. Among the reasons that the UAS has so many students is that admissions are
basically open and tuition for a semester might cost less than lunch at MacDonald's.
Many people in Mazatian associated the UAS, compared to other colleges in town, with
the popular classes and lower-income middle-class and with less-accomplished students.
Corresponding to its size, the UAS employs many workers in both middle-class and
popular-class occupations.
I had considerable contact with the UAS. I had worked there in 1996, teaching
"Reading in English" for Master's-level students in the social sciences. I also gave
several lectures in the Tourism School and sat in as an expert of sorts in a sociology class.
Most importantly, though, I had numerous friends and acquaintances who worked in or
attended the UAS, and I spoke with them and others about the grilla in general and about
their own participation. I also read journalistic accounts of the election and its fallout.
Last, I found myself being drawn into its wake, as a couple of winners asked me about
my interest in working there after my graduation.
The rector controls many aspects of university life through both formal and
informal means. His seemingly near-absolute control over all levels of employment and

• In Mazatlin, this term refers to any similar political process, on any level. In this chapter, though, I use it
to refer only to the election of the rector at the UAS.
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budgetary matters gives him extraordinary leverage over administrators and professors,
who can then apply pressure to smdents and to each other. A friend told me that the UAS
is unique in Mexico because the university is truly autonomous from other parts of the
state and federal government in its decision-making.
The UAS elects a new rector through a process that is structtired to permit
personalistic political maneuvering. Smdents, staff, and faculty all can vote, and each
person's vote is known publicly. Campaigning can take place on campus, even in the
classroom during class, within a particular period. Large sums of money were spent on
the campaign - the losing candidate claimed that he spent about US$50,000 and that his
opponent spent US$500,000 {Noroeste 5111191, p. 1-B) - and it engaged enough people
for the campaigning to include television commercials. At each step, individuals had the
opportunity to declare a loyalty and to demonstrate their level of commitment to a
candidate, knowing that others were noting their behavior for future rewards, punishment,
or neglect. For example, when candidates gave speeches at the Mazatlan campus, their
opponents observed who attended the speech and regarded them as enemies. In such an
atmosphere, people who openly declared their support were gambling. For example, a
couple of my friends spoke on television in favor of the winning candidate; consequently,
they could expect greater rewards or punishments than more discrete supporters.
The stakes were high because of the rector's apparent power to determine most
personnel decisions and to pass judgment on various proposals. Many professors or
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potential professors enter the grilla to obtain "sits horas" ('their hours'), or permanent
appointments at a certain level. Other professors might want to serve as administrators for
a few years. These directors are chosen by election within their departments, but the
rector and his supporters have the power to determine the outcome in many cases. Others
might have desires that are more particular: to found a new department or other project, to
obtain an irregular working situation, or to be funded to study elsewhere. Students might
hope to obtain a job at the university when they graduate or even before.

"La grilla is gray, but the tree of life is always green. " — A grillo ('politicker'^) on the
winning side who had displayed insufficient commitment.

Punishment could be severe. The winning group tested loyalty by getting its lowstatus adherents to draw up enemy lists. These enemies might lose their jobs as
professors, be flunked in a course, be ejected from a program, or be denied a scholarship.
Even lukewarm supporters might be shamed by not receiving, for example, a post that
had been rumored to be theirs or by losing a temporary position such as a directorship. In
such an atmosphere, it was no surprise that almost everyone after the election claimed
either to have abstained from la grilla or to have supported the winner.
Up to this point, this description of la grilla would lend itself to depersonalizing
perspectives such as game theory (cf. Taylor 1985). In explaining various participants'
actions, Mazatlecos described the process as fairly systematic. Indeed, this perception

' Grillo literally means "cricket." One politicker explained that human grillos, like crickets, are always
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allowed them to speak of choosing to "enter la grilla." This perception of systematicity
also created an environment in which participants expected others to make fairly binary,
total choices and commitments: Will I participate? Whom will I support? Will I simply
vote, or will I become a grillo? Likewise, in their relatively abstract considerations, they
described consequences as systematic: person X wfll attain position Y because winning
candidates have to reward their grillos and punish their enemies, grillos employed this
perception of a strict dualism to gamer support or at least acquiescence at all stages of the
process. This dualistic sentiment also led to more extreme consequences for social
relations among participants and to a sense that almost everyone was facing a fateful
moment. That is, mazatlecos used the appearance of systematicity, of predictability, in
contemplating their possible futures and thus in making choices.
These expectations were not completely amiss, but the actual process and
individuals' participation in it were much messier. The predictability resulted in part from
most participants' substantial agreement concerning the methods and stakes of la grilla
and from pressures to conform to them even when agreement was lacking. The messiness
was due in part to the unforeseeable complexities of "the game" but also to the complex
moral frameworks of the participants. (I refer to this partially structuring sense of
structure as a "virtual structure"; I develop this concept in Chapter 6.)
Also, la grilla was not bounded as games are. Many grillos characterized their
ultimate goals as external to professional advancement through la grilla. For example, I

making noises in the background.
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knew a couple of people who participated in the hopes of obtaining the financial
independence to separate from their families. Also, participants were cognizant that their
own and other mazatlecos' judgments of their actions would extend cross-contextually
beyond the university and beyond the immediate period of the election. Thus, they might
be embarrassed and ashamed to appear to be grillos. Indeed, even the two candidates
presented themselves in public speeches in legalistic fashion.
I will now present three examples of individuals in similar positions who
participated in and were affected by la grilla in different ways. The stories are few, and
sketchy at times, to protect individuals' anonymity. Almost all of the information
presented here was publicized in local newspapers or prone to be publicized in politicalgossip columns.

Examples
He who bets wins - Mexican proverb
But he who bets also loses. — My corollary, assented to by mazatleco friends

Almost everyone with whom I spoke said that la grilla was ugly, but many
thought that it was unavoidable, too. One grillo justified her involvement: "Yes, it's ugly,
but this is how we are. It will never change." I knew a large number of students, staff, and
faculty at the UAS, and, as far as I could discern, all of them argued both in class and
among friends for the need for more regularization in Mexico, especially in economics
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and politics. They referred to this process as "modernizing" their political and economic
life. Based on private conversations with them and with mutual friends, 1 believe that
they expressed these opinions sincerely. When I told people about my perspective on la
grilla as something ""tradicional" they unanimously assented. In a couple of cases, they
chuckled and said, "miiy tradicional"
• Guillermo presents an example of a high-status person who entered la grilla with
full-fledged support for the winning candidate. As head of an academic department, he
was seeking promotion into the higher reaches of administration. Among other actions,
he conducted an "opinion poll" by phone among potential voters, in which he encouraged
those favoring the opposing candidate to reconsider their opinions {Noroeste 5/19/97).
Given the expectation of retribution after the election, many perceived this "suggestion"
as a threat. Although the statewide wirmer was out-voted in the Mazatlan district,
Guillermo's department supported the winner. As a result of such public and effective
backing, Guillermo also won. The rector-elect chose him for a position one step higher
than gossip had him reaching. Guillermo used his clout to ensure that members of his
"team" Cequipo') also received rewards, based sometimes on their political qualifications
more than on their academic ones. He also had them create enemy lists.
When I mentioned to Guillermo in a public conversation that I found la grilla to
be "ugly," he declined to respond, making him unique among the people I describe here.
This attitude was not completely surprising, because Guillermo had previously had a
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reputation in the university as a political opportunist. (That did not prevent his moral
detractors from referring to him as their "friend" {'amigo') in the context of university
politics.) And people told me of times in which he had used his academic position to nonacademic ends, in the "traditional" cross-contextual fashion outlined in the previous
chapter.
Thus far, this profile of Guillermo makes him appear unrelievedly ''traditional."
His actions show him to take advantage of and reinforce personalistic, hierarchical
relations. But some of his grilla-related practices show him to favor the "modernization"
that he argued for in more-abstract discussions. For example, he appointed and otherwise
supported people who were not grillos. Likewise, he had allegedly copied his
department's academic program from a paradigmatically "modem" university - the
ITESM {Instituto Tecnoldgico de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey) — and my
impression was that it was more regular and rule-bound than were many others at the
UAS. Although I have not spoken with him about this, others have agreed that his
projects were often "good" in a way that his politicking was not. Based on more-general
discussions with him, I imagine that he would justify his particular blend of "modem"
and "traditional" politics as the ends justifying the means, as part of a slow movement
toward "modem" democracy.
• Manuel, another academic-department head, also entered "la grilla" on the
winning side and won personally. However, his politicking was more "modem" than
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Guillermo's. Manuel spoke publicly in favor of his candidate, and he faithfully attended
the winning group's internal meetings to discuss strategies and rumors both before and
after the election. He was known as a "grillo." However, he did not use his position to
pressure people under him individually, and he did not conduct a campaign of reprisals.
Nonetheless, the new rector promoted him. When I spoke with him about la grilla, he
complained that it was an ugly embarrassment, a travesty of democracy. From
conversations about similar topics, I gather that he justified his active participation as a
necessary evil. This compromised "modem" attitude had correlates in other aspects of his
university life, firom the location of his training (United States & Co."*) to the relatively
impersonal way in which he organized his administration.
• Rogelio, a third department head, "entered la grilla" by declaring for the winning
candidate, but he lost in its aftermath because of his style of pre-election politicking,
which was, again, relatively "modem." Indeed, it would be difficult to distinguish
Rogelio's grilla-related actions from Manuel's during and after the election except
perhaps for two aspects: Rogelio had earned a reputation for old-style politicking, and
Manuel had more "modem" credentials. Rogelio, though, failed to deliver his
department's vote for his candidate and thus had to be punished. When I asked him why
he had not applied direct, personal pressure within his department, he told me that he
could not bring himself to do it: it was not fitting with his administrative position.

This term is a shorthand way to refer to the United States, Canada, and "Europe." From most mazatlecos'
perspective, these places are almost interchangeably "modern," but the United States is the paradigmatic
case.
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Once, after the election, I walked from Rogelio's office to Guillermo's; the
contrast between the obsolescent gloom in the former and the bright optimism in the
latter was remarkable. Guillermo had gained the position rumored to have been
earmarked for Rogelio. Instead of hangers-on seeking appointments, Rogelio's office
hosted commiserating friends. He complained that he had declared for the wrong
candidate, that the winner was turning the university into ^'botm de guerra" ('war booty').
Indeed, his career even as department head was clearly over, but his trophy from the
election was a sort of honorable exile: a scholarship to further his studies elsewhere.
Another grillo said that, were she in Rogelio's position, she also would take this offer
because to stay as a mere professor would be too embarrassing.
Rogelio's principled stance against "traditional" politicking came as a pleasant
surprise to me. His communicative style in conversation was unmistakably "traditional"
(see Ijelow) in that he consistently attempted to monopolize the "stage" as the
superordinate conversant. Moreover, as an administrator he had a "team" bound to him
personally. Although I saw him only at the Plazuela Machado and in a rented hotelterrace for the parade during Camaval, he strongly criticized CODETUR's
"modernization" of Olas AJtas. His "modem" turn during la grilla had significant and
foreseeable negative consequences for him and his followers, yet he made the moral
decision not to "play" the "game" to "win."
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Discussion
This comparison of the careers of three departmental heads reveals a few
important points. First, entering the campaign on the winning side does not guarantee
great rewards. This is due not just to the oversupply of office-seekers but also to the
winner's perceived need to discipline followers who exhibit insufficient zealousness and
effectiveness. Second, no one acted in an exclusively personalistic or rule-bound manner
in his/her university career; each participant balanced "traditional" and "modem" politics,
and other aspects of their positions determined the consequences of these actions.
Third, this contrast coincides with the contrast developed in the previous chapter
between more- and less-contextual identities. That is, "personalistic" politics depend on
the recognition that identities fomied in one context carry over into other contexts. An
example comes from a friend who wrote in his newspaper column that he was offered
admission to the UAS, despite having applied too late, in exchange for his vote in
upcoming elections (Noroeste 5/19/97). On an everyday level, this is seen in the creation
of "teams" around leaders; when the leaders rise, the members of the "team" rise, too, or
new members are incorporated, commonly based on personal ties. Often they obtain posts
for which they are not well suited, were the ability to fulfill the official duties the only
requisite for obtaining the post. Indeed, la grilla is predicated on the rector's power to link
the electoral and administrative contexts, which are foraially separate.
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Thus far, I have concentrated on the contrast between "traditional" personalistic
politics and "modem" legalistic politics. However, another important contrast linked to
these orientations is between hierarchical and egalitarian organization, respectively. As in
the previous chapter, one can conceive of cases in which these distinctions are not linked,
but most mazatlecos act as if they belong together. "Hierarchical" relations in this case
bind or separate people through dependence or force, more than through preference.
"Egalitarian" relations are not always "equal," but people enact different roles in a given
context, including exercising differences of power, through agreement and according to
preference - that is, voluntaristically.
Thus, la grilla depends on hierarchical relations, because many participants
believe that their advancement depends on subordinating themselves to a successful
candidate. Indeed, a year before the election, friends complained about the ways in which
two university officials had treated them. My friends felt that these officials had not
confined their actions properly to then: academic relationship. However, these men were
the wirming candidate and a high-level grillo, and my friends joined their "team" in large
part because they thought that this team would win and subsequently reward them.
People who rejected the dominant, hierarchical organization of the politicking either tried
to abstain from the process or, like Manuel, to work within it only through persuasion. As
I will develop below, another contrast between these principles among mazatlecos is the
direction in which information is thought to flow.
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One of the key points of this analysis is that people take moral stances concerning
these ideals in different contexts and that these moral stances motivate many of their
practices. Herzfeld (1992) points out that Weber's (1994) ideal type of "bureaucratic
authority" does not exist anywhere in practice. But many people in Mazatlan, at least,
wish that it did - under the rubric of "modem," "democratic," "legal" relations — and they
work to foster this sort of organization. However, these same individuals may value
aspects of "traditional" relations in the same or different contexts. For example, despite
his stand for democracy and contextual authority, Rogelio enjoyed taking advantage of
his high status to seize and monopolize the "stage" during conversations, including ones
in which he argued for less "paternalism." Also, he sometimes referred to his unilateral
decisions as "we," automatically including his "team." Indeed, individuals not only
combine the ideals that I am highlighting, but these ideals are only one influence shaping
people's actions. For example, 1 have already mentioned that the ways that mazatlecos
conceive of these political orientations depends on the contrast between relatively crosscontextual and contextualized identities.
You might have noticed that mazatlecos recognize regularities in la grilla but that
I contrast them with "legalism." One reason for this contrast is that mazatlecos, even
grilles, make this distinction. Grillos undertake some practices that violate the letter
and/or spurit of the written rules; they hide their illegal actions; and, when they have to
address such issues in public, they mask their actions in legalistic discourse.
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Mazatlecos show great agreement in how they associate these various aspects of,
say, "tradition" and contrast some or all of them with the various aspects of "modernity."
But their consciousness of these aspects and their attitudes toward them differ in varying
situations. Individual combinations of this conglomeration produce unique kinds of
hierarchical personalism (or personalistic hierarchy) and egalitarian legalism (or legalistic
egalitarianism), and people produce unique blends of these orientations. However,
everyone with whom I have discussed this issue has argued in favor of "modem"
relations in relatively abstract discussions of electoral politics. The prestige of "modem"
relations constrains "traditional" practices, and, as I show below, has a long history in
Mazatlan.

Semiotics
Table 4 lists the contradictory orientations that I have presented thus far. In this
section I will outline my view of these terms' interrelationship.

Modem
Sharper definition of identities
Exclusive definition of roles
Contextual identities
egalitarian relations
legalistic organization

Traditional
fuzzier definition of identities
overlapping definition of roles
cross-contextual identities
hierarchical relations
personalistic organization

Table 4. '^Modern" and '^traditional'* orientations contrasted thus far
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Depending on their judgment of the situation, mazatlecos focus on different
combinations of these orientations. People can exhibit aspects of both "modem" and
"traditional" orientations simultaneously, as seen, for example, in the creation of
hierarchical "teams." Such contradictory combinations reveal these orientations to be
"homologous" (Bourdieu 1977) in their relation to "modernity" and "tradition." In one
sense, their variable combination makes them seem interrelated like "networks" or
"arrays" of meanings. These metaphors, though, do not capture the way that such
orientations are produced, apprehended, or otherwise experienced; rather, they capture
better the ways that social scientists recontextualize them. For example, such metaphors
represent the signs of these orientations as too discrete. Instead, different indexes often
are produced and apprehended simultaneously, as "amalgams"; sometimes, though, they
are perceived as separate traits combined as "collages." These semiotic collages and,
especially, amalgams allow people to claim "modem" or "traditional" identities overall
without forsaking contradictory preferences, and they allow people to hedge their
orientations. Thus, even though mazatlecos identify many of these signs of orientation in
similar ways, they combine them in unique ways in establishing their individual identities
and emphasize them differently in their judgment of others. I develop this discussion
more fully in Chapter Eight.
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"Team" metaphor
Anthropologists have found metaphors that compare political relations to kinship
relations in many situations (Alonso 1994:385). I did not encounter such metaphors,
although I certainly can imagine a correspondence between the "traditional" political
organization and familial relations. As I discuss later, kinship metaphors apparently were
somewhat more common in Mazatlan in the past. In the present, the overriding metaphor
that I heard mazatlecos apply was one of "team". Perhaps the popularity of this metaphor,
which both "modem" and "traditional" mazatlecos applied, stems from the prestige and
self-satisfaction gained from appearing "modem," even when engaging in "traditional"
relations. A kinship metaphor might index not only hierarchy but cross-contextualism and
personalism, whereas a "team" metaphor suggests a volimtaristic, egalitarian meritocracy.
Nonetheless, the leaders of "traditional" "teams" position themselves more as coaches
than as captains, to extend the metaphor beyond local usage. Although this metaphor
always implied some level of personalistic ties, its meaning was fuzzy enough that it
could be used to euphemize highly hierarchical organization or to argue for personalistic
egalitarianism. In the former case, leading grillos referred to their coteries as their "team."
In the latter case, a friend in a joint endeavor complained about another friend who had
set himself up as a leader, the first friend argued that what originally made us strong was
that we were a "team."
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"Team" formation was extremely common, even among fairly consistent
protagonists of "modernity." For example, the leaders of CODETUR referred to their
organization and to its divisions as "teams." Indeed, even highly "modem" members of
CODETUR tried to maintain their "teams" as they passed to other endeavors. I imagine
that the feeling of "team," which I shared (and now miss), was akin to the sense created
by familial metaphors. Although "team" does not imply a necessary bond, it does index
mutual obligation. Its prevalence indicates a limit to the attractions of atomizing,
legalistic "modernity."

International comparison
Comparison with the United States & Co. was another intrinsic aspect of attitudes
toward la grilla.^ Many participants introduced this topic in our discussions about this
election. Most commonly, they would ask whether we had the same sort of process at
U.S. universities. The tone of their voices suggested that they were prompting me to
shame their institution by detailing our more legalistic proceedings. (This genre of
question, in which they wanted me to confirm that life was "better" in the United States,
became a common feature of my research.) Others assumed that we had more "modem"
proceedings; they simply would explain that "it's not like over there, Tracy." Most
expressed or implied hope that their system would change. But a few told me that, ugly
and unfortunate though la grilla was, "this is how we are," and that the UAS would not
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change. Although everybody (including Guillermo) at least implied criticism of la grilla
through international comparison, no one-to-one correspondence exists between the way
a person participated and how they viewed the inevitability of la grilla.
As I will show in subsequent chapters, mazatlecos compared their image of
Mexico with their image United States & Co. in a wide variety of domains besides
electoral activity. People from the middle-class but especially the popular-classes would
tell me about how others would speak of the United States in some contexts as a fantasy
land, with wide streets, nice houses, hard-workers, and honest government. A local
newspaper printed the following excerpt from a book, written in Mexico City, discussing
Mexico as a nation; although the details may differ among individuals, similar acts of
comparison were extremely common among mazatlecos:
Mexico's model isn't the Soviet Union nor Cuba nor Poland, but the
United States. But a United States free of charge, without sacrifices and
without efforts; indeed, a United States without gringos, without blacks,
without Protestant preachers, without Oriental refiigees and without so
much backbreaking discipline. A very orderly but rowdy United States; a
United States where bribes work, where compadrazgo is productive and
where the laws are applied according to the criminal; a United States that
is rich and devoted to the law but where taxes, obligatory military service,
and even the bother of having to fulfill all civic duties are avoided; a
United States with magnificent universities but free of charge and without
exams; a United States where one is very respected but where one doesn't
have to respect anybody; a United States with all the advances of science
but with hajidmade tortillas, a stomach-full of grandma's taquitos, and
wonderful bullfights; a United States where the peso isn't devalued but
where one doesn't have to work in the fields or be mistreated in the mines
nor go through life in factories; a United States where there are equal
rights but not obligations ...
' I make no claims about their accuracy of mazatlecos' images of the United States & Co.
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Finally, a very rich Mexico United States but without the gospel of
work, very powerful but without having to be killed in wars, a United
States filled with all sorts of modem artifacts to facilitate work but with
maids, with gardeners, with chauffeurs. A United States with all the
privileges of American citizens and all the irresponsibility of the Third
World ... We want the mass and the procession, the computers and the
guitars, God and the devil. (Gonzalez de la Garza 1987: 34-35)
I will continue to develop the relationship between images of the United States & Co. and
"modernity" in subsequent chapters.
This analysis of the election of a university rector has illustrated various
additional features of social life that mazatlecos identify with "modem" and "traditional"
identities. It has examined how individuals manage egalitarian/legalistic desires in the
face of hierarchical/personalistic expectations; how these contrasting orientations are
related to the recognition of contextual and cross-contextual identities; how these
principles are seen in the near-universal but varying uses of the "team" metaphor; and
how almost everyone indexed an unfavorable comparison with the United States &, Co. in
making sense of the grilla. This experience has correspondences elsewhere in Mexico.
Critiquing a more polarized situation in Oaxaca, Martinez Vazquez' analysis provides an
indication that the terms of my analysis have salience among other Mexicans, too:
The recourse to violence, to porrismo ['use of partisan gangs'], to the
formation and reformation of blocks without foimdation or continuity,
with the sole objective of striking the adversary and taking advantages for
the group; the overpoliticization of academic life; the permanent struggle
for spaces in the bureaucracy; the creation of group-boundaries; the
autarchic and patrimonial management of educational and research
centers; the permanent state of fear; the political Manicheism; and the
agitation of the student body for the sake of agitation ... All of these have
been characteristics of university life, not overcome in these 20 years.
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Next, I will discuss how these principles relate to other overtly political processes
in Mazatlan. The goal in all of these discussion is two-fold: to elucidate both how
mazatlecos apprehend "tradition" and "modernity" and, ultimately, how individuals
accommodate the contradictory moral frameworks that these terms index.

The national elections of 1997
During summer 1997, overlapping with the aftermath of la grilla, Mexico
celebrated what many observers called its "most democratic" national elections ever. The
ways that locals experienced this electoral process compare in instructive ways with the
ways that people experienced la grilla.
In the 1997 election, voters in Mazatl^ chose state and federal representatives.
One of the major issues in the competition between parties concerned which party could
best institute a "modem" political order after decades of "traditional" rule by the PRI.
Candidates worked to establish their credentials as people who sought to reduce the
grilla-like aspects of the Mexican electoral system. Indeed, this election put a new,
"modem" reform law to the test. This law established procedural safegtiards against
illegal voting and campaigning, in part to make candidates more responsive to the
demands of citizens. In the "traditional" system under attack, most of the people I met
believed that officials had bought votes or committed other frauds in order to obtain an
office whence they could steal from the people or receive bribes from Mexican or foreign
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sources. The word most commonly used to denote such politicians was "rateros'''
('thieves'). Most mazatlecos I met shared these widespread sentiments. Everyone I knew
of- grillos at the UAS or not - favored and had hope for the "modernization" of federal
elections, which by all accounts were more legalistic and egalitarian than those at the
UAS.
During this campaign, I was living in an apartment in the subdivided house of a
political operative for the PRI. The landlord's economic fortunes apparently had
plummeted with those of his party, which had lost two of the last four elections for
municipal president. Like other supporters of the PRI {'priistas'), he faced a difficult
challenge: to justify adherence to the party that had built the "traditional" system, which
even its own members, locally, were repudiating. Another way of expressing this
challenge is that he needed to convincingly repudiate a system that had supported him
well enough that he could live in one of Mazatl^'s most expensive fraccionamientos.
Like many other priistas, his solution was to blame past abuses not on the ruling party but
on "bad" individuals within the party. And, he argued, all parties have such "bad"
individuals among their ranks. However, in different statements he also supported the
reforms that were changing the system that his party had built.

Tu, solo tu
These reforms and the movement to increase "democracy" (which was used as an
equivalent of "modem" political relations) resulted from and bolstered more- egalitarian
communication. The increasing use of the ^K-form of the second-person singular in civic
contexts indexed this change.

Figure 10. Billboard addressing mazatlecos as citizens. It says, "For Sinaloa, for
your business / You ... What do you propose? / Sinaloan Council of
Communication". It stood outside of one of Mazatlan's two shopping malls.

The billboard in Figure 10 was produced by a civic group trying to raise Sinaloan
pride, productivity, and creativity; their campaign encouraged the free flow of
information among citizens of different statuses. In this case, tu neither lowers the
referent's status, nor does it imply the great intimacy of close relations; instead, this
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pronoun addresses the reader as an existential equal joined with the speaker as individuals
in longstanding endeavor, much like an egalitarian teammate. For example, the tu-form
was also found on municipal wastebaskets, which had (much needed) signs exhorting
citizens as individuals to keep their city clean. In another example, the federal election
commission produced a poster featuring an old-looking picture of a peasant man standing
as if the viewer were holding him at gunpoint. The caption said, 'Wo lo tires" which is a
pun using the tu-form that means both, 'Don't shoot him,' and 'Don't throw it away.' The
second meaning refers to the reader's vote. However, in Mazadan this civic use of tu has
further ties to "modernity," as it also indexes the grammar of relations with and among
tourists (see Chapter 5). This "modem" attitude contrasted sharply with "traditional"
communication patterns, in which participants paradigmatically expected information to
pass from higher-status to lower-status people, regardless of the quality of that
information. However, as far as I could discern, everyone, no matter how "modem,"
always addressed the candidates as "'ustecf in public.
While everyone I knew expressed the desire for rule-bound, egalitarian
organization, some also made comments about national politics that demonstrated a
continuing desire for hierarchical relations. For example, a shop-owner spoke
sympathetically about how his customers would express readiness for another revolution
to get rid of the rateros, but he thought that they lacked only a leader. Indeed, the
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widespread cult of the slain presidential candidate, Luis Donaldo Colosio, of the PRI,
expresses a similar, paradoxical fantasy to have been led to "modem" relations.
Some of the people introduced earlier were active in this election. Consistent with
their interest in promoting "modernity," high-ranking officials in CODETUR worked to
increase egalitarian political communication during this election. The director, Raul Rico,
was the moderator of a debate among candidates, and part of his team at CODETUR,
Enrique Vega Ayala, served as one of the panelists. One candidate was not allowed to
debate, apparently due to the size of his party, but he was allowed to stand on the dais
with a gag over his mouth in protest. All year round, Raul had a radio program in which
he and his cohorts discussed political topics, interviewed guests (such as me about the
Chupacabras and U.S. elections), and, significantly, broadcast listeners' comments and
questions over the phone. On election day, he organized a special, day-long program to
discuss the events and to report and interpret the results. Rogelio from the UAS was also
consistent in his activism. He organized a public forum at the UAS for all candidates to
discuss their proposals concerning higher education.
These same individuals worked to promote legality in the voting. Eruique and a
member of his "team" worked with the election commission to train poll attendants and
to otherwise ensure the legality of the election. In fact, Enrique was an expert on electoral
laws. His cohort was the friend I mentioned above who had called for egalitarian
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teamwork, and this man also insisted that his friends be searched like everyone else upon
entering Olas Altas during Camaval.
The "team" metaphor extended into the federal election, too. Most notably,
Geraldo discussed his candidate's campaign-organization in this fashion. Indeed, it was
difficult from Geraldo's descriptions — in private, relaxed conversations with me - to
discern who made decisions.
More than during la grilla, interest in making comparisons with the U.S. electoral
system was high. On Raul's radio show, I was interviewed concerning political
organization and voting in the United States. By that time, I had had considerable practice
with such questions, because it was a common topic that Mexicans from many walks of
life introduced with me. Their interest extended beyond my presence; for example,
university classes, opinion columns in newspapers, and everyday conversations focused
on U.S. elections. All mazatlecos at least recognized the United States' reputation for
greater democracy. Most expressed hope to attain the same level of democracy, even
though they might (or might not) blame the United States for impeding democratic
development in Mexico. A common comment would be, "We want what y'all have in the
United States." For many this was an intensely felt sentiment, as a friend spoke hopefully
about an on-going "exponential increase in democracy in Mexico." On the other hand, a
drunk nationalist in a cantina told me, among other things, "I shit on your democracy."
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Class
How does this contrast between "traditional" and "modem" politicking relate to
local understandings and experience of "class" differences? The overwhelming prestige
of "modem" political organization crossed classes, although members of each class might
accuse the other of perpetuating the "traditional" system. That is, I heard a couple of
comments about how members of the popular classes sold their loyalty to parties out of
necessity. Members of the clases populares alleged more commonly that many people in
the clase media subsisted from bribes and graft or bought favors. I heard only one call to
strengthen such "traditional" relations. A middle-class acquaintance - whom I met at a
country-club tennis-party - argued that Mazatlan would receive more federal attention if
it could attract national-level officials to invest personally in its tourism industry, as they
had in planned resorts such as Cancun.
But what about styles of interaction in markedly political contexts? Geraldo told
me that people in the clases populares spoke with more deference to the candidate
("traditional"). However, this may be an artifact of the social distance they perceived
between themselves and the candidate: a higher-level official might receive similar
treatment from the middle-class. Also, his candidate's campaign addressed people
differently by close. In the fraccionamientos, they presented the candidate more as an
equal — in gatherings of neighbors in supporters' homes ("modem"); in the colonias, they
presented him in a more distanced fashion with festivities in neighborhood centers
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("traditional"). During such public meetings with politicians, popular-class audiences
were more likely to request or even demand changes specific to their lives ("traditional"),
and middle-class audiences were more likely to focus on broader, less-personal policyproposals ("modem"). But significant numbers of exceptions occurred. And this
difference in public behavior obscured private attempts by members of the clase media,
who enjoyed greater access to officials, to obtain favors through supplication or other
means. In short, it would be difficult to say whether the middle-class' apparently more
"modem" orientation in this public context corresponds to significant differences in
morality and practices.

Beauty contests
Beauty contests are probably the most common electoral activity in Mazatlan. I
will discuss them more fully in Chapter 8, but here I want to note that their proceedings
highlight a concern with legahty and, in at least one case, with legality's tie to contextual
identities. I have witnessed the elections conducted by CODETUR of several monarchs.
In each case, the votes were cast, counted, and announced publicly. For example, panels
of judges displayed their votes by holding up placards that the whole crowd could see.
(This process did not eliminate accusations that candidates' backers had previously
suborned members of the panel.) In 1998, the Camaval queen was elected by selling the
most raffle tickets. Again, the final accounting was held in a public arena, in "modem"
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fashion. Nonetheless, an anonymous backer of the apparent runner-up - whose family
had ties to drug traffickers - had telephoned a threat to the leading candidate's family. As
a result, the leading candidate handed in all the money but a lesser number of ticket stubs,
thereby coming in second (and becoming queen of the Juegos Florales). This illegal
manipulation of the election resulted from a recognition of cross-contextual identities:
that the competitors' relations outside of the competition affected their actions in the
campaign. CODETUR's director reported that he had been threatened once and, true to
legalistic form, had notified the police, who apprehended the mother of a losing candidate
for children's queen (Cobi^ 1998).

Gender
Almost all of the political leaders whom I have mentioned in this chapter have
been men. Political activity, and even some level of leadership, included women at the
UAS, but few women took visible leading roles in Mazatlan in the national election. In la
grilla, many women were highly active, especially at the subordinate rungs of the
hierarchies, and they did contend for and obtain low-level positions of leadership, such as
department heads.
Although gender-based discrimination has many determinants, one that I would
like to highlight here is the association of masculinity with the style of speech most
characteristic of "traditional" political leaders and the association of femininity with the
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style most characteristic of "traditional" political subordinates. Indeed, I noticed
correspondences between romantic and political relations in Mazatlan. The use of tu
among young spouses was, as far as I could tell, practically universal; previously, women
had been commonly expected to indicate respect for their husbands by referring to them
as usted, even though husbands might not have reciprocated (cf. Behar 1993). However,
this relatively noticeable move toward egalitarian communication belied a common
asymmetry in heterosexual conversation. In short, women were expected to ask questions
of men, who were expected to direct, entertain, and inform them. Even among most
"modem"-seeming youths, this pattern prevailed.
Rather than a specifically gendered expectation, this pattern resulted from
expectations about proper relations between subordinates and superordinates. That is, the
same style of conversation was noticeable among men when clear differences of status
existed. When no such difference existed, some tried to establish their higher status by
taking and holding the conversational "stage" through displays of verbal prowess. I
explained this finding to an acquaintance, before we met at a cafe with other local
intellectuals. As the night progressed, he turned to me several times and expressed his
agreement and encouragement. Indeed, because of my perceived high status and
masculinity, I was bombarded with questions, often by people who had stronger and
better-informed opinions than I but who found it impolite to offer them, even after I
asked. In one case, a man posed an interminable series of lengthy expositions in the form
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of questions concerning topics about which, as I told him, I knew nothing. With great
regularity, female companions in search of stimulation would ask, without prompting or a
referent, "What do you think?" C^Como la ves?' [literally, "How do you see it?"]). I was
told that one "weapon of the weak" used by students at the UAS was to ask questions,
listen respectfully, and then ridicule the response out of the instructor's earshot.
Challenging outlandish statements through follow-up questions or open dissent was rare.
Some young mazatlecos, at least, recognized a different conversational style as
characteristic of U.S. tourists - "modem" people. Some young women told me that one
aspect that attracted them to U.S. men was that "they listen." Mexican men expressed
their admiration for U.S. women's intelligence: they could speak knowledgeably about
many topics (and they read books on the beach and buses). Conversely, many female U.S.
tourists told me with amused irritation about Mexican men's monopolization of
conversation and about their directive manner.
These distinctions had salience in relations among locals, too. Similarly, a young
woman from Mazatl^ who was proud of her highly "modem" relationship told me of
how her boj^end and she could exchange information freely. Paradoxically, the
"traditional" grillo Guillermo told me of his distaste for displays of verbal prowess and
thus, in Mazatl^ dominance, and my observation is that he did indeed converse in a
highly egalitarian fashion.
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History of/a modernidad"
Many of the contrasts that mazatlecos make between these aspects of "modem"
and "traditional" political relations are at least a century old. As seen regarding Camaval.
in many ways, today's "modernity" is not so different from that of the late nineteenth
century.
For example, the distinction between legalism and personalism has roots at least
as far back as colonial times. Part of the Bourbon Reforms of the eighteenth century was
an effort to emphasize more contextualized, rule-govemed powers among colonial
officials. For example, I am working on a documentary history of a major, reform-minded
military-inspection of northem New Spain (Mexico) during this period. One major thrust
of the inspection was to reduce captains' authority over their soldiers in non-military
matters, and this was to be done through a change in the military regulations.
This contradiction continued after Independence. In 1879, a local journalist wrote,
"In our country, responsibility is not demanded except because of political rivalry or
personal animosity" {El Occidente 5/10/1879, p. 3). In 1881, an article argued that even a
high official whom the author favored should be replaced when his specified tenure ended
because "no man is necessary" {El Occidente 2/14/1881, p. I [emphasis in original]).
The author establishes his overall political orientation as "modem" by writing, "We are
progressives." Perhaps one difference today is that such arguments are more strident and
more frequent.
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Likewise, unfavorable comparisons of Mexican political life with stereotypes of
the United States & Co. are hardly new. In this case, their frequency and strength
probably have declined. In 1879, El Occidente published an article that argued for stricter
application of the laws. The author wrote that in England, Germany, and the United
States "the almost complete identity that exists between their fundamental law and ours"
shows that their citizens' respect for authority was the key to their success. After
democratic elections, all should back the decisions of the winners. Otherwise, Mexico
would end up "like Poland" (5/31, p. 1). On October 12, 1894, El Correo de la Tarde
contained an article linking more-egalitarian attitudes to legalism. The article claimed that
the children of well-to-do Mexicans did not want to work but that their U.S. counterparts
did. Everyone wanted to live off of the governmental budget, which led to personal
favoritism (p. 2).
However, the desire for more-egalitarian relations changed more than these other
two aspects of "modernity" and also strengthened more. This was especially true for
class-based differences. During my fieldwork, no local newspaper would say that "the
humility of their social position does not permit the soldiers of the 13"* Battalion to be
recognized by name," especially when thanking them for their civic service {El Occidente
4/19/1881, p. 1). However, even mazatleco writers of the last century were likely to take a
more egalitarian stance. An article describing "The Truly Good Man" said that he could
be of any country or religion ("the Mohammedan, the Chinese, the Russian") as long as
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he follows the ideas of Jesus. Balancing hierarchical and egalitarian attitudes, it
continued: "If the social order has made men dependent on him, he treats them with
goodness and benevolence, because he knows that they are his equals" {El Occidente
12/18/1881, p. I). Similarly, another article proclaimed that "every profession is noble if
he who practices it is honorable." The writer celebrated local progress: Twenty-five years
earlier the local "aristocracy" had been educating their own children poorly while, out of
selfishness, neglecting the education of children from the poorer classes. But all this had
changed {El Occidente 1/26/1881, p.l). As a third, less compromised example, the same
newspaper railed against a recently defeated proposal to bind only wage-workers to any
employment contract. The state legislature had defeated the bill as backward and anti
democratic - like slavery or "the mournful times of the Conquest" (5/18/1880, pp. 1-2).
One aspect of this egalitarianism that apparently was new was the explicit "team"
metaphor. Perhaps it had roots in discourse such as an article from 1894 that argued that
local citizens should volunteer en masse to perform roadwork, rather than wait for the
government to take action. The writer pointed favorably to the United States, where
citizens supposedly had to work on roads a couple of days each year {El Correo de la
Tarde 10/23/1894, p. 1). However, in my archival research, explicit kinship-metaphors or any other metaphors, for that matter — were not common or prominent, either. (The
newspapers I reviewed printed the texts of notable speeches and long opinion-articles.)
The most notable example of a kinship metaphor that I have found was written by a

visitor from Mexico City, who wrote an improbably nationalist paean to the beauties of
Mazatlan:
No foreign influence reaches this people of excessive temperament and
spirited character, even though cosmopolitanism does its greatest damage
and corruption in seaports ... Here the spirit of the child [or son] of the
people \^hijo del pueblo^] has mysterious ties and obscure correlations
with the Creole palms and Mexican agaves, with the natural environment,
in sum, that constimtes the fatherland ['pa/r/a'] {El Correo de la Tarde
10/21/1894, p. 2).
Most commonly, kinship metaphors were limited to the occasional use of "patria."
Even more than for the "team" metaphor, I found no longstanding antecedents for
the use of tu in civic discourse. Its newness is an indication that support for more-strongly
egalitarian and team-like relations increased relatively shortly before my fieldwork.
The association of "modernity" with women's greater participation in public life especially education — also dates at least to the second half of the last century. For
example, in 1879 a man wrote that men always and everywhere blame their troubles on
women but that women are superior in beauty and intelligence. Now they were earning
professional titles in Russia, England, Geraiany, and the United States, which was good
for children and for women themselves (£/ Occidente 8/22/1879, p. 2). An article written
by a man in 1881 supported equal employment-opportunities for women. However, the
author's reasoning was that this equality would help them survive without corrupting
their honor {El Occidente 1/31, p. 1) - not that it would enrich society or open new
avenues for women's fulfillment. Other articles called for increased egalitarianism
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between men and women, in ways that presaged a common but not universal sentiment
among present-day mazatlecos that men and women were unequal by nature, even if they
were existentially equivalent and equally important for public improvement.
For example, a man spoke in a compromised way to an event at a girls' school
named "Progress": "Gentlemen: ... Progress is the law" of humanity. Educating women
is basic to peace and happiness. "The peoples that today march at the head of the
century's civilization are those that have most dedicated themselves to such an important
objective." In "France, Germany, and the republic of the North [the United States] ...
woman has stopped being the slave of man, so that she can be what she should be: the
founder and reformer of the solid cement upon which public happiness must rest." Thus,
they should stop educating women in the same way as men and focus instead on
preparing them to be good mothers (£/ Occidente 5/10/1879, p. 1). Although political
relations usually included women as subordinates to men during my fieldwork,
contemporary discourse and practice strengthened expectations of equality compared to
nineteenth-century "modernism."
Thus, people in Mazatl^ have identified many aspects of "modem" political
relations as "modem" or "progressive" for over a century. Reformers' concern with
legalism is definitely quite old, the "team" metaphor and the use of tu in political
relations appears to be quite new, and explicit comparisons with perceived foreign
standards have actually declined.
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Summary
This chapter has served several purposes. It has expanded the list of contradictory
orientations that mazatlecos associate with "tradition" and "modernity" and that they
inevitably confront: most notably hierarchical vs. egalitarian relations and personaiistic
vs. legalistic organization. It also has extended the analysis to markedly political contexts.
This growing analytical complexity occasioned a discussion of the relationship among the
orientations and contexts, and it prompted an examination of the history of these
orientations.
The rest of this dissertation focuses more specifically on mazatlecos in tourism
contexts. These contexts highlight some of the distinctions that I have discussed thus far
and others that I will introduce. Also, it is important to remember that, as the dissertation
has shown thus far, these contradictions are not limited to tourism contexts and do not
spring solely from tourism - they have pervaded mazatlecos' lives for a long time.
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Chapter 5:
Felicitous Synchrony,
or the Pursuit of Happiness in the Disco Revolution —
The Analysis of Successful Feeling

Preamble
This chapter develops a framework for assessing successful feeling through an
ethnographic analysis of Mexicans in Mazatlan's discos. Both the description and the
theory have consequences for later chapters. Tourism serves as an example of and path to
participation in "modernity." Thus, its particular character in Mazatlan affects locals'
ideas of "modernity."
Any milieu conditions people's experiences, and people condition themselves for
success within a particular situation. Being different, individuals pursue different sorts of
success in different ways and with varied results. Based on fieldwork among Mexican
patrons of the discos of Mazatl^, this chapter argues that, to feel "happy" within this
particular setting, a person must have his or her goals, moral frameworks, social
resources, and practices in mutual accord. It suggests, further, that a person must calibrate
these aspects of experience with each other for successful feeling in any context.
These key terms merit brief elucidation; however, my use of them will become
clearer as the essay develops. "Goals" is a short way of referring to an individual's
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desires, hopes, and expectations concerning a particular situation. "Morality" refers to a
person's sense of what is lastingly right, true, good, and beautiful (Van Young 1994).
Although goals and morality are linked to some extent, people often employ more than
one moral fiamework or goal, as this dissertation shows. This inconsistency can create
contradictory experiences, such as desiring to do something that, in some respects, one
disapproves of (cf. Lavie 1990). "Social resources" refers to contextually salient
"personal attributes," such as wealth, personal autonomy, nationality, language, age, and
physical appearance, among innumerable others. "Practices" refers to what people
actually do in a given situation: whether they have sufficient (or overmuch) knowledge
and motivation to successfully pursue their "goals". These categories, being cultural
products, overlap precariously in several ways (Douglas 1966), but judgments concerning
their utility should depend on the effects of their use.

The study of happiness
Analyzing the conditions for happiness has rarely attracted explicit attention in
ethnography. This neglect is ironic, given the importance of happiness in everyday life
and as an implicit standard of social good in social-science writings. As both Thomas
Jefferson (1776) and Corrigan and Sayer (1984:145) have proclaimed, "happiness" is a
basic goal of revolution. Perhaps anthropology has something to contribute to such a vital
topic.
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Many ways of achieving at least temporary happiness exist cross-culturally and
even in a single discotheque. However, they all depend on the felicitous synchrony of
goals, moral frameworks, social resources, and practices. Mazatlan's disco-tourist society
is a particularly appropriate focus for this study, since it represents an attempt to establish
a restricted, focused Utopia. It is like a shrine that presents its pilgrims with unrelieved
encouragement to feel happy, and they have come for this very blessing. Failure in the
face of so much desire, effort, and encouragement requires explanation, but this
uncommonly shared focus simplifies analysis.
My analysis relies on the successful identification of other people's "feelings" (or
"sentiments": Abu-Lughod 1986). It is tempting to abjure interest in others' feelings
(Gergen 1990) by depending only on "displays" (Gof&nan 1979). However, I share
Rosaldo's (1989) faith in empathy (cf. Behar 1991; Wikan 1990). Happily for this
research, the patrons of Mazatlan's discos and I sufficiently shared patterns of emotional
expression and, 1 would argue, emotional experience. That is, we recognized each other.
Later in this essay I cite Herdt and Stoller's work in New Guinea (1990); in so doing I am
expressing faith, bolstered by their writings, that they were able to recognize their
subjects' feelings with sufficient accuracy for my analysis.
A few of this essay's limitations deserve highlighting. In some situations, the
successfiil pursuit of short-term happiness entails practices that will bring long-term
disappointment, or even despair. For example, an enjoyable, transitory sexual relationship
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might result in a troublesome disease. In other situations, one person's success comes at
another's expense, and any happiness that the latter feels must result either from the
satisfaction of resisting exploitation or from meeting unjustly altered goals. For example,
Hochschild (1983) shows that, in the face of unjust demands to show cheerfulness even
while being harassed, many flight attendants still expressed job satisfaction; this was
because these flight attendants had adjusted their expectations to include such unpleasant
interactions as inevitable. Thus, this essay does not support the irresponsible pursuit of
transitory pleasure, and it does not ask whether an unhappy person should submit to a
situation, avoid it, or change it.

The research process
The experience that gave impetus to this ethnographic research among Mexican
disco-goers is my own. I wondered how I' (and others I had met) could feel miserable in a
setting that so obviously promised happiness. But soon 1 was asking, somewhat selfrighteously, how so many others could feel, or at least seem to feel, so happy in the same
environment. Thus, this inquiry focuses on the experience of Others, who not only are
more anonymous to you than I am but whose otherness allowed me to observe, interact,

' At that time, I was a male Anglo in my early 30s. To my surprise, Mexicans
almost uniformly placed my age in the mid 20s. 1 tended to dress like other disco-goers: a
little more casually than most Mexicans and a little more formally than most Americans.
That is, I received no indication that I was out of place, although I have recognized such
signs in other contexts, such as working-class bars. In fact, mazatlecos almost uniformly
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empathize, and synthesize. This essay is an attempt to operationalize what I learned from
them.
You might reasonably ask how I came to understand what I claim to understand. I
had begun attending Mazatlan's discos to develop observational techniques for studying
flirtation, but I rapidly discovered that, as an ethnographizing wall-flower, I could not
discern what was happening among others. Also, I was bored, so I began asking women
to dance. My efforts to initiate and then sustain friendships (not romances) failed in
humiliating ways, and I became determined to discover how to achieve success.
However, I framed this effort as something extemal — a matter of bodily and linguistic
adjustments (i.e., "displays") leading to greater social acceptance. For example, I
discovered that many women would leave men who did not offer to buy drinks for them
and their friends. Nonetheless, I was unable morally to "play" (Handelman 1977) at
relationships.^ That is, achieving the appearance of particular relationships did not
constitute "success" for me, but the feeling that I derived from such relationships did. The
continuing rejections and departures depressed me, just as any acceptance and
monstration of permanence (e.g., exchanging addresses) heartened me.
My fieldnotes state, pathetically: "As I sat, lonely, sad, and angry on the malecon
wall... I wondered how cut out I am for this and how many people share my 'buenas

expressed surprise that I was not always and entirely at home in disco society.
^ In Handelman's (1977) sense of "play" as "what can be" versus "ritual" as "what
should be" morally. He presents the amoral "what is" as a third option.
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memorias' ['good memories'] and who these people are." My failure was in my inability
to accept, morally, the inherent impermanence of tourist relations. To understand how
common my failure was, I again turned my analytical attention to others. Using the
techniques that I had learned earlier, I hung out with disco-goers, asked them questions,
discussed experiences with them — theirs and mine — mulled over this information, and
asked for their opinions of my developing analysis.

Mazatlan for Mexican disco-goers
It is important to understand tourists' experience in order to understand locals'
experiences among them. Mazatlan's major tourist-attraction, by far, is the ocean, but
dance-emporia held supremacy among the Mexicans discussed in this essay. Social
dancing to popular music is so tied up with Mazatlan's touristic identity that many
restaurants include dance floors and blaring sound-systems. The young — and youngfeeling' - people discussed here not only spent about four-to-six hours every night in
discos; some also danced and/or listened to dance-music as they relaxed in their rooms,
walked along the street, lay on the beach, or ate dinner. Such tourists' way of behaving
and relating to others usually did not differ much across these various contexts but was

^ In the context of nightlife and romance few Mexican men or women in Mazatlan
would describe specific men of almost any age as "old" ('v/eyo'); in contrast, men
especially would describe women as old upon marriage and/or childbirth. Partially as a
result, few Mexican women past their early 20s visit Mazatlan's discos, but some men as
old as their 40s do. However, the vast majority of revelers on any night are under 25
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prototypified by the disco society. Indeed, these tourists commonly asked others
doubtfully what would be interesting to do during the day, yet they discussed avidly
which disco would be best for that night.
Mazatlan's reputation among young U.S. and Mexican visitors is that of a place
appropriate for swimming, drinking, dancing, and romancing — in short, for bodily,
camivalesque (Bakhtin 1984) release. As both cause and result, it is visited by successive
waves of U.S. and Canadian college-groups in the spring. However, the majority of
tourists are Mexicans, who dominate especially during the national summer schoolvacation. The tourist zone is popular also among Mazatlan's adolescents and young
adults, who crowd into the discos particularly when the cover charges or drink prices are
low. I conducted this research mostly during the summer period and mostly among
Mexican college-age tourists and locals.
Mazatlan's tourist zone is modeled on a stereotype of "modem" tourism facilities.
Tall, clean, shining hotels with grassy lawns line the beach. Business-names sport English
words and syntax (e.g., Seiior Frog's). In these and other ways, the tourist zone is
attractive to locals and to Mexican tourists as an accessible icon of what they refer to as
"'modernidad'' ('modernity'), whose prototype is U.S. society. They tighten their
symbolic identification with "modernity" as they frequent facilities associated with U.S.
tourists (see Chapter Eight).

years old.
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Mazatlan's discos, rightfully renowned among U.S. college students, are aweinspiring combinations of the natural, built, and social environments. Nonetheless,
Mexican tourists and locals alike expressed disbelief when 1 averred sincerely that the
atmosphere in Mazatlan's discos surpassed those in my all-too-extensive experience in the
United States. The most remarkable. Fiesta Land, is a sort of night-life mall in the shape
of a white palace perched upon a promontory against the sea. It contains a restaurant, a
live-music nightclub, and three discos. One of these discos, Valentino's, contained a
karaoke room; a large, two-story room with banks of video screens for up-tempo dancing;
and a dimly-lit room lined by leatherine sofas for romantic dancing and other amorous
contact. Another of the three discos. Bora Bora (see Figure 11), lies along the beach and
is open to the air under giant, palm-thatched roofs; it includes a swimming pool and
volleyball courts, whose concrete bleachers served as a make-out area among young
Mexican tourists. All of the discos played only Western-style pop music, in both Spanish
and English.
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Figure 11. Bora Bora disco, in Fiesta Land, during the day. It is more impressive at
night.

The French Revolution and the pursuit of alegria
The organizing precepts of Mazatlan's disco scene for young tourists are the same
as those of the French Revolution — Uberty, fraternity, and equality — motivated by the
U.S. Revolution's "pursuit of happiness."

Equality
Almost every disco denizen appears at least temporarily to be of similar social
position, pursuing similar goals. This similarity is overdetermined by a variety of
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influences, including business practices, direct peer-pressure, and a hegemonic stereotype
of youthful-tourist behavior. "Young" people in tourist-discos are interpellated with
varying success into a particular subjectivity.
Perhaps the most important organizing principle of this disco-subjectivity is the
desire to be "modem," as this is understood locally. The happiness sought in this context
is that associated with "modernity." This is hardly a trivial statement: many people in
Mazatlan desire both the "traditional" happiness promised by the shelter of long-term
relations of trust (Velez-Ibanez 1983) and the "modem" happiness promised by more
individualistic relations. "Trust" Qconfianza') highlights reciprocal support according to
one's means and needs, rather than simply to honesty. Relations of trust are associated
with their homes and neighborhoods, and more individualistic relations are associated
with the United States and its tourist-zone stand-in. For example, many locals refer to the
tourist zone as "a part of California in Mazatlan," and in interviews they told me that they
feel and act differently there, usually "less inhibited" (see Chapter Six).'' Urban Mexicans
consume this "modem" ideal avidly via various mass-media and through personal
experience in the United States and among tourists. Thus, the hegemonic ideal of discotourist behavior selects a "modem" orientation as dominant, but individuals vary as to
their desire or ability to approximate this ideal.

'' Indeed, I have discussed all of the major points of this essay with various locals
and Mexican tourists.
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For example, almost all of the Mexicans in the discos appear to be middle-class,
even though many are, for example, hairdressers. Although this apparent consistency
results partially from the filtering effects of cover charges and high drink-prices, it is
enforced also through social pressures to dress and behave similarly. Fashions of dress
are a mix of a "traditional" desire to appear wealthy, through neatness and flashy
brilliance, and a "modem" desire to appear casual and urban. Thus, dress varies from
semi-formal to neat beach-wear, but almost no Mexican arrives dressed in rural fashion or
in the slovenly manner characteristic of many U.S. youths (see Chapter Eight).
The key aspect of the hegemonic stereotype motivating disco-citizens is the
complex of goals and practices presumed to lead to happiness. These are discussed more
fully below; the point here is that disco-goers encourage uniformity among their peers.
For example, fnends will urge others to pursue a romance, or they will involve others as
automatic cohorts in seeking romantic partners, or they, along with youthful waiters, will
shout cheers for nascent couples to kiss. The tourism industry consciously attempts to
structure relations to foster happiness. The ambience attracts the young men and women
who work at discos, but their supervisors also expect them to act as prototypes of
happiness. Likewise, drinking alcohol and dancing are encouraged both by peers and by
the setting. Thus, solidarity is achieved mechanically in the face of radically reduced
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social divisions (Durkheim 1933^): most disco-goers apparently are divided only by
gender and, more globally, by whether they are working in the disco.
Another aspect of the equality characteristic of disco-society is that almost all
people there — including workers — are of similar age (18-25), and most appear (and
claim) to be single, at least during the vacation. This apparent homogeneity is heightened
by many locals' claims that they are tourists and by locals' and tourists' status-raising
prevarications concerning their lives away from the disco.
The orientation of people's attention bespeaks the sincerity of disco society's
egalitarianism. Significant differences divide discos architecturally, with some layouts
directing attention quite strongly to a raised dance-floor. Yet people dance on tables, on
the floor, on raised dance-floors, and on bartops; moreover, none of these dance-areas or
dancers gamer much attention from other disco-goers (see Figure 12). Even particularly
outlandish or talented dancers receive only passing attention from most individuals. Most
people focus almost always either on the scene in general or on their (potential) partners
in dance or conversation. This pattern of attention-direction runs counter to the pattern
dominant in many other entertainment contexts, including the pattem found in lesscosmopolitan dance-emporia in Mazatlan. My conversations with many people in
Mazatlan reveal that they rarely consider consciously where to direct their attention in
discos; therefore, this evidence suggests that disco-egalitarianism is not wholly feigned.

^ "pr]hose [sanctions] which are attached to rules which are purely moral... are
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Figure 12. Senor Frog's at night.

Fraternity
This seeming social and psychological equality facilitates a feeling of connection,
perhaps communitas, among tourists (Turner 1977; Wagner 1977) and their local
companions. This is especially true among any men and among established friends of
either sex. Fraternity is registered and bolstered by the almost-automatic use of the
informal second-person singular (tii) among tourists and tourism workers. Distinctions of
class and provenience (including nationality) are sharply reduced. Among men, goodwill
and friendship is assumed until disproven, which provides a striking contrast to everyday
life and "traditional" bars, in which men are unlikely to meet another patron without an

distributed in a diffuse manner, by everybody indiscriminately" (Durkheim 1933:69).
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introduction from a mutual friend. This feeling of homosocial security is enticing as a
reftige in what can be, from many men's perspective, a setting filled with fickle and
duplicitous women. Friends traveling together also show remarkable concern for and
solidarity with each other, perhaps in part because their array of long-term social
interactants has precipitously shrunk to these few relations. In short, the equality among
disco-citizens is peculiarly intimate, as if they all desire to index their recognition of these
commonalities.

Liberty
As other authors have noted (Turner 1977; Wagner 1977), the social vacuum
created by travel can lead to a feeling of freedom among tourists. Relationships among
tourists are fewer and more temporary and usually seem less intrinsic than relations in
their home communities. Compared to Anglo-Americans, this relative freedom from
social relations must seem quite liberating to Mexicans. To use Velez-Ibanez' (1994) term
for Mexican-American families, their dense social relations form a sort of "black hole"
from which it is difficult to escape, especially for girls (cf Behar 1993; Fisher 1973). For
Mexican tourists, a vacation with a few friends creates a sort of vacuum (to extend the
metaphor) in which social relations have less gravity. Also, as Wagner (1977) has
observed, resort-tourists feel freer than at home because they face both different potential
activities and fewer constraints on their time. Tourists temporarily escape from many of
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the monitoring gazes that confront them at home, and they have been known to arrange
pacts of non-disclosure with their traveling companions in an attempt to secure a sense of
non-responsibility. Although I am not arguing that tourists feel completely free of social
and personal monitoring and responsibility, most do feel relatively liberated from social
constraint and thus dress and behave in unaccustomed ways. This is also true, to a lesser
extent, of many locals in this context.
This difference is both embodied and indexed through changes in omamentation.
For example, men wear shorts in situations that would otherwise call for long pants (e.g.,
a disco), and women commonly wear trenzas ('com rows'), which they usually shed
before boarding transportation to leave Mazatlan. Both might indulge in temporary
tattoos.
Disco-goers also enact this liberated feeling in ways more central to this essay. In
the discos, the U.S.-associated setting and the tourists' relative anonjanity encourage
them to enact their "modem" fantasies; that is, they dance on bar-tops and table-tops,
which they do not do in their home communities. (They thought that this was common
practice in the United States.) In the discos and elsewhere, they make friendships and
romances easily and pursue their self-interest with less-than-usual regard for the interests
of their new acquaintances. Moreover, they kiss and grope in a highly public fashion. (I
was disappointed to discover that U.S. college students in Mazatlan for Spring Break
were considerably less public in their kissing and fondling in the same discos, even
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though, unlike the Mexican youths, their dancing involved more pelvic contact and their
festivities included such diversions as wet t-shirt contests. My Mexican friends were also
surprised to hear this.)
Friends, the tourism industry, and other social influences encourage people to feel
an obligation to enjoy this freedom in a libidinous fashion. That is, in this context, much
of the social and personal monitoring aims to ensure that people are behaving according
to the stereotype of a liberated tourist. I will argue below that successful disco-tourists
match their expectations, morality, resources, and behavior to each other in this context,
regardless of whether they attempt to match them to this stereotype.

The pursuit of happiness
The hegemonic ideal of "success," in this context, is clearly defined as a particular
kind of "happiness." The music is happy, the decorations are happy, and seemingly
everyone inside (but not the bouncers at the gate!) is displaying (Goffman 1979)
happiness. A visibly unhappy person will either be ignored or be urged to act happy.
Indeed, a friend demonstrated to me that many women will dance only with happylooking men. Thus, furthering the appearance of equality, almost everyone displays
happiness, whether as an unmediated expression of feeling, as a tactic for attaining
happiness, or simply to appease peer-pressure. This near-universal appearance of
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happiness in others encourages one's continued participation and optimism, perhaps
leading some people to lower their resistance to the disco revolution.
This happiness is of a particular type. People in Mazatlan refer to disco happiness
as alegria. They describe it as a temporary state, as opposed to the more profound and
difficult felicidad!' However, the term alegria refers to more than one feeling or maimer
of achieving this feeling, including dnmkenness. In this context, alegria is similar to
"having fim." Indeed, disco-denizens differed in their methods of achieving alegria, as I
discuss below.
For most disco-tourists, though, happiness was linked both to some level of
boundary-crossing and to sexuality. The boimdary-crossing results from a general
carelessness, including the easy society and libertine practices discussed above. The
rampage of sexuality, spurred by the removal of social obstacles and the intensification of
enticements, leads anywhere from flirting to copulation. Thus, an integral part of
hegemonic disco-happiness is feeling attractive and attracted and acting relatively freely
on those feelings. The large number of tourists enacting this pursuit make it remarkably
easy to establish a romantic relationship. Because of their predictably short duration and
their participants' relative anonymity, these relationships involving tourists — including
friendships — can quickly become quite intense and/or exploitative. Tears wash the

^ This distinction was made in this context in response to my questions and is not
so clear-cut in all contexts. For example, priests in Mazatlan sermonized about the
alegria ('joy') characteristic of heaven.
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dance-floor during many couples' last night together; however, false promises fall upon
willing ears during many incipient encounters.
In sunmiary, the hegemonic expectation is that young Mexican tourists in
Mazatim pursue a modem, individualistic form of happiness. Success in sexuality is a
highlighted requisite for such happiness. Previous influences, the structure of the setting,
and pressure from others in the setting make embodying this stereotype a highly common
and intensely felt desire among tourists. These same influences impel most tourists —
sincerely or not — to display happiness, making participation in this pursuit all the more
seductive and failure all the more confusing, painful, and embarrassing. However, few
abjure repeated attempts to ring the bell.

Corroboration
The web-site for Bora Bora, which I fovmd after writing the description above,
corroborates this analysis. Beneath a picture of barefoot, Anglo tourist women dancing on
a bar, the unedited text reads, in English:
The success of Bora Bora is focus on tis total freedom, which
permits you to enjoy any place of the bar. There are no limits, dancing on
the tables, top of the bar counter or high cages, as long as all of these done
v^dth careftillness, in order to avoid breaking with the armony and rules of
the house, is sincerely welcome.
Bora Bora Bar sends you trough a trip where you will find a
speeddy highway surrounded with music, fim and happiness. Bora is the
best very special place in which you will find people from all ages,
nationalities and status, having the greatest time of their lives. If you don't
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dare to visit Bora Bora bar, you haven't been in mazatlan Heaven.
(http://www.go2niexico.com/fiestaiand/bora.html, 5/6/98)

Scenes of success and failure
Having described the disco-revolution in general and the pressures brought to bear
on its willing subjects, I now will analyze several individual cases. These exegeses
partially reproduce the method of careful, detailed comparison through which I developed
this analytical firamework. In my cogitations, as in this exposition, I focused on
individuals whose feeling was evident to me through a variety of signs, such as their
emotive displays, their comments, and common friends' comments. These cases help to
clarify the categories whose mutual calibration I claim is crucial for successful feeling:
goals, morality, social resources, and practices. The examples also demonstrate the
importance both of separating these categories and of analyzing their interrelation. They
show that not everyone can be fully "French," nor does the revolution bring happiness to
all of its citizens.

Hegemonic expectations
I will now work through a few examples of people who sought to enact the
hegemonic expectations concerning disco life. Most people recognized the probable
impermanence of their new fnendships and romances in this context. But individuals
differed in the extent to which they: adjusted their actions to this impermanence, accepted
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such actions morally, and matched these expectations, actions, and attitudes to their social
resources.
• One afternoon, an abject failure at la vie discothequeenne lay dejected on her
hotel bed, her blankets covering her body and her pillow covering her head, as her
traveling companions danced in the room with some boys whom they all had met on the
beach that day. She was upset because she had not established a romantic liaison with a
man whom she had met at a disco two nights previously. She had other suitors in the
room (one sat on the bed and shook her shoulders periodically), but she could not adjust
her morality to fit the impermanence of touristic relations. Perhaps also, being somewhat
less attractive physically than her roommates, she could not adjust her expectations to her
social resources.
• Several pairs of older Mexican men presented more obvious examples of
difficulty matching expectations to resources. These men, in their late 30s or early 40s
(i.e., too old to be attractive partners for most college-aged, Anglo women), dressed more
formally than their younger counterparts. They approached young, Anglo women and
bought them drinks and/or touched them. Many of these men responded to their repeated
rebuffs with generalized anger, smashing beer bottles or speaking aggressively to the
women. Several were forced to leave the discos because of their unruliness.
• In a more mixed case, a young man at a disco felt dejected because a woman
whom he had kissed that afternoon had stood him up that night. He seemingly overcame
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this difficulty in adjusting his expectations as he eventually met and kissed another
woman the same night. He seemed happy, even when the first woman later appeared at
the same disco.
• Moving toward more stereotypical success, two attractive Mexican women had
fallen in love (^enamoradas') with two U.S. medical students whom they had met dancing
but with whom they could barely communicate verbally. Their faces shone with delight
as they described their liaisons. They asked for my help in calling these men in Los
Angeles and excitedly discussed their plans to visit them — all of which seemed to
contradict the disco society's dominant expectations and morality of impermanence.
However, when 1 asked them whether these were the men whom they had kissed in the
disco the night before, they giggled and said no, that the medical students had already
departed. Indeed, they kissed yet other men publicly during their stay, without losing
interest in their U.S. boyfriends ('novios'). They were happy enough without them to
prolong their stay in Mazatlan several extra days.
These two women, like many other young Mexican tourists, also chose to listen
and dance to "traditional" Mexican music in particular contexts. For example, these two
women and their roommates danced in their hotel room to cassettes of both cosmopolitan
and regional happy-dance music and, paradoxically, to the slow, bitterly sad songs of
"'maldito amor''' ('"accursed love'") by the legendary Vicente Fernandez. They would
sing along, perhaps in the direction of a momentary dance-partner, but their amusement
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signalled their recognition that the passions portrayed were overblown. Perhaps, in these
playfully serious interludes, they expressed a sense that the seemingly evanescent discolife could become dangerously consequential.
All of these people attempted to enact the disco-tourist stereotype; that is, their
expectations were similar. But some were more successful than others: First, they had
sufficient social resources to entice others to cooperate to the necessary extent. Second,
they did what was necessary to attain their expectations. Third, they adjusted their
moralities to fit the context, which was organized around the hegemonic disco-tourist
stereotype.

Heterodoxic expectations
Not everyone shared the hegemonic ideal. Some women, chaperoned by female
relatives, enjoyed their disco experience because they did not — and, realistically, could
not — attempt to enact the libertine ideal. Thus, their standards for freedom were more
easily met.
• For example, Isabel was at the disco with her aunt. When I asked her to dance,
she happily agreed and did not want to stop dancing. She smiled outrageously through
many songs and talked constantly, especially about how much she disliked her parents'
restrictions and how much she loved being at the disco. This was her one night out, and
she ecstatically repeated that she was already late for her curfew. When she left the disco.
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with a big smile on her face, she happily indicated to me how late she was. Temporarily,
at least, she felt successful.
• Rosalva was similar, albeit more subdued. She was 27 years old and also
chaperoned by an aunt. She danced with me for a few songs and then suggested that we
talk on the dance-floor, out of the earshot but within the eyesight of her aunt. Joking in
good-natured resignation about her mother's restrictions, she said that she also had broken
curfew. She seemed happy to be out but frustrated at having only one, supervised night of
dancing.
For these chaperoned women, it was relatively easy to match — somewhat
imperfectly in Rosalva's case — their expectations, morals, resources, and practices. Like
the libertines, they recognized that any relationship with a man would likely be
temporary. But they had not escaped from the long-term, regulatory social gaze, so these
relations would necessarily be even more limited in duration and in potential. Simply by
going out (practices) and being appealing enough for someone to ask them to dance
(resources), they had met their expectations. The small defiance of curfew-breaking (and
perhaps of flirting) at least minimally satisfied their desire for freedom (expectations)
without alienating their families (morals).
Men, too, sometimes had differing expectations. This might be due to a dissident
morality or to a recognition and acceptance of their social resources. However, this
difference was no guarantee of contentment.
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• Many older men avoided tiie discontent I described among some older men
above. Their primary goal was "ver las gringos''' ('to see US women') while hanging out
with their friends. Several told me that they would like to have a more intimate
relationship with these women but that they did not expect one because they did not
speak English. Thus, their goal was easily attainable.
• In contrast, one man, Alfredo, had no difficulty matching his morality, goals,
practices, or resources with each other, but he could not adjust any to the disco-context.
Another man approached Alfredo's wife, thinking that she was single, while Alfredo was
away using the bathroom. Upon returning, Alfredo became angrily jealous at his
unknowing rival and threatened violence. The other man, in the fraternal spirit, tried to
convince Alfredo that they were friends and that he was no romantic threat. Alfredo
refiised the overture, and his wife and friends ushered him out to avoid trouble.

Conciusion
Alegria is a common goal among mazatlecos, almost all of whom pursue it both in
and away from tourism contexts. Nonetheless, the framework developed here has
application beyond Mexicans, discos, and alegria. Indeed, it can be applied to other
cultural contexts, to long-term situations, and to other sorts of successful feeling. In
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Chapter Eight, I will apply it among other standards, in assessing how the negotiation
between being "modem" and being "traditional" affects mazatlecos' lives.

Postscript: cross-cultural application
Two Sambia 'deviants'
How applicable is this analytical framework to other situations, to other societies,
to other feelings? In this section I will apply this reasoning to an example from an
ethnography of a very different setting, focusing on long-term contentment instead of
short-term happiness. Then I will conclude with this framework's career in Tucson.
Herdt and Stoller's (1990) work among the Sambia of New Guinea provides the
sort of information necessary for such a comparison. In their work they describe two men
who deviate in different ways from the local hegemonic masculine ideal. This ideal
dictates, among other things, a transition from exclusively homosexual practices during
adolescence to exclusively heterosexual practices during adulthood. Indeed, H.:rdt and
Stoller explicitly compare the two men, since both in some sense were stigmatized as not
frilly masculine. However, one man appeared content and the other miserable with his
gender identity.
As an adolescent, Imano had neglected his ritual duty of participating in fellatio
with other boys. As an adult, he deviated from convention in that he enjoyed sex with
women and eschewed many masculine displays of aggressiveness. However, in his public
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actions he at least minimally upheld the hegemonic order and did not criticize it. He
expressed his conscious moral rejection of the dominant order only through private
actions. Herdt accepts Imano's self-presentation as "relatively happy" — including with
his gender identity.
Kalutwo continued to have illicit and hidden homoerotic relations with boys into
adulthood and failed in his attempts to copulate with women. For this reason, his
marriages ended in his disgrace. Although he displayed more fierceness than Imano,
others perceived him as cowardly in battle. More than Imano, he tried to uphold
hegemonic expectations in public while violating them in private. As a later attempt at
acceptance, he tried to exploit his difference by becoming a shaman, but others doubted
his calling. Herdt characterizes him as "unhappy" (1990:321).
Why was Imano content in his "gender aberrance" and Kalutwo not? The
analytical firamework developed above suggests that Imano more successfully matched
his practices, expectations, morality, and social resources to differing contexts. In public,
he did not uphold the hegemonic order solely out of self-preservation — his moral
framework, as what Herdt and Stoller call a "considerate" man, highlighted
accommodation; in private, he pursued his pleasure without moral qualms.
Kalutwo also did not intentionally threaten the hegemonic order in public, but his
public and private practices failed to meet his and others' expectations. Unlike Imano,
apparently he morally accepted hegemonic demands across different contexts as part of
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his general desire for status. However, he did not always accept them as his situational
goals, as seen in his continuing sexual relationships with boys. Most crucially, in both
public and private life he was unable to adjust his practices to these moral demands.
Certainly, his particular deviance from the dominant ideal was ultimately more public and
more marked than Imano's, increasing the stakes of his failure to conform. Thus, because
he lacked expected social resources (i.e., a wife and children) and did not engage
successfully in expected practices, his stigma was quite strong. What is important for this
essay is that, because he morally accepted these expectations that he could not meet, this
failure and stigma was also quite painful.
This comparative example suggests that the analytical framework developed for
understanding disco-tourists in Mazatlan has salience for analyses of other feelings of
success in a broad variety of contexts. Perhaps both Herdt and Stollefs and my own
analyses depend on "Western" systems of categorizing feelings. My experience among
disco-goers in Mazatlan - also "Western" - is that they can understand, apply, and assess
this framework, once I have briefly explained it. Based on the transcripts of Herdt and
Stoller's interviews, I would argue that the same sufficient understanding would occur
among the Sambia, after much more lengthy explanation. I am not claiming that the
proposed framework is complete, objective, and automatically universal. I am suggesting
that cross-cultural similarities are great enough — human experience is similar enough —
that any widely shared categorization of such generic cultural features is, after discussion.
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sufficiently but imperfectly understandable and, for particular purposes and audiences,
effective. This process is analogous to the one by which I could apprehend and apply the
distinction between alegria and felicidad or the one by which any person learns another
perspective, such as an anthropological perspective.
This chapter is an attempt to define categories and their interrelationships that will
motivate effective analyses primarily in "Western" academic and non-academic contexts.
So, at the very least, this framework has the potential to benefit "Westerners" who want
an explicit way of comprehending the effects of social changes on contentment, whether
their own or others'. (Of course, "Westemers" vary, too; that's why I must write an essay
to convince you.) In the next section, I discuss the presentation of this research in
"community outreach" in Tucson. This experience has enriched my academic analyses
and emboldened me to write this essay.

"The Four Fingers of Avoiding Unhappiness"
I presented this research during a community-outreach event at the University of
Arizona. During Homecoming, the student government organizes a "Student Showcase"
to display students' research to both academic and non-academic passersby in the busiest
part of campus. In effect, it is a large, outdoor poster-session.
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In 1997 I created a display called, "The Four Fingers of Avoiding Unhappiness."
The title was meant to index both a sense of mysterious wisdom and a snake-oil salespitch. The poster said:
In assessing entering, exiting, or adjusting to a situation, you might
ask yourself: 1) What do I want? What are my goals, desires, hopes,
expectations? 2) Will I respect myself? Does it fit my moral fimnework?
3) Am I being realistic? Do I have the appropriate social resources? 4) Do
I walk the talk? Will I engage in the appropriate practices?
The Goal: To use anthropological knowledge to develop wisdom.
The Study: 1) Disco-culture in Mazatlan, Mexico, strives relentlessly to
foster happiness. Why, then, are some people happy and not others? 2) I
conducted ethnographic research in Mazatlan for a year on a variety of
topics, including this one. 3) In developing the Four Fingers, I interacted
with, observed, and conversed with (interviewed) scores of people inside
and away firom discos. 4) I compared their experiences to determine why
very different people were happy in the same context and why seemingly
similar people had different experiences. 5) As a check, I also applied the
Four Fingers to a study of the Sambia of New Guinea.
The Fine Print: 1) The Four Fingers work only to the extent that you can
predict a situation, but situations change as people change. 2) In any
situation, there are various ways of avoiding unhappiness. 3) The Four
Fingers do not address responsibility. 4) Sometimes long-term happiness
entails short-term sacrifice and vice versa. 5) The Four Fingers point to
"Western" categories, even though they might apply to situations in non" Western" societies.

The people who stopped to talk about the display with me were diverse. They
ranged in age from teenagers to retirees. They included men and women, citizens and
non-citizens. Almost all had some degree of college education, but their majors ranged
firom "real" sciences to humanities.
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My interactants expressed different types of interest. Some performed research or
worked professionally in allied areas. Others had a philosophical interest in such
questions. Most expressed a 'self-help' desire to apply this sort of logic to their own or
their loved ones' lives. Many asked for - and received - a handout with the text, whether
for themselves or for other, specific people. In my spoken comments, 1 stressed that I had
performed careful comparisons in a propitious setting to answer a question that had
personal and academic importance beyond that setting, and I invited their discussion.
At a time when many in our discipline express a siege mentality, I found my
visitors' comprehension and interest encouraging. In no case did anyone except
anthropologists express a sense that this sort of research was "soft," ridiculous, or
unimportant - not even sociologists! Rather, despite my embarrassment at such "applied"
"academic" research, almost every visitor validated the centrality of such questions and
embarrassed me flirther with the extent of their desire to discuss the "Four Fingers." For
example, one young man from South Asia talked with me at length concerning his
uncertainty about staying in graduate school, and an Anglo graduate-student in social
sciences wanted to consult with me as a source for his dissertation.
Many visitors who generally liked the presentation also had critical comments.
For example, an Anglo-seeming young man reminded me that the sort of unhappy feeling
that I discuss is not the same as clinical depression, which he described as based in a
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chemical imbalance; a young woman from Central America, citing a psychology class,
wanted me to integrate "self-esteem" into the analysis as an underlying factor.
When presented as a self-help tool, this framework required that I add a caveat not
in the ethnographic analysis of others' happiness: that its effectiveness depended
problematically on one's ability to predict key aspects of a situation. My conversations
with the many people who stopped to discuss this research led me to add that one must
also be able to assess oneself with sufficient accuracy.
These points lead to one of the strengths of "The Four Fingers" and other such
social models: they can motivate various sorts of self-reflexivity. In this case, for
example, adherents might be more likely to ask, first, why they or their subjects of study
repeatedly pursue frustrating activities; second, why they find these activities
unsatisfying; and third, how they might redress their discontent. However, one of the
more challenging questions posed to me during the exhibition was, "What if people are
unsure why they have entered a situation?" In such a case, the "goals" category stands, if
not empty, at least fiizzy, limiting the usefulness of this framework for analyzing others'
practices. But as a self-help tool in such cases it encourages individuals to consciously
consider this aspect of their lives in relation to others, much like a self-ethnography.
Thus, one successful goal of the presentation was that it encouraged people to
reflect on and discuss how they would parse experience both to understand others' lives
and to improve the quality of their own. That is also one of my goals in this chapter.
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Chapter 6:
Moral Geographies — Creating Virtual Structures

Mazatlecos divide their city into moral zones in a number of ways. These zones
range from the obvious, such as the red-light district, Campo 7, to fairly unremarkable
colonias, such as La Reforma. In this chapter, I compare aspects of Mazatlan's major
zones, focusing especially on the tourism zone. Although locals' ideologies highlight
differences among these zones, in many ways these areas are similar, including the ways
in which mazatlecos live within them. First, I describe a variety of beaches to
demonstrate some differences that separate zones and some continuities that unite them.
Then I analyze locals' moral geographies, in which their emphasis on spatial differences
licenses moral contradictions yet masks practical continuities. This framework prompts
discussion of disparate aspects of life in Mazatlan. Last, I briefly compare contemporary
and historical Mazatlan.
On a broad level, the theoretical aim of this chapter is to reconcile perspectives
that treat day-to-day experience as predictable and those that treat it as emergent. Some
famous approaches to this problem (Bourdieu 1977, Giddens 1979) have placed too much
stress on how agency is structured. More-recent, postmodern theorists (cf. Gergen 1991)
have overly emphasized individuals' freedom firom constraint while, ironically,
overestimating the extent to which this freedom results from new technologies. Rather
than uncovering an underlying essence and focusing on supporting details (cf Fiske
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1989, Shields 1991), this chapter represents an attempt to highlight complexity and
explain its production.

Comparing beaches
I took several surveys of Mazatlan's beaches. In one sweep, my daughter and I
visited 12 spots in 13 days. Mazatlecos' attitudes toward different beaches and people's
behavior on them provide useful material for comparisons between zones, especially
since beaches stretch alongside much of Mazatlan, including a variety of residential
areas. Although these beach areas share the basic characteristics of sea and sand,
mazatlecos perceived them to be quite different, as parts of well-defined moral zones in
local ideology. These differences were due to the beaches' association with social
practices that stereotypically occurred on them.
The beach at Olas Altas, in the Centro, usually attracted only a few people: the
waves were high, the surf hid sharp volcanic rocks, and trash lined the high-tide mark.
The beach was short and sharply inclined, with a seawall separating it from the malecon.
However, occasional local surfers rode the waves as occasional passersby watched. Also,
a few foreign or Mexican tourists staying in the cheap, old, downtown hotels might
sunbathe or swim. These tourists tended to be older than the disco-tourism crowd and
ranged from backpackers in their late 20s to families looking for a bargain to pensioned
Vietnam veterans to retirees. Popular-class locals from nearby neighborhoods especially kids with or without their mothers - also swam or sunbathed along this stretch.
Two or three young men might come to practice soccer in the sand.
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Figure 13. Olas Altas

Some people came to the beach to make their living. During el piojillo ('the little
flea'), which was the off-season for both tourism and shrimping between spring and
summer vacations, fishermen would cast by hand into the surf, and others would swdm
out with inflated inner-tubes to catch seafood by hand. Compared to all other beaches,
this stretch was rarely visited by vendors. Most of those who did visit sold different
products than did vendors along other beaches - for example, cheap, portable, handmade
furniture - as if they had come there to sell items that retailers in the stores downtown
had declined. As at the other beaches, occasional food vendors also passed here, again
infrequently.
Probably the greatest number of people within view of the beach were those who
had come to enjoy the malecon. Inland from the beach was a wall, a wide sidewalk, then
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a street, and then a row of hotels, restaurants-bars, and other businesses. These businesses
included a bank, several supers ('small grocery store'), an insurance company, and the
CODETUR director's Truly Nolen pest-exterminators. The first version of the malecon
had been built in the late nineteenth century and had served as the city's principal point of
popular recreation at least since then (Vega Ayala 1992). As mentioned in Chapter 3, it
also was the center of popular-class festivities, compared to the middle-class Plazuela
Machado a few blocks inland.
During the days, downtown intellectuals, bureaucrats, and businesspeople would
eat lunch and pistear in the shade of the restaurants across from the beach. Kids from
nearby schools would take up space and banter loudly in a malt shop as they waited for
municipal buses to take them home. Drunks washed cars parked along the street until
they had sufficient beer money, then they would enjoy their purchases on the beach at the
base of the seawall. Later in the afternoons, and especially on Sundays, locals and tourists
would come to the malecon from nearby neighborhoods to enjoy the wind, the sea-spray,
the sunset, and the family atmosphere. Kids rollerbladed along the sidewalk, adolescentsto-adults walked or jogged for exercise, an ethnographer might sit on the wall and play
guitar, drunks of various nationalities would pistear, and local literati paused to watch for
inspiration, as the sim set past the small islands white with guano into the humid haze that
obscured the horizon. As the twilight deepened into the still night, children and families
would decrease as a few, neatly-dressed, adult, romantic couples would come to enjoy the
ambiente ('ambience') alongside the ever-present drunks and other pisteadores. Some
restaurants hired small bands to play Spanish-language pop or folkloric music, and
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wandering trios or mariachis filled the gaps. Occasional, small bands of scruffy-looking
vagos ('shiftless people') would hang out and drink alcohol or smoke pot along the wall or
beach. Later, the romantic couples might move to the wall or the beach to talk and caress.
Occasionally, open-air taxis known as pulmomas ('pneumonias') brought in young,
foreign tourists to the enclosed "Shrimp Bucket" restaurant. But, successfully herded,
they almost never crossed the street to the malecon or passed down the street to other
scenes.
Farther north along the coast was another, more exclusively "local" beach called
Los Pinos ('The Pines'). It was named thus because of a row of pine trees lining the street
there. This beach was so non-touristic that I never saw it mentioned in travel guides.
Except for myself and my daughter, I never saw a non-Mexican on this beach, and,
indeed, almost all of the Mexicans I met there were locals. One of the surprises of my
fieldwork occurred when a local, popular-class young woman, who had approached me in
the surf as I swam with my daughter, eventually told me that she had assumed that I was
Mexican. The beach at Los Pinos was small and flat, with a low wall separating it from
the malecon and from institutions on either side. These institutions were, to the north, the
UAS' Ocean Sciences school and, to the south, the government-run hospice for visiting
sailors and an historic fort. Here the malecon was really just a sidewalk by the seashore,
and across the street from the beach was a mostly-upscale residential area.
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Figure 14. Los Pinos

According to mazatlecos, the main attraction of Los Pinos was that it was "como
una alberca" ('like a swimming pool'). The almost flat sand made it safe for children and
for the many adults - especially women - who did not know how to swim. Thus, this
beach attracted many families. Many people swam or hung out in shorts and white tshirts. Those who wore bathing suits tended to wear relatively cheap-looking, noncolorful, uru-evealing ones, with females sometimes covering their tops with t-shirts, too.
To keep themselves cool, many families brought large umbrellas or small tarps to provide
shade and to avoid taiming. Older women were especially likely to watch their families
from these stands. Like Olas Altas, though, Los Pinos suffered from a perception that it
was "sucio" ('dirty'). This was because people left plenty of trash on the beach, because
no one cleaned the beach, and because it seemingly was down-current from a couple of
well-known outlets for untreated sewage. As one young woman told me, she and her
family (including her child and mother but not her estranged husband) had originally
gone to the beach at the Zona Dorada, but the waves were too high for kids. So they came
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to Los Pinos, only to find it disappointingly dirty. However, because of its splotches of
shade, its calm surf, and its proximity to many residential areas, Los Pinos was well
attended.
Among people working there, food vendors were most prominent. For example,
ambulant ice-cream vendors plied their trade, stopping in the shade along the sidewalk;
also, coconuts were sold from a small stand to one side. Toy vendors passed infrequently
on their way to other destinations. However, sales were low enough that a super directly
across the street went out of business. Instead of shopping at the beach, families usually
economized by bringing their own food and drink, including, of course, beer.
Both Olas Altas and Los Pinos were adjacent to the Centro. Playa Norte ("North
Beach') was the first focus of Mazatlan's northward development of resort-tourism and
residential areas away from the Centro. As in the older areas, a malecon limited the
beach. A wide, busy four-lane road separated the malecon and the beach from the newer
hotels, shopping areas, and other commercial establishments. The Playa Norte was a
long, spectacular sweep of sand and surf that, during my research, attracted locals and
Mexican tourists alike for a variety of purposes.
A few buildings did sit upon the beach. With the exception of a couple of sturdilybuilt, enclosed restaurants at the south end, these businesses included several restaurants
that consisted of pahn-thatched roofs shading a few tables sitting on concrete
foundations. Locals said that this beach, too, was dirty, although less so than Los Pinos.
The beach here had almost no large rocks except at the far north end, and the waves along
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most of the strand were of moderate size - bigger than at Los Pinos but smaller than at
Olas Altas.

Figure 15. Playa Norte

More people - tourists and locals - used the Playa Norte than the other beaches
discussed so far, and they did so for a wider variety of recreational purposes. For
example, a beach-baseball league played here, as did soccer teams. A swimming group
held races across the bay that the beach formed (I came in third). There was room for
football, too, as one day some friends and I played what they joked was the Super Tazdn
de la Espuma ('Super Bowl of Foam') and later got beer to pistear on the picnic tables of
a restaurant that had closed at sundown. To the extreme north, in the rocky area, surfers
took advantage of the larger, crashing waves. Friends would come to the beach to hang
out and chat, or families would come especially on Simdays to picnic, maybe get drunk,
and play raucously. Some male tourists fished in the surf with casting rods. And stoners
might come down to the beach to enjoy a joint with a vendor or a lifeguard.
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During the day, the malecon was a busy, loud, urban walkway, in addition to its
service as a vista. Private cars, municipal buses, and at least six forms of taxis rushed
down its four lanes, and many cars were stationed in the two lanes along the median for
parking. People walked to businesses - especially hotels and restaurants -or shopping, or
they walked between school and home by taking this scenic detour. Others used the
malecon as an exercise area, for walking or jogging. Still others sat along the malecon to
watch the activity along the beach or to appreciate the beauty of the ocean or the
passersby.
The businesses across the street from the Playa Norte included several abarrotes
('small general stores', like supers) and a great variety of other small businesses, for
example: original home furnishings. Alcoholics Anonymous, computer training, a
university, and a gym. The restaurants included several steakhouses, seafood restaurants,
pizza places, and hamburger joints. A few dance-emporia and a reputable-looking stripjoint lined the street here.
The hotels along the Playa Norte were across the street from the beach. In the
1960s they represented the most-modem developments in Mazatlan. In the 1990s, they
catered mostly to popular- and middle-class Mexican tourists, but also to some U.S.
tourists. Their names were almost exclusively in Spanish, such as Hotel Hacienda, Hotel
De Cima, or Hotel Aguamarina. One partial exception was the Hotel Sands/Arenas.
As elsewhere, people did business on the beach itself, in addition to the restaurant
huts. On the southem end, small-scale fishermen kept their boats and sold their catches in
the morning. Male and female vendors trudged through the sand politely offering to sell
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food such as papaya and inexpensive souvenirs such as towels and frog-shaped hats.
Also, until 1 realized what palo meant, I accompanied a yoimg man as he tried to sell 'pot'
along the beach. (He had bought it on the block in the Colonia Reforma where, years
later, I ended up living.) Almost all of these vendors were adults of various ages; they
wore long pants or skirts, shirts, baseball caps, and, usually, huaraches ('leather sandals').
Musicians, either solo or in small groups, worked this beach almost exclusively, playing
and singing songs in Spanish. For example, once I contracted the great Oton - a local
troubadour - to sing one of his originals as my girlfriend and I relaxed under one of the
restaurant-huts. The only other place I had seen him perform was in a non-touristic social
club.
Almost everything that took place on these other beaches also occurred in the
prototypical tourist zone, the Zona Dorada ('Golden Zone'), except that this area had no
malecon, no one fished there professionally, and musicians rarely worked the beach. The
most populated and developed stretch of beach in Mazatlan ran north from the
promontory that separates the Playa Norte and the Zona Dorada to the El Cid MegaResort.
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Figure 16. La Zona Dorada

Along this strand were several clean, new-looking high-rise hotels,
condominiums, restaurants, and discos abutting or on the sand. With the exception of one
coconut stand, no informal-looking food-stands occupied this beach. These businesses
employed security guards or other personnel to intimidate criminals, vendors, and poor
locals from entering their premises. The architecture served a similar exclusionary
purpose. Hotels laid claim to parts of the beach in front of their buildings by placing
ropes around these areas. However, after my main fieldwork period, the government
ordered them to remove these ropes. Still, this stretch of beach was much cleaner than the
others because these businesses cleaned the strands fronting their properties. They also
built seawalls that provided access to and from the beach only in v/ell-populated areas of
their grounds, where "intruders" would feel that they would attract attention. Although
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federal law required that businesses along the shore allow public access to the beach, in
practice they did what they could to channel the traffic of non-customers into the alleys
that ran between their properties.
Thus, as elsewhere, beaches in the Zona Dorada were delimited by walls.
However, instead of a traditional, urban malecon with people of all sorts looking down,
in this area "modem" tourist businesses and their employees and customers sat raised up
behind the walls. Uniformed workers and relatively wealthy tourists looked down from
these heights. In places where the wall was not so high, someone standing up on the
beach might see the green, manicured lawns of hotel grounds or their ornate swimming
pools. Moreover, they might see the tourists frolicking, whether playing in the pool,
ingesting food and drink, or dancing in a bar.
Since major buildings separated this beach from the street, it was unique in that
the sights and sounds of traffic did not intrude. Nonetheless, this was in many ways the
noisiest of Mazatlan's beaches because almost all of the businesses along it blared live or
recorded music during the day and evening, and several dance-places stayed open until
around 4 AM. Indeed, in the spot pictured in Figure 16, one could swim beyond the
breaking waves and still suffer the strains of, say, "Margaritaville."
The mention of this song title or of landmark businesses such as Joe's ('Joe's
Oyster Bar') might encourage you to think that English was the lingua franca of business
in the Zona Dorada, but actually the situation was more of a mix. The hotel that contained
Joe's was named Los Sabalos, and others in this stretch had names such as Costa de Oro
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and Playa Mazatlan as well as Inn at Mazatlan and the mixed Azteca Inn. Below I will
deal further with the use of English and Spanish.
Similarly, although many people associate tourism with global homogenization,
the opposite is true from a more local perspective. In this case, the people on the most
touristic beach and their activities were more diverse than along any other stretch. As
mentioned, no one fished professionally along this stretch of shore. But every other sort
of person mentioned in the descriptions of the other beaches appeared each day in the
Zona Dorada, and others worked only there.
People not working included U.S., Canadian, Mexican, and other tourists from
infants to the aged. They also included local families and groups of friends. These
mazatlecos were from the clases populates and from the clase media. Some came to this
beach because they liked its cleanliness or what they called the "modem" atmosphere.
Others, especially the young and young-feeling people, liked to be around, watch, and
perhaps even meet interesting and attractive new people. Many enjoyed the sense of
movimiento ('movement') that the noise and crowds fostered.^ That is, many mazatlecos
watched tourists and others in the Zona Dorada for free entertaiiunent (see Chapter
Eight). Others, especially middle-class locals from the nearby fraccionamientos, also
enjoyed the beach's proximity. Surfers enjoyed the ample waves at the southern end, by
Bora Bora in the Fiesta Land discoplex. Young locals played volleyball, soccer, and
football along this stretch, but only rarely in organized league play.

' Harris (1956) discusses how "movimento" ('movement, action', like 'movimiento' in
Spanish) was a valued sign of urbanism in Brazil.
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More people — locals and tourists - dressed in cosmopolitan fashion at this beach.
People here were more likely to wear brightly colored and intentionally revealing
swimsuits. The clothes they wore over or instead of their swimsuits were more likely to
sport designer labels. However, many popular-class locals used this beach for leisure
dressed in the same fashion as at the other beaches: in plain, dark swimsuits or in shorts
and old, white t-shirts.
Those working were much more numerous in this area than in the others. They
included vendors of curios and food, lifeguards, drug dealers, and waiters. However,
some sorts of vendors worked only this stretch. They included the exceptionally
persistent condo salespeople and, in the evening, the providers of illegal horseback rides.
Other sorts of people also worked uniquely along this stretch of beach. For example,
members of the Tourism Police occasionally patrolled here. So did low-level
pomographers such as one of my friends, who published photos of bathing beauties with or without their knowledge - in the local media. This friend collaborated on a
multiply irregular periodical whose official name was "Maz Turismo" (a pun sounding
like both 'Maz. Tourism' and "More Tourism'). He jokingly referred to it as
"MazTurbismo" ('Masturbism').
However, the paradigmatic beach-workers in the Zona Dorada were the
parachuteros ('parachuters'), also known as playeros ('beachers'), who were all men.
They did not work any of the other beaches described here. The label "parachutero"
reveals something about the compromised association with "modem" foreigrmess that
they share with the Zona Dorada as a place. The Spanish equivalent for "parachutist"
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prescribed in dictionaries and by mazatlecos was paracaidista\ indeed, slang for 'people
who engage in land invasions' was "paracaidistas." The parachuteros prototypically
operated parasailing concessions, which stereotypically catered to English-speaking
tourists, and so this title came from the English word "parachute." However, men who
identified themselves broadly as parachuteros or as playeros might actually work renting
out such things as boogie boards or jet skis or offering banana-boat rides and sailboat
rides. Or they might sell party-boat cruises, small-scale fishing trips, boat-trips to nearby
islands, and auto-tours to other nearby sites. Parachuteros were extremely forward and
informal in their self-presentation and sales pitches, compared to other vendors in
Mazatl^. They also engaged in near-constant, hard-sell come-ons with female tourists,
and they catcalled young women and men. Indeed, attempts at erotic liaisons were much
more frequent in the Zona Dorada than at the other beaches, especially brazen attempts
by parachuteros and more-subtle approaches by male tourists.

Moral geographies
This comparison of different beaches highlights the incomplete ways that
mazatlecos divide their city into zones that they associate with different ways of being. I
call this conflation of place and expectations "moral geographies" (Hill 1995; see also
Alonso 1994, Basso 1995, and Gupta and Ferguson 1992 on the production and
consequences of various sorts of moral spaces). I argue below that mazatlecos apprehend
these different moral zones as what I call "virtual structures"; that is, their judgment that
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these contexts determine peoples' styles of acting increases the predictability of behavior
in the different zones, but individuals' practices are ultimately unpredictable.
I developed this analytical framework on the beach during a return trip to
Mazatlan, after my longest fieldwork stay. I sat on various beaches and "tested" my
tentative conclusions by carefully watching people and comparing their actions to my
expectations. These expectations closely matched mazatlecos' stereotypes about
themselves. But I noticed both continuities and discrepancies between our expectations
and the ways that people actually interacted. Local people switched between tourist-like
and local-like practices with considerable fluidity. For the next two months, I focused my
time on the beach to understanding how these different orientations were produced and
how they were related to the widespread stereotypes.
This moral-geographic division provides mazatlecos with opportunities to observe
and pursue different ways of being v^th ease, but the consequences of their practices in
each zone also cross these spatial boundaries. Having such a moral geographic division is
not completely new historically, but it has grown much sharper as Mazatlan and the
tourism industry have expanded.

What is "place"?
In this dissertation, I refer frequently to "places" and to "zones." By "zones," I
mean large-scale "places" that locals subdivided into smaller places. "Place" refers to a
judgment that highlights spatial boundaries and that relates the bounded space to
expectations about what is characteristic and appropriate there. This includes what sorts
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of people are there and should be there. That is, "place," whether used by an
anthropologist or a local, is a judgment about social boundaries. Nonetheless, in everyday
practice, mazatlecos - like so many other people - treat "place" as an objective fact.
The recent spate of explicit attention to "space" in social science has tended to
cast "space" as the unformed stuff from which people form "places" (cf. Lefebvre
1991[1974]). One weakness of this conceptualization is that it implies that the social
scientist is capable of some extra-cultural knowledge of space. Thus, the place/space
dichotomy is related to the problematic emic/etic distinction. However, despite their
epistemological shakiness, both conceptualizations are useful fictions. For example, I will
compare how people identify the "same" space differently, as different "places," even
though my identification of a particular, common "space" is itself a cultural effect.^
In this section, I will relate "place" — a judgment — to mazatlecos' communicative
styles. I will focus on their use of English and overt expressiveness in different zones.
They commonly associated each of these practices with "modernity," especially through
tourism. That is, both the use of English and public expressiveness are associated in local
ideology with tourists and, as a result, with the tourist zone. I will concentrate on the
tourist zone and compare this to what occurs in the colonias and the Centro.
I chose overt expressiveness and use of English for two main reasons. First, the
differences between zones surprised me. Second, mazatlecos drew attention to these
contrasts in a variety of ways. For example, when imitating parachuteros to me, other

^ Harvey (1989) shows how the idea of a uniform, universal space onto which different
places can be mapped is a historical development related to European, capitalist
expansion.
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mazatlecos commonly parodied the way that they used English to establish hipness and
the ways that they openly expressed themselves in word and gesture, especially to convey
hipness and lust.

Expressiveness
In the case of expressiveness, I am describing public expressiveness, particularly
directed to strangers or to friends within close proximity of strangers. My experience is
that, much like many tacitum-looking New Yorkers, mazatlecos are quite expressive
when interacting with family and fnends, especially in settings that they identify as
belonging to them, such as their homes or workplaces. In Chapter Two 1 noted that even
long-time neighbors in colonias might not greet each other when passing along the
sidewalk. But the same people can be quite loud and outgoing among friends and family,
even when pisteando in the afternoons on the sidewalk in front of their houses. Below I
will describe how "traditional" store-clerks are minimally communicative with unknown
clients. However, they are downright chatty with people they know.
Nonetheless, one of the most positive attributes that mazatlecos use to describe
residential areas and social relations is "tranquilo" ('quiet, peaceful, safe). For example, a
clase-media man told me that he moved his mother to the fraccionamiento I lived in
because it was "tranquilo." My first, popular-class landlord assured me (ridiculously) that
his neighborhood had no drug problems, that it was "tranquilo". Others told me that
individuals were okay by saying that they were "tranquilos".
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Pely
This high estimation of public reserve as a "traditional" ideal became particularly
apparent to me while considering various ways that people danced. It all started with the
mysterious "Pely," whom you might remember from Camaval as the King of Happiness
in 1996. (It is noteworhty that his name ends in "y", which is considered to be an English
touch.) Young, old, rich, poor, male, female - they all thought that Pely was flmny. I
thought that it was funny that he was a human dressed as a pelican representing a team
named the "Deer" ('Venados'), but no one else did. Why, then, was he funny? His main
shtick consisted of bopping people with a foam-rubber bat and, the crowd's favorite, of
dancing to pop music. Mazatlecos usually answered my queries into the secret of his
appeal as a dancer with, "I don't know."
Months later, at the Senor Frog's restaurant/disco, Linda Coronado was helping
me with my observations of young, middle-class people dancing. She commented, "Oh, I
like the way that fresas ('wealthy, frivolous, presumptuous youths', literally 'strawberries')
dance! They don't care what others think; they just move the way they want to." I was
shocked: they looked only slightly more animated than uncomfortable boys at a juniorhigh prom in the United States. Linda, though, noticed that they were freer in their
movements than the popular-class denizens of discos such as "Mundo Bananas" ('Banana
World'). (In both places, though, women were more likely to sing along, with backingvocalist gestures, in ways that could be unsettling to platonic dance-partners.) However,
compared to the bumping and grinding of many U.S. tourists, and the free-form
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movement of hippie tourists, even fresa dancing was still quite formulaic, repetitive, and,
above all, reserved, as Linda and other mazatlecos agreed.
Thus came the serendipitous moment of revelation, when I realized that Pely
danced like rather moderate U.S. tourists dance - not outrageously at all by that standard,
but wildly enough by mazatlecos' standards to look funny. As far as I could discern, no
one else made a comparison between Pely and tourists. My revelation was that locals
expected so much public reserve that they found a tourist-like local-character ridiculous.
His tame bopping of strangers only heightened this sense that he was overly outgoing.
Both of these attributes were similar to the image of parachuteros and meseros
('waiters'), but they did not dress as pelicans.

Cantinas
A quite-expressive friend who had grown up in Mexico City told me several
times, "Mazatlecos are festive people!" One time he said this as we sat in a downtown
cantina mysteriously named "El Tarrandas". Yet, as I looked around, the other men there
sat stone-faced. If they spoke with someone, it was with their provocatively dressed
waitress or, calmly, with the other men with whom they entered. Music from the jukebox,
the tambora, and the cnunmy nortena band faced little competition from patrons. Only
when a dancer climbed onto her patrons' small, round table would a few men begin to
smile openly and converse with animation. Many others still did not. Indeed, once a
friend and I argued, as he commented on a dancer's beautiful smile. I said that she was
not smiling, that she looked bored. As she heard us arguing, she turned and smiled
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brilliantly. He shouted, "That's what we're talking about!" Upon discussion, my friend
and I agreed that mazatlecos drink a lot, maybe even go out to drink a lot compared to
other Mexicans. But they are not openly festive.

English
English in Mazatl^ was the language of "modernity" in much the same way that
French is the language of "sophistication" in the United States. For many, it also was the
language of economic opportunity and/or the language of foreign domination. English
classes were a major business in Mazatlan - in fact, I taught English at the UAS - but
some nationalists or sophisticates rejected English in favor of French when they studied a
foreign language.
Nonetheless, rare was the mazatleco who did not sprinkle his or her conversation
with words, phrases, or syntax that they recognized as English. For example, one of the
most common ways to say goodbye was "bye". Many people established their credentials
as English speakers by criticizing the way that others misused English. I heard
disparaging stories about how parachuteros incorrectly mixed Spanish grammar with
English verbiage, so that no one could understand them. In particular, they supposedly
yelled, " jPule!", instead of, "Pull!" to English-speaking parasailers. Another man laughed
that "modem" department stores used signs that said, "SALE", but people misinterpreted
them to read, "SALE', which is Spanish for 'HE/SHE/IT LEAVES'. One young woman
said that people sometimes pronounce English so poorly — reading it as if it were Spanish
- that she could not understand them. This came up as we passed Dairy Queen, which she
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jokingly pronounced in Spanish. Conversely, many people complain that others display
their prowess in English as a way of showing off
In addition to these status-marking seeds sprinkled into conversation, English
entered into conversation in interactions with foreigners. These interactions occurred very
infrequently between neighbors, especially outside of the Zona Dorada's
fraccionamientos; they were almost totally limited to commercial transactions. In this
case, an almost complete correlation existed between foreign tourism and English-use.
Not surprisingly, this use of English as the main language in conversation practically did
not exist in colonias. Tourists or other non-Spanish-speakers rarely venture into colonias,
and clerks there rarely speak English well. However, adventurous monolingual foreigners
did frequent a few strips near the Centro: for example, one such area had the bus station
and a major department store, and another, in the Colonia Reforma, had some
"traditional" restaurants and a small municipal market. Because foreign tourists did
commonly venture into the Centro for sightseeing, shopping in the market, lodging, and
dining, conversations in English were much more common there in particular places;
however, many businesses that tourists entered did not have English-speaking clerks. I
knew the nationalist owner of one curio-shop who had thus far refused to leam English,
although he had just begun practicing. In the Zona Dorada, in contrast, almost every
business required its clerks to speak English. Mazatlecos often portrayed such
commercial conversations as acts of necessity, but my experience was that many enjoyed
the chance to demonstrate their skills, even when the customer spoke Spanish more
fluently than they spoke English.
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One of the most noticeable spatialized differences in conscious English-use was
in business signs, both on the street and inside establishments. One practice common
throughout Mazatlan, in businesses aimed at all sorts of clienteles, was the use of
'apostrophe-s' after a proper name in a business' title: for example,"Restaurant Joncol's"
('Joncol's Restaurant"). This was, in my experience in Mexico, a recent development in
naming meant to signal the "modem" chic of the owner. "Traditionally", the name of the
business would be the same except for the apostrophe-s, as in "Taqueria El
Chupacabras" ('The Chupacabras Taco Stand'). In one case in the Centro, "Peluqueria
D'Ana's" ('Ana's Hairdresser's'), the owner combined a Spanish possessive contraction
("i/e" contracted into 'd-apostrophe') with the English possessive contraction. This
example illustrates that such invocations of English are hardly out of grammatical
necessity; they are attempts to use English to create an image of the business and,
metonymically, of the owner. In this case. Ana told me that she enjoyed socializing with
U.S. tourists and was learning English for non-commercial reasons. Again, both the
"modem" and "traditional" naming practices existed commonly in colonias, the Centro,
and the Zona Dorada.
However, this was the only common use of English in business signs in colonias.
Inside and out, they almost all presented information to the customer completely in
Spanish. In the Centro, some businesses had English names, such as "Shrimp Bucket
Restaurant", and some presented information in both English and Spanish. Although not
a business, the Cathedral downtown had a few signs in English, such as one asking
people not to wear shorts inside. (Plenty of locals and Mexican tourists attended Mass in
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shorts.) I did not see any signs in English in churches in the colonias. But, as with their
clerks, even some tourist-related businesses — such as photo-shops - did not have signs in
English. This was symptomatic of what I describe below as a "producerist" attitude. In
the tourist zone, most businesses have some form of information in English, if they post
information in Spanish. Some even had more information in English. In addition, many
but certainly not all of their names were in English. This pattern existed even though
most businesses - including large hotels — were locally owned. These names were not
chosen simply or even mainly to attract tourists; these names were also intended to attract
Mexicans. For example, one subdivision filled with mazatlecos was named, "Sdbalo
Country", and a taco-stand that attracted few foreigners was named, "Taco Factory".
Regardless of the owners' intent, mazatlecos told me that the use of English struck them
as "modem", sometimes playfully so. This appealed to most and offended some.

Stereotypes of tourists
Mazatlecos' stereotypes of tourists stand in contrast to "traditional" values and are
mostly in synch with "modem" ones. Images of tourists colored mazatlecos' perceptions
of "modem" tourism areas. Locals actively compared these impressions about tourists
with their ideas about themselves and other Mexicans (see Chapter Eight).
One of the most basic features of these stereotypes is that "tourists" were young,
middle-class, English-speaking foreigners. Many times people would discuss tourists as if
they all were from the United States and perhaps Canada, even though the majority came
from other parts of Mexico and many of these were from the popular-classes. Moreover,
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a large percentage of the foreign tourists were retirees, middle-aged people, or young
families with children, but they did not attract or demand as much attention as the young
adults. The stereotype of tourists as English-speakers strengthened the association
between tourism contexts and English.
Mazatlecos' stereotypes of tourists included the idea that tourists are very openly
expressive. (This is a somewhat ironic contrast to the U.S. stereotype of the fiery Latino.)
A few thought that tourists acted the same on vacation as in their home communities, but
most said that tourists acted more crazily away from home because their families were
not watching over them. In this sense, they were seen to be like anyone on vacation.
Nonetheless, mazatlecos uniformly cited observations of tourists (and mass media) in
making generalizations about life in the United States & Co.
Tourists' expressiveness was evident in many contexts. For example, U.S. tourists
danced with larger, more improvised movements. They smiled more in public, they spoke
to strangers, and they permitted more platonic and sexual physical contact with strangers
in public. In addition to smiling, tourists tended to demonstrate more emotion in public.
Mazatlecos in an argument with a vendor barely changed their voices, their postures, or
their gestures. Many tourists, though, would raise their voices, lean forward, and
gesticulate with increased force. This was a fairly common sight, for example, in latenight disputes between hotdog vendors and drunk young men and sometimes women.^

^ Thanks to discussions with Rene Jimenez Ayala of the UAS, I understand this
difference as partially due to mazatlecos' greater fear that openly expressed anger will
almost inevitably escalate into physical violence.
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Also, young tourists were loud. One of my favorite puzzles is the young-tourist
whoop. Sometimes I could barely see coastal party cruises such as the " Yate Fiesta"
(Tarty Yacht') motoring by offshore in the distance, but I could hear their passengers
yelling, "Wooooooo!" over nearby sounds, including the surf. More commonly, and a
universal experience among mazatlecos, I could see and hear young male and female
tourists in different pulmomas yelling, "Wooooooo!" to each other.

Place is a virtual structure
The tourist zone is a well-defined place. Not only is it named — la Zona Dorada but locals have strong, if differing, ideologies about it. One of the most common positive
statements about the Zona Dorada is that it is like "a piece of California in Mazatlan", and
it is frequently labeled, "Mazatlan moderno" ('modem Mazatlan'). Puns are likely to
reveal more negative but less common evaluations, such as la Zona Drogada ('the
Drugged Zone'), la Zona Robada (' the Robbed Zone'), or my own la Zona Doblada ('the
Dubbed Zone'). In each case, this naming establishes the area as having a separate
character from other zones.
The colonias and the Centre are defined through similar processes, albeit to a
lesser extent. That is, my distinction of these categories results from the ways that
mazatlecos implicidy and explicitly contrasted them. For example, one woman I
interviewed joked that she lived in the "Fraccionamiento la Monmosa," which is actually
a COIonia popular. Frequently people conflated the Centro with colonias populares and
contrasted both with fraccionamientos (which they associated with the Zona Dorada).
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However, when I conflated the two zones to a woman who lived in the Centro and
worked there as a high-prestige artisan, she suggested that the Centro was a third, distinct
area.
These places and even less-defined ones are, to greater or lesser extent, "virtual
structures." I have developed this concept from that of "virtual reality." Virtual structures,
which need not be places, are perceived to structure social life, to determine, say, styles
of communication and other aspects of experience. Thus, from my vantage, since places
are judgments, these virtual structures are local judgments that judgments (places)
determine experience. From a local standpoint, both places and their structuring power
are social facts. For this and other reasons, virtual structures, as judgments, do condition
experience, in the sense that conditioning is a positive but incomplete influence. But both
the perception of structure and the practices that supposedly are determined are to some
extent emergent, undetermined. Thus, I refer to styles of practice as "contingent": as my
American Heritage dictionary says, "liable to occur but not certain", or, as I say,
constrained but not inevitable.
First I will concentrate on the structuring aspects of mazatlecos' moral
geographies. Then I will explore the aspects that make this sense of structure virtual. This
discussion will also elucidate Mazatlan's moral landscape.

Virtual structure
The Zona Dorada has been constructed historically and intentionally to structure
communication in particular ways.
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Son playas
Beach areas in southern Sinaloa have been the sites of transgressive festivals for
at least a century. One entertaining newspaper-account of the joint festival held in 1879
by the rival towns Rosario and Escuinapa illustrates this longstanding association
(Occidente 5/10/1879, p. 3). Practically the entire population of each town would leave
their homes, walk through the forest to the shore, and set up temporary quarters on
opposite sides of the beach. As the climax, the revelers would stay up all night; then at
dawn everyone, "even the band," would enter the waters together. This festival continues
in different form to this day.
Even outside of such extraordinary, liminal periods, southem Sinaloans associate
beaches with a libertine, camivalesque morality. They might use the phrase "json
playas!" ('It's the beach!') to excuse their raucous behavior or to encourage others to join
in. Similarly, young drinkers and young (and/or illicit) lovers seem drawn especially to
the coastal areas at night, as if such activities belonged there. Likewise, but from an
opposing moral viewpoint, a female friend spoke in moral fear of a highly public, welltraveled stretch of road that was adjacent to the coast, where young people would park
and drink.
These attitudes toward coastal areas as relatively free of moral constraint appear
to be one aspect of a more widespread idea in Mexico that "natural" areas free people of
social constraints, for better or for worse. 1 had not considered beaches to be inherently
"natural" areas until a friend complained that he disliked swimming in Mazatlan because
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of the disjuncture between being in the sea and looking up and seeing buildings.
Compared to the way that they act on beaches, popular-class mazatlecos act similarly,
albeit with less abandon, in a small, urban wetland preserve behind the malecon along the
Playa Norte. In areas without beaches, such as Mexico City, I have noticed that young
couples in plain sight upon the grass in parks engage in romantic contact in ways that I
have not seen nearly so commonly in paved public spaces, even adjacent ones. However,
in Mazatlan, other "natural" areas are not so associated with sexuality as the beach is. The
most commonly discussed such area is "la sierra," which is usually presented as a wild,
backward area overrun by bandits.
Thus, different sorts of "nature" entail different sorts of freedom, and mazatlecos
associate beach areas generally with a sort of libidinous liberty that has much in common
with the stereotype of "modem" tourists and with citizens of the U.S. & Co. generally.
Mazatlecos notice the polyfaceted openness of these foreigners, compared to their
image of other mazatlecos. This openness was evident in tourists' styles of public dress,
dance, touching, gesture, and conversation, as discussed in the chapter on the disco
revolution. But this openness was also apparent in mass-media portrayals, such as the
movies from the United States that mazatlecos flocked to watch. Although tourists and
the mass-media are suspect representatives of life in the United States, immigrants return
with similar stories of different styles of interaction.
One of the surprising results of the association between "modernity" and beachtourism was that many mazatlecos went to other beaches for their vacation. They were
unanimous in saying that they acted in these other places the ways that tourists did in
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Mazatlan. Particularly striking was the case of a playero who went to La Paz for a
vacation and hung out on the beach. By reading the social pages of the newspapers and
by asking married people about their honeymoons, I found that beach resorts like La Paz.
Acapulco, and Puerto Vallarta were among the most popular destinations. Mexico City
and Guadalajara were the other two favorites; they were the most cosmopolitan centers —
especially for "modem" activities such as shopping — available to people who could not
go to cities such as Houston or Phoenix in the United States.

Intentional design
In addition to these expectations about beaches in general, several influences
shaping life at the beach were more specific to Mazatlan and especially to the Zona
Dorada. Many of these influences had been developed consciously by the government
and especially the tourism industry to structure ways of being in tourism places. For
example, restaurants, bars, discos, and even some taxis produced loud music to foster a
sense of movimiento. The noise by itself fostered the impression that something
entertaining was happening, but it also forced people in the vicinity to speak more loudly
and perhaps to increase their use of gesture, thereby actually producing more
movimiento. It was very difficult to whisper in a disco.
Another, consciously structuring decision was to make menus and signs in
English. For example, "Dairy Queen" had its menu completely in English. This increased
the impetus to use English, even among the restaurant's many Mexican customers. Other
signs and names encouraged at least some use of English among local workers and
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customers: for example, well-known places such as "Joe's Oyster Bar" and "Jungle Juice"
and products such as "Big Macs" and "boogie (boards)."
This conscious structuring of communication included requirements for and
instructions to tourism workers. A working knowledge of English was requisite for
employment in almost every service position, such as that of cashier. For example, a juice
bar named "Club Natural" CNatural Club') placed a want ad for "hostess" ('hostess') in
the newspaper. The requirements listed for the post were "excellent self-presentation, 60
percent [fluency in] English, flexible schedule, application wdth photograph"; applicants
were directed to a street address in the Zona Dorada that was clarified as "next to Hotel
Las Palmas."
Perhaps a bit more surprising is that many tourism workers complied with orders
to act in a highly expressive, tourist-like fashion. The reason was to create an "ambiente"
that was alegre. Cooperation with such instructions crossed into all tourism-related posts
- and decidedly not into many other commercial contexts in Mazatlan, where service was
typically surly to strangers.

Producerism and consumerism
This spatialized difference in commercial relations was understood locally as a
contrast between "traditional" and "modem" relations. The "traditional" attitude made
the vendor the focus of the transaction; the vendor - rather than the customer - was king.
I refer to this attitude as "producerism" in contrast with "consumerism," in which vendors
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oriented tiiemselves to provide service to consumers, who were judged to be the central,
active agents in the transaction.
The attitudes of landlords help to illustrate this point. People searching for
housing in a colonia popular usually had to search for the advertisement in the newspaper
or on the actual building. Then renters had to call the number listed and arrange to meet
the landlord at a time convenient to the landlord, or, when no number was listed, they had
to ask where the landlord lived and lay siege until the landlord arrives. More "modem"
"consimierist" landlords not only posted their telephone numbers or instructions on how
to contact them, but they took the potential renter's phone number to call back, and they
adjusted their schedule to meet the potential renter's.
The issue of taking messages and actually calling back was significant in
Mazatlan, where only one, highly "modem" person I knew had an answering machine,
and no office did. Moreover, people only rarely returned calls or letters. When I raised
this issue, several people told me that anyone who really wanted to talk to them would
continue trying to make contact. Away from the tourism industry, the people who had to
make these continued efforts were almost always consumers. In the tourism industry,
though, relations were different. The most extreme cases were the parachuteros and the
time-share vendors, both of whom actively sought out clients on the beach or street. Even
restaurants would hand out advertising fliers or verbally accost passersby to entice them
inside. All of these practices were rare outside of the tourist industry.
A similar contrast was evident within the municipal market. Located in the
Centro, the market's outer section was filled mostly with shops selling curios and other
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goods targeted at tourists. The interior of the market held the stands selling household
items such as cleaning supplies and raw foods. Generally, vendors working the tourism
stalls proactively approached passersby, smiled, and urged them to shop there; vendors in
the other stalls did not hail passersby unless they knew them. This difference in
orientation was repeated on a larger scale between the Zona Dorada and the rest of
Mazatlan.
This contrast in treatment was evident to mazatlecos. Once on a bus to Culiacan, I
sat next to a prosperous-looking man, about 40 years old, wearing dark khaki pants with a
thin leather belt and a plaid button-down shirt and porting a cellular phone. He worked
for a chain of large, "modem" stores that looked like combination grocery-anddepartment stores, that were located in modem malls and shopping centers, and that
operated in partnership with a large, U.S. chain of grocery stores. He was the regional
manager of one of the store's departments. I mentioned to him that the floor-clerks in
those stores never offered to help, would completely ignore customers unless the
customers addressed them directly, and then would provide minimal aid and interaction.
He agreed and said that this was a serious, common "problem" that they were trying to
overcome through training. They had not had much success in the short-term, but maybe
littie by little things would change. Thus, instructions like those given in the tourism
sector failed. Perhaps this was because the customers were generally locals and therefore
were not perceived to require different treatment. Or perhaps workers attracted to this
ambience had more producerist expectations. Or perhaps they did not recognize the
ambience as sufficiently "modem." Tourism professors at the UAS and other universities
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also spoke in favor of developing more "modem" treatment of consumers, which
corresponded to my characterization of consumerism. They stressed that businesses
needed to determine what consumers wanted and to offer that. Many mazatlecos already
felt that the treatment they received was better in the Zona Dorada than elsewhere in the
city. One popular-class man told me that he urged his son to go out to eat in the Zona
Dorada because restaurants there would treat him well, even though he acknowledged
that tourists received better treatment than locals.
The most important issue for this discussion is that, instead of waiting for
consumers to seek out their products, vendors of all sorts in the Zona Dorada approached
tourists personally. As the vendors interacted with the tourists, instead of speaking
minimally and avoiding emotionality or eye-contact, the vendors smiled and chatted with
them in a friendly, outgoing fashion. Not surprisingly, the vendors in the Zona Dorada
also spoke English with foreign tourists to accommodate their guests. I am arguing that
these intentional spatialized contrasts were not solely or inevitably the result of tourism
but were due both to tourism and to broader pressures to be "modern."^

** "Producerism" does not apply to all "traditional" business transactions. Contradictory
patterns are seen, for example, in jalando la banda. Although at first glance it seems that
employment relations are "consumerist" (with the employer consuming workers' labor
power), actual relations involve a struggle between employers and employees to
determine whose interests should prevail. For example, a young man surprised me by
saying that he would rather be imemployed than work below his self-defined
qualifications. He had given up a decent job at a nightclub because he would be satisfied
only as a computer expert. He had heard that even rich kids in the U.S. work at menial
jobs, but Mexicans were not like that. My middle-class companion on the bus told me
that his employees would beg for jobs to pay off debts and then, once the debt was paid,
take impromptu vacations.
This "producerist" attitude among waged workers is epitomized by "5'a/i Lmes"
('Saint Monday'). This irregular holiday is workers' practice of extending the weekend
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Indeed, the overall aim and effect of these "modem" practices and others such as
the aforementioned design of hotels was to create a sense that the Zona Dorada was
essentially foreign. That is, the area appeared to belong morally to foreign tourists just as
foreign tourists belonged there. One example of this "setting aside" of the Zona Dorada
was the existence of the Policfa Turistica. This subdivision of the municipal police force
had no special training except in English proficiency. By most local accounts, except
their own when I interviewed them, they were less stringent than officers in the other
areas. Upon further investigation, it appeared that they, like other police in the region,
were less stringent with foreigners, but they treated Mexicans and especially locals much
the same as other units did.
A by-product of the intentional design of the Zona Dorada was that many foreign
tourists were there with whom to interact or observe. These tourists inspired more use of
English but especially increased expressiveness and touching. For example, waiters not
only ground hips with female tourists while dancing: they also grabbed foreign men by
the arm to encourage them into their restaurant or to guide them to a particular area. This
practice — and intentional touching between strangers — was basically unheard of in nontouristic contexts. In fact, the jostling in Camaval and the play-attacks among strangers
were among the few aspects of Camaval that created a sense of a different morality.

an extra day, especially after payday. The owner of a metalworking shop told me once
that, on Friday, he had sent the workers home because there was no work; now it was San
Lunes, and he had lots of work but no workers.
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Perception of structure
So far, I have signaled explicit and implicit influences structuring communication
in the Zona Dorada. In addition, and partially as a result, mazatlecos perceived that this
place structured people's practices, including their styles of communication. For example,
despite instructions and business lore that encouraged libidinous behavior with customers
among waiters and parachuteros, these workers more often pointed to the overall
ambience as the determining factor. The most common explanation that they and others
gave for their behavior was, "Es el ambiente" ('It's the context').
The point here is not that they recognized the influences of tradition and of
employers' demands (although they certainly did). Rather, the expectation that this
"ambiente" powerfully shaped people's practices created the expectation and, among
some people, sense of license to live the stereotj^e. For example, a playero said that it
took him a day or so to adjust to his "different worlds" within and away from the Zona
Dorada. When he was working on the beach, he spoke mostly English, because it seemed
appropriate there, and he approached people with more-emotional displays for similar
reasons. Indeed, he explained to me and to his girlfriend that hugging women was part of
his sales work.
The upshot of these and other pressures is that this "place" -again, a judgement
concerning social boundaries -does condition communication. This judgement does
structure communication and other practices, creating an observably positive correlation
between expectations and practices. Most locals do communicate more frequently in
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English in the Zona Dorada than in coionias or the Centro, and they do communicate with
more expressiveness.
To observe this, one need only accompany raazatlecos as they move from one
context to another. For example, as the bus from the Centro takes people to the Zona
Dorada, they almost all sit or stand straight-faced and quiet. When they do speak, it is
almost always quietly and in Spanish. Tourists on the bus, especially but not exclusively
Anglos, are a bit more likely to speak loudly, expressively, and in English. However,
when mazatlecos exit the bus and enter the modem, tourist world, they are likely to talk
more loudly than in the Centro, with more animation, and using more English. These
shifts are not characteristic of behavior in the coionias or the Centro. One time, a group of
male friends and I were pisteando sedately in the Centro, but one guy wanted to be more
raucous and "invited" (paid for) the others to accompany him to Bora Bora because that
setting was more propitious.
One of the reasons that they speak English more frequently, of course, is that
sometimes their conversants are monolingual English-speakers. One night I was in the
Zona Dorada with some male friends. We were outside of a disco deciding where to go,
when a few drunk, blonde, Anglo women, about 20 years old, stumbled up and began
discussing whether to enter the disco. One of my more outgoing friends - a local
intellectual — began to talk to them from afar in English, offering his aid. They more or
less ignored him. To gamer their attention, he balanced a plastic cup on his head. One of
the women expressed slight, brief amusement, but another took no notice of him and spat
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on the pavement. They walked off. My friend turned to us with ±e cup on his head and
said nonchalantly, "It's a trick to make gringas spit."
However, mazatlecos also frequently play-acted as tourists (and usually not
satirically) in the Zona Dorada. One time, I attended a party among UAS students in a
residential area. The party was fairly lively, but all communication took place in Spanish.
However, when we moved on to a disco in the Zona Dorada, there was debate about
whence we should claim to be in order to gain rapid entrance past the bouncers. Some
suggested Canada and began to speak in English. Eventually, though, I think that they
settled on Yucatan.
Perhaps the clearest sign of the power of place concerned dancing waiters. As I
have mentioned, restaurants in the Zona Dorada blared dance music. Some non-touristic
restaurants in the colonias also blared music, usually the regional dance-music, banda.
However, waiters in tourism restaurants danced by themselves and for themselves, and
those in the non-tourism restaurants did not dance at all. This difference crossed price
ranges and menu selections. I am not referring to coerced dancing: for example, in the
Gringo Lingo restaurant/bar, the waiters had to perform a line dance to the disco hit, "El
Tiburon," and waiters in Bora Bora and elsewhere were encouraged to dance with
customers. Rather, I am referring to relatively unguarded moments, when, for instance, I
was the only customer, and the waiter was in another section of the restaurant. This
difference was so marked that I saw at least one dancing waiter almost every time I went
to a touristic restaurant, yet I never noted one in a non-touristic restaurant. And I ate in a
lot of restaurants of both types. This expressiveness was licensed by the sense of place. I
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discussed this difference with various people — including a waiter in a touristic restaurant
who had worked previously in a non-touristic restaurant — and they said the ambiente was
the key.
Thus, the Zona Dorada, like other places, structures communication because the
recognition of place involves a judgment about social boimdaries. This judgment entails
expectations about what kinds of people and practices are characteristic of and
appropriate to a particular place. When almost everyone comes to similar judgments, the
appearance of inherent structuring becomes more convincing to both locals and
anthropologists.

Virtual Structure
Nonetheless, this sense of structure not only mitigated but masked ample evidence
that this sense and appearance of structure was constructed from emergent social practice.
That is, the structure was "virtual": "existing in effect... though not in actual fact or
form" {American Heritage Dictionary). In this section, I will examine differences,
sometimes minute, in mazatlecos' identification of the Zona Dorada as a moral zone. For
various reasons, the effects of place were questionable, manipulable, variable, and even
ignorable. Indeed, the very invocation of place's structuring power was often an attempt
at persuasion that implied that its power was not automatic. For example, when people
excused themselves or encouraged others to act libidinously by saying, "iSon playas!",
they implied that playa-power required an act of recognition.
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One of the reasons that people experience the same space differently is that they
see different places there, even if they refer to them with the same name. Liechty (1996)
refers to this as "translocality." For example, mazatlecos were fairly uniform in their
identification of spaces as either the Zona Dorada, the Centre, or colonias, but they
differed in how they judged these spaces. I already have described how relatively tourist
like locals such as parachuteros experience the Zona Dorada, but more local-like locals
also visited the Zona Dorada firequently and considered it even more often. My fnend
who disliked swimming in Mazatlan told me that he felt out-of-place in the Zona Dorada
generally. He identified it as unfairly foreign in character. Although he was an animated
and prolific conversant in other contexts, he became quite subdued when I invited him to
a disco one night.
In addition to differences among mazatlecos, individuals will change judgments
within the same space. Sometimes the place changes, even if its name and spatial
boundaries do not, as different aspects are highlighted in interactions. For example, sales
of alcohol were illegal on election days and national holidays such as Benito Juarez'
Birthday. Several times, when I discussed this practice with tourism workers, their
perspective on the Zona Dorada changed from cosmopolitan to national, as they asserted
defensively that Mexican laws applied there as they would anywhere else in Mazatlan.
Thus, their judgment of the Zona Dorada's character changed. Others complained that
tourist businesses should be exempt from the laws, since their clients supposedly were
foreign.
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Similarly, playeros and meseros changed their attitudes and practices when
female relatives were nearby. They might act more "traditionally", with less use of
English or expressiveness. If single female relatives were nearby, their opinion of the
environment changed from one that highlighted eeisygoing, sexual communitas to one
that highlighted vigilance because of other men's sexual predatoriness. The gusto with
which parachuteros and others spoke of local women's pecadilloes in the Zona Dorada
was matched by their insistence that they would not let their wives, sisters, or female
cousins hang out where they worked. They did not want their long-term social relations
to watch them, and they wanted to protect "their" female relations from other predatory
men.

In and out
This protective turn among parachuteros highlighted both a difference between
"modem" and "traditional" morality and the limits of "modem" orientations, even among
the most tourist-like mazatlecos. In "traditional" family life in Mazatlan, like much of
Mexico, women were expected to remain at home as much as possible and to leave only
with a chaperone. As reported in various studies (cf. Behar 1993, Fisher 1973, Lewis
1951), both men and women enforced this confinement, which was intended to protect
women's reputation as virgins. Indeed, the mother of one of my friends forced her to
marry her companion after her first real date because she had retumed home a few hours
late. Also, I recently met a young woman at Camaval whose family only let her go out
with female cousins as chaperones.
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Boys and men, conversely, had a place at home but also could roam the streets
without supervision. "Traditional" commercial nightlife reflected this difference, as
cantinas forbade women to enter as customers (although not as workers), and prostitution
for female clients was unthinkable. Of course, not everyone followed this ideal, but it was
a powerful influence on behavior.
Indeed, gender was a much stronger "virtual structure" in Mazatlan than place.
When discussing men who had longtime female partners but had sex with other people,
many men and women explained to me that men and women are "diferentes" ('different').
When pressed, they continued that men "needed" sex and that women did not. Much like
with "son playas", but to different effect, people appealed to "traditional" gender
ideology's apparent concreteness to cast deviant practices as against the natural order.
Many others, especially women, dissented, and even some men agreed that the doublestandard was unfair. But, they said, "Asi es" ('That's how it is'). Paradoxically, many of
the same people gleefully generalized that, unlike in the past, young women went to the
Zona Dorada to meet tourists just as commonly as young men did. Indeed, men and
women alike reported that unmarried men and women equally "deceived" their partners
with tourists or others now, unlike in the past.
Courtship was expected to occur within sight of a chaperone. Dances and evening
promenades provided respectable opportunities for prospective lovers and married
couples to express erotic sociality, especially among the clase media. Places for these
activities a century ago tended to be around the "modem" Plazuela Machado and, later, in
middle-class social clubs and tourist hotels downtown. But few if any "traditional"
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venues existed for men and women to mix regularly with little supervision and to drink
alcohol. That is, it was not "traditional" for a group of young women to enter a bar or
dancehall, especially one known to be propitious for romantic liaisons.
The northward development of tourism drew most of the "modem" venues away
from downtown, leaving a few aroimd the Plazuela Machado and along the Olas Altas
tourist strip. With the development of tourism and youth-liberation culture, as discussed
in Chapter Five, the threshold of "modem" acceptability had risen. Now many young
female mazatlecos went out in groups to tourist discos with their parents' blessing. But
neither they nor their parents trusted "traditional" venues such as cantinas and bars in the
Centro. Of course, some "traditional" parents still forbade their young women from going
to these places at all, and some of these daughters sneaked out anyway. The upshot is that
"modem" gender relations assumed that both men and unmarried women would go to
"modem" nightspots for similar reasons and with similar frequency. Numerous men and
women 1 talked with insisted that this was so.
Parachuteros and meseros took advantage of this "modem" ideal, as they were
justifiably infamous for their hard-sell romantic pitches and for their infidelity. Yet they
enforced the "traditional" ideal when they restricted their own practices and, more
severely, those of their female relations in the Zona Dorada. Thus, mazatlecos took
advantage of the fiction that the Zona Dorada was a "foreign" place to explore "modem"
relations, but they enacted "local," "traditional" norms there, too, especially when
interacting with long-term relations.
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This issue came up one time when a parachutero told me a story about a friend of
his who was a fishing-boat captain. Fishermen who returned from long trips were
notorious for collecting their pay, getting drunk, having sex with prostitutes, and finally
going home to their families broke. This captain, though, "maintained his wife" well.
Nonetheless, he did not have to go home to see his wife, because he found her working at
the brothel to which he had taken his crew. I thought that this was a rare morality-tale in
favor of devoting attention to one's wife, but my friend said that the captain was right to
divorce his wife. Men and women were different, and she betrayed her husband. Maybe
this natural difference between the sexes was unfair, he argued, but throughout the world
men and women were unequal. This was an interesting statement coming from a man
who had asked me for advice on how to continue his fling with a married U.S. tourist.

Is it "place"?
The salience of place as a conditioner of experience changes as context develops.
That is, in some situations place matters more than in others. For instance, when tourism
workers discussed business among themselves, the zone's character mattered less than
when they discussed business with tourists, even if they had not changed locations within
the zone. Some young, male Anglo tourists told me how quickly one playero changed
from his highly expressive, friendly, outgoing manner to a sober demeanor when he
arranged a joint venture with another playero to take them on a tour. But these playeros
did continue to speak in English. Indeed, one's identification of co-present others, like
place, was a powerful conditioner of one's judgment of appropriate ways of being. The
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presence of Anglo tourists could prompt the plaj^l use of exaggeratedly cheerful
English among mazatlecos in almost any setting. One time, a fishing-boat worker
pedaled his bicycle past me, a tourist, and some colleagues along a dock in the Centro.
He comically hailed his friends in textbook English, "Hello! How are you?" Without
tourists present, the only jokes I heard in comparable situations were more locally
referent — most commonly:" jEs el Chupacabras!" ('It's the Chupacabras!').
Aside from differences in the salience of place, most individuals exhibited and
experience great continuities in different places. These continuities might have occurred
out of habit as well as more consciously out of moral commitment. In either case, almost
all people were recognizably, dependably similar in their practices in different places. 1
asked various people how playeros acted in their home colonias, and I was told that they
acted in similarly obnoxious ways, albeit less so. Conversely, many more-local-like
mazatlecos would visit, for example, the beach in the Zona Dorada with their families
and act practically the same as they did when they visited the Playa Norte or Los Pinos.
Nonetheless, in both cases, people tended to describe these spaces as different sorts of
places where they themselves felt and acted differently.
Thus, place is a judgment. It appears to individuals to structure experience, in this
case communication. Place does condition practices, but communication remains
emergent to some extent. I refer to this simultaneously emergent and constrained quality
of human action as "contingent." This analysis calls into question the existence of a
common "structure of feeling" (Williams 1981), even for a single person. However, the
"feeling of structure" — to some extent consciously promoted -does shape possibilities.
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The sense that place or some other cultural category, such as gender or race,
structures communication is what I call a "virtual structure." Place, then, is a virtual
structure that conditions experience, makes it contingent. Although 1 have highlighted the
Zona Dorada as a place, 1 would argue that this principle extends beyond tourism places
to any place. Indeed, the grilla at the UAS was also a "virtual structure," since
participants recognized it as a regular process even though it was not completely so.
This separation of Mazatl^ into moral zones provided opportunities for
mazatlecos to observe and try different lifestyles. Mazatlecos were aware of this division
and consciously sought or avoided different environs for different purposes. However,
the ascription of determinative power to "ambiente" represented a denial of will that only
partially matched the practices I observed. But mazatlecos used this ideological claim to
gain license to favor one or another moral framework. Also, economic constraints and
systems of prestige channeled this diversity in particular ways, with varied consequences.
The identification of zones and orientations as foreign or local legitimized and
delegitimized them in different ways, and mazatlecos tried to balance the consequences.

History
Like many other aspects of contemporary Mazatlan, this association of places
with different nationalities and moral frameworks has correspondences in the late
nineteenth century. I have already mentioned that the Plazuela Machado and Olas Altas
were the respective centers for clase media and clase popular entertainment then and that
this difference has continued, even though the centrality of those places has decreased.
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The clase media was then, as now, most strongly associated with "modernity," which a
hundred years ago was most often referred to as "progress."
The history of Mazatlan's enthusiasm for new forms of public lighting illustrates
this link. Like the desire for railways and the telegram, the pan-American craze for the
most-modem lighting expressed a desire to demonstrate each town's level of progress.
When entrepreneurs came to demonstrate their "modem" lighting systems (be they gas or
electric), mazatlecos often chose the Plazuela Machado as the proper site. As one of
several examples, on February 28, 1881, £/ Occidente wrote that "Sefior Adolfo O'Ryan,
so much a lover of progress" wanted to install electric lighting in the Plazuela Machado
and at the adjacent Rubio Theater. The writer hoped that the city government would
support this project so that Mazatlan, which was the first city in the region to use
hydrogen-gas lighting, would also be first with electric lighting (p. 1). Just a few weeks
later, the city decided to ask the federal government to waive import duties on two
gaslights for the Plazuela {Occidente 3/16/1881, p. 3).
The importance of national clubs in the late nineteenth century was similar to the
Zona Dorada today. A light-hearted newspaper article in 1881 showed that a rival
newspaper's complaints about Mazatlan's supposedly unbridled nightlife were unfounded
{Occidente 3/16, p. 1). In fact, gambling "happily" had declined fi:om a "vice" to a
"hobby" since its heyday in the 1840s. The authors (it was signed, "The Editorial Office")
reportedly made the rounds of Mazatlan's principal nightclubs, which they identified with
different nationalities. They associated the different nationalities with different ways of
being. First, they wrote sarcastically, "We went to drink beer at the establishment where
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the most elegant part of Mazatlecan society meets, that is, in the depths of the Hotel
Iturbide." Then they decided to make their international tour:
The traders ... being Spanish, get together at the casa de Tames, and, aside
from commercial transactions, they occupy themselves with the
probabilities with respect to Her Majesty the Queen finding herself in an
interesting state [pregnant]. The Germans get together from time to time in
their club and drink beer, and, as for the French, being few they have even
forgotten the can-can.
Regarding the federal employees [who used to live like kings] ...
these days they conform to what that vulgar adage says: A mas no poder,
acostarse con su mujer" ('Lie down with your woman as much as you
can').
These divisions are somewhat different today. The main division is between an
area associated with the United States and one associated with local, Mexican culture.
This division is more massive and more clearly demarcated. For example, the Zona
Dorada is a separate land-use zone. And it prototypically hosts short-term residents,
unlike the national clubs of the last century. Another, major difference is that this article
and others do not identify libidinous nightlife with "modernity" or foreignness. Rather,
foreigners represented models of tranquil, bourgeois respectability. Most importantly, the
century-old articles imply that mazatlecos did not frequent foreign clubs to live under
different moral frameworks; such national divisions were more complete.
The identification of foreigners and "modernity" with wild nightlife appears to be
a more recent development, tied at least partially to the development of the local tourism
industry. This association appears to be strongly related also to the development of an
international cosmopolitan youth-culture, spread through mass media and travel, both of
which have had their hubs in the U.S. & Co. Tourism in Mazatlan only served to sharpen
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these tendencies.^ One continuity in foreign prestige is that it springs from foreign
economic dominance - in neither period have most mazatlecos looked to poorer countries
or poorer Mexican ethnic groups, such as Indians, for models.
In the next-to-Iast chapter, I will examine both how different mazatlecos act in
various places to establish themselves as particular sorts of persons and the consequences
of their choices. Place, like co-present others, serves not only as a conditioner of
experience but as one of many semiotic resources to manipulate in order to establish
one's identity.
The next chapter, though, consists of a vignette that bridges many of the issues
presented in the chapters that sandwich it. In it, we see a couple of conflicts over erotic
morality. The second conflict highlights moral geographies. I show how a local woman
emphasized the association of "traditional" and "modem" moral frameworks with
colonias and the Zona Dorada, respectively. Yet a local man, who likely took advantage
of a similar spatial ideology in his own erotic life, applied "traditional" expectations to
women across both zones.

^ Smith (1989) notes that observers sometimes overestimate tourism's importance in
changing host cultures by ignoring other, concurrent influences.
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Chapter 7:
Knowing One's Place — A Vignette

One Sunday, I went on a date with a local woman named Angela. 1 wanted to see
one of the periodical jaripeos ('rodeo concerts') held in the Lienzo Charro ('Horseman's
Arena') in what mazatlecos referred to as the prototypical colonia. La Colonia Benito
Juarez.
Mazatlecos almost uniformly laughed incredulously when I told them that 1 would
like to live in "La Juarez" in the future to do research. Indeed, I never saw anyone else
whom I could identify as a foreigner or even as a Mexican tourist in La Ju^ez. This area
is not mentioned in any tourist guide that I have seen, even though its graveyard and its
chapel for the Virgen de Guadalupe would qualify easily as touristic sites in the Centro or
the Zona Dorada.
The history of La Juarez extends at least back into the nineteenth century. From
the perspective of the Centro, it is located on the other side of a waterway that joins the
Unas estuary. A newspaper article in 1881 referred to this zone as part of the outlying
areas, "on the way to the federal barracks ... a neighborhood heavily populated with poor
and working people" {Occidente 7/18/1881, p. 2). This description is apt for
contemporary times, too, including the location of a military base there. The article in
1881 concerned a gunpowder explosion that killed thirty people. Gunpowder was not
permitted "inside the city" {Occidente 8/25/1881, p. 2). But citizens who came rurming to
aid the victims included "the stevedores and other workers of the city, General Reyes ...
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everyone, among them the principal merchants and other classes of society" {Occidente
7/18/1881, p. 2).
Popular-class mazatlecos referred to La Juarez as "another Centro" because it had
a municipal market, banks, a fairly large commercial area, and considerable bus service.
It even had a plaza, where a remarkable "tianguis" ('flea market') took place each Sunday.
Several mazatlecos urged me to visit the tianguis because of the range of goods sold
there. For example, some people offered - and sold - items such as old, bent keys. Linda
Coronado, who studied women's participation in the tianguis, told me that vendors would
say that an item had been made by an "American" ('americano') company or previously
owned by an "American" to raise its prestige and therefore price. The morning of our
date, Angela and 1 had visited the tianguis as friends without incident, and then she went
to eat Sunday dirmer with her family.
The landscape of La Juarez was remarkable for a variety of reasons. First,
residences and businesses there looked much like those in other colonias. Buildings had
one or two stories and were contiguous with their neighbors and the sidewalks. The area
looked dusty, even down paved roads, without many trees and basically no grass. Second,
the municipal jail was there, dominating one hill. Other industries nearby included
factories, the lushly landscaped military base, and the official red-light district. Third,
from the hills one could look across to the Zona Dorada and see the tall, bright hotels by
the sea. An athletic person could hike there; for others it was a short car- or bus-ride
away. However, river channels flanked the area more closely, and some kids played in
what must have been filthy water.

La Juarez, like all of the colonias, lacked reputable hotels or nightlife, aside from
restaurants, roadside food-stands, and, perhaps, the jaripeo. The appearance of the few
hotels bespoke seediness. Last, some friends pointed out an area in La Juarez where there
was an illicit casa de citas ('fine bordello'). The only bars were either cantinas or aguajes
('illegal, after-hours "watering holes'"). A popular-class woman once referred to aguajes
as "el colmo de los males" ('the height of evils'). She said that women and children would
wait outside for their men, begging for money to feed their families. Cantinas are
constructed to prohibit incursions and even viewing by female relatives and children. A
newspaper article in 1894, titled, "Vices that are not Hidden," also complained about the
recent popularity of those "taverns" called "cantinas" (Correo de la Tarde 10/6, p. 2).
Back ±en, according to the article, they covered the windows with blinds, and this made
it easier for people to get really drunk. Cantinas were also associated with drunken brawls
in both time periods. Friends who took me to "El Tarrandas" made sure that we left by
sundown for that reason. In 1881, a group of toughs insulted a military officer as he
walked by a "dance"; when he protested, they stabbed him to death {Occidente 7/18, p.
2).

La Juarez symbolized many things. One rich son of a hotel owner spoke of it as
the lowest place to live, economically and socially, saying that the despised parachuteros
live "even in La Juarez." Also, La Juarez was famous locally for its pandilleros ('gang
members'), narcotics trafficking, and other crimes. Several people expressed surprise that
I had risked walking to and through the colonia from Olas Altas one day. But La Juarez

was home to many people and the fomier home of many more who remained fond of it in
particular ways.
The Lienzo Charro, our destination, consisted of a more-or-less half-circle of
stands overlooking a small, round rodeo ring. The emcee at the show repeatedly referred
to it as "la catedral de los jaripeos" ('the mecca of the jaripeos'). A stage for bands rose
behind the ring across from the stands. The bands and their music were the same as or
similar to the concerts in Olas Altas during Camaval; that is, they played regional popular
music, such as nortena and banda. Before the bands, though, a few rodeo riders tried to
rope a bull. The most exciting moment was when the bull jumped the arena wall into the
parking lot, romped around, and accidentally jumped back inside a retaining pen to avoid
the humans chasing it.
I wanted a local companion at the jaripeo for two reasons. First, I feared
harassment. At previous popular-class concerts, a drunken police officer had once tried to
provoke me into a confrontation while searching me, and my popular-class and middleclass friends in the press urged me to leave early, like them, to avoid attacks from
audience members. Second, I desired to dance "El Caballito" ('The Little Horse', or 'The
Hobbyhorse'). This is a dance to accompany banda, and it is illustrated in Chapter Three.
The dance partners intertwine their legs to various degrees, partly as an index of the
physicality of their relationship, and they bounce back and forth in time with the music.
Angela wanted to meet me near the arena, rather than at her home in a co Ionia.
She wanted to avoid involving me in her home-and-family life unless we had a long-term
romantic commitment. We were to meet at the bus stop in La Juarez' main plaza, in front
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of the Catholic church. I arrived first, on time (a recurring issue), and watched some
teenagers play soccer in the basketball court between the church and the park. They and
passersby occasionally looked at me as if wondering what I could be doing there. (In a
later discussion, one friend said that I looked like some Mexicans from that region;
another friend said, "Not in La Ju^ez.")
When Angela arrived, we walked the few blocks to the short dirt-road thai fronted
the Lienzo Charro. We paid our 40 pesos (about US$5), entered, and walked under the
grandstand to the staircase. Other people came with children, with same-sex friends, or
on dates. The crowd was mostly under 40 years old. Many men wore the "narco" ('drug
trafficker') fashion: ornate silk shirts, white jeans, white cowboy hats, boots, and thick,
gold chains. Angela told me that the shirts were expensive, around 300 pesos. Other men
wore work-shirts, jeans, baseball caps, and tennis shoes, or they mixed these fashions.
Many of the young women wore shorts or skirts, but Angela said that this was too
immodest for that ambiente. They were appropriate for tourism contexts, though. Other,
more modest women wore pants. All wore make-up; most of them wore noticeably
significant amounts. The women almost uniformly wore flashy, shiny, sparkling shoes
with heels.
Angela stopped a couple of times and said, half to herself, that she was seeing
people who lived near her parents, in her childhood colonia. I thought this unremarkable.
However, as the night developed, it became evident that she was expressing concern that
we were too close to the confines of home and social surveillance. She feared that the
"chisme" ('gossip') would reach her mother.
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This concern about surveillance and gossip, which would only escalate as the
jaripeo progressed, illustrates what many saw as a negative aspect of Mexicans' extensive
network of social relations. As I noted concerning the disco Utopia, Velez-Ibafiez (1994)
likens the inescapable strength of these networks to that of a black hole. Mazatlecos
associate both the desired and feared aspects of these entanglements with life in their
home neighborhoods, which for most are colonias such as La Juarez.
These comments continued throughout our time in the stadium, but other events
made issues of social surveillance even more salient. One of the people in attendance was
a narco (although not dressed that way) from Angela's family's neighborhood. He was a
friend of her family, and he had sought Angela's favor unsuccessfully ever since she was
a girl. Although he was married, he had continued to propose romance to Angela. He had
brought his young daughter but not his vafe to the jaripeo. They sat a few rows behind us
and to our left. He hailed Angela and offered her a beer, saying,"iChingatela!" ('Kill it!';
literally, 'Fuck it!'). She acquiesced.
The narco left after a while but returned, drunk, without his daughter. Again he
sat behind us. When I went downstairs to urinate on the fence in the designated area, he
took my seat next to Angela.' He told her that he was "keeping an eye on" (^vigilando')
her. He had seen us holding hands! He had always respected her, but here she was, with
this gringo, holding hands in public ...

' All information about Angela's thinking and about events that I did not witness comes
from conversations with Angela in which we discussed these issues explicitly.
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As I returned from the urination area, up the staircase, a man remarked
rhetorically of me, "So now they admit gringos?" I bought some candy and a coke and
returned to find the narco in my place. Angela told him to get up, that she was there with
me, that he was in my seat. Sensing danger, I introduced myself as if we were among
friends. He hesitated, reluctantly shook my hand, and returned to his seat. My notes
record that "he left without kissing me goodbye."
After Angela explained what had happened while I was gone, she said that she
was afraid that he would attack me or us. Also, we both noticed that some drunk-looking,
non-narco-looking, solitary guys were eyeing me in unsettling ways.
I suggested that we go downstairs to join the couples who were beginning to
dance. She did not want to. Whereas for me the greater physical distance would increase
my sense of safety, for her we would be descending into an arena in front of the judging
eyes and wagging tongues of her community. Not only would appearing with me there be
too public, the narco might see it as a ftirther affront and attack out of proprietary
jealousy. We limited our physical expressions of togetherness to sitting next to each
other.
Something was happening nearby that only increased our tenseness. An extremely
drunk man, about 30 years old, asked several young women to dance with him. Although
the answer was continuously negative, he asked one girl several times in different ways
over a period of several minutes, leaving and returning between bouts of asking. She said
no to other suitors, too. Angela said that this girl's other refusals were because the drunk
might feel that she was "his" and attack her and her partner, were she to dance.
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Eventually he found a partner to lean on and sway with, and we marveled both at this
success and at his ability to continue upright.
Angela suggested that we go to the Zona Dorada, since I wanted to dance. As we
left, she hailed the narco in a friendly fashion, which she said was due to her fear of
negative gossip. Outside the entrance gate was a scene similar to that reported above for
aguajes: a small crowd of about 10-15 women and girls were waiting for their men to
come out, as were a couple of prostitutes.
Angela insisted that we take a pulmom'a taxi, which is a locally invented vehicle
that resembles a big, fast, golf cart with a back seat. Many locals preferred to ride in
pulmom'as even though they cost more and the drivers, "pulmoneros" were observed to
be more abusive than drivers of the other sorts of taxi. Mazatlecos expressed this
resentment in daily discussions of transportation options and in occasional, indignant
letters to the editor. However, pulmoruas had prestige as "modem"; tourists preferred
them, and they blared loud, upbeat, music, usually of the cosmopolitan variety found in
discos. Pulmoneros resembled tourism-waiters and parachuteros in several ways: for
example, they stereotypically catered to tourists, many presented themselves and their
services in a highly expressive and forward maimer, many seemed to prefer tourist
women as sexual objects, and many sold drugs. Riding in pulmom'as also represented a
form of conspicuous consumption.
When we arrived in the Zona Dorada, Angela changed markedly. Now she had
few reservations about engaging in physical expressions of affection in public. She spoke
more openly and with higher volume, even in quiet areas. She changed in this way even
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though people whom she or her family would encounter were likely to see her. After all,
she worked in tourism, and mazatlecos from all neighborhoods were always numerous in
the Zona Dorada. In fact, throughout my research a startlingly high number and variety of
local people told me that they had seen me from afar as I walked in various places,
especially tourist areas. Often, they could even remember who my companions were.
Thus, although the potential for surveillance and, therefore, gossip by long-term relations
was continuous throughout Mazatlan, some mazatlecos felt or hoped that different
standards applied in the different zones. Perhaps a casual date with a foreigner would be
more acceptable in the tourism zone than in a colonia. Perhaps the common lore in
Mazatlan - that even mazatlecos could escape social surveillance in the Zona Dorada —
would prove true.
Perhaps not.
When we parted, affectionately, Angela insisted on taking a pulmom'a alone to her
house. As we waited along the sidewalk, she danced lightly to the music blaring from
passing pulmom'as. She agreed that she would not have danced that way in a colonia.
When a pulmom'a stopped for her, 1 noted its identification number out loud and urged
her to be careful. 1 was repeating steps that I had seen mazadecos take to ensure that latenight taxi drivers would not rape their charges. Occasional newspaper reports of sexual
assaults by pulmoneros had accentuated my prejudice against them.
Angela climbed into the backseat and bade me goodbye. I bought two hotdogs
from the cart by the "Subway" deli; exchanged quiet, minimal conversation with the
vendor; and walked the few blocks home through the still night.
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The next time we met, Angela told me what had happened in the taxi. As the
driver -whom she had never met before -sped away, he began to lecture her. He
addressed her as "tu," but, unlike in "modem" civic discourse, this "tii" was an instance of
the "traditional," familial usage. It indexed the speaker's attitude that he was addressing a
relatively immature person. She responded with "usted" to index the social distance
between them. Although he was of a similar age, he also called her "niria ('girl')-"
He asked whether I was a "guero" and then, more to the point, a "gringo." "Is he
your novio ('long-term boyfriend')?"
"He's my amigo ('friend'; euphemism for 'romantic partner in a relationship
without commitment')."
"What are you doing with an 'amigo' from over there [the United States]? I saw
that you didn't want to leave him. That's bad. I've lived in the United States. I know that
those gringos only come here to burlarse de ['make fun of, mock'; 'exploit sexually'] our
women. Over there, they don't have novias. They live with their girlfriends, and after a
year or two they split up. Don't see him again. Don't go out with guys from there. There
are lots of Mexican men."
"A poco ('Really' [sarcastic])."
He continued until he had delivered her home.
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Chapter 8:
Self-presentations and Semiotic Relations to Social Identities

Thus far, tiiis dissertation has described and compared various aspects of life that
mazatlecos interpreted as either "modem" or "traditional." In these discussions I have
noted the longstanding nature of some facets of this opposition. I have also shown that
mazatlecos universally combine "modem" and "traditional" practices, although the ways
in which they combine them differ, as do the consequences.
This last ethnographic chapter focuses on these different processes of combination
and on their varying effects. I analyze different levels of semiotic relations that
mazatlecos establish with "traditional" and "modem" identities. I argue that most of these
efforts are not surface-level performances - even many cast as such — but expressions of
desires whose strength warrants the label "moral." I differentiate types of combinations of
moral orientations within a single context, distinguishing between "collages,"
"amalgams," and "morphs" of different moral orientations. And I apply a transformed
version of the "theory of avoiding unhappiness," developed in Chapter Five, to assess the
consequences of these practices. Throughout these discussions, I introduce new contexts
and revisit others.

Introduction: beauty contests
As I mentioned in Chapter Four, beauty contests represented perhaps the most
common electoral activity in Mazatlan. They also were one of the most common sorts of
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organized, public competition in which females participated - trailing various sorts of
economic competition.
Mazatlecos remarked on the incredible number of beauty contests. The word
reinitis ('queenitis') referred to the exaggerated emphasis on what participants referred to
as obtaining "crowns". This emphasis was evident in the amounts of money that well-todo families invested in the high-prestige competitions, such as those for Camaval and
those leading to international competitions, but it was more evident in the number of
people who competed in and who organized these competitions. Much as almost
everyone had some cormection with drug-traffickers, almost everyone also had
cormections with beauty pageants. A short, incomplete list of groups sponsoring such
contests includes the School of Tourism at the UAS, a firefighters' local, a chapter of the
Red Cross, municipal-league baseball teams, individual nightclubs, the Zona Dorada
merchants, and almost every school at every grade-level. These contests had great
variety; for example, a consortium ofpo/ju/ar-style nightclubs, notorious among
mazatlecos, conducted contests for "The Sexiest Silhouette" and "The Sexiest Chubby
Woman" {^La Gordita Mas Sexy').
This beauty sport was tied to an extensive "hostess" (^edecdri) industry. As with
beauty contests, an incredibly wide variety of public events included edecanes. For
example, hostesses commonly flanked speakers at public events, including academic
presentations. The School of Tourism at the UAS had its own professional agency, which
supplied hostesses to my disquisition on "The Anthropology of Tourism" and to the
presentation of a book on Luis Donaldo Colosio, the ruling party's murdered presidential

candidate. Although the number of beauty contestants is large, the ranks of edecanes
might be more numerous, as many young women moonlight at this glamorous and
sometimes remunerative job. I talked with a couple of hostesses at the city's rededication
of a strip of the malecon to the German merchant Jorge Claussen; ordinarily they worked
in the office of a municipal department, but they were willingly drafted into serving as
edecanes. When I asked one whether she also entered beauty contests, she said that she
was not pretty enough. When I matter-of-factly disagreed, she seemed to consider it a
significant compliment.

Why beauty?
Perhaps the emphasis on female beauty is unsurprising, but it takes a particularly
sharp cast in Mazatlan. Sinaloan women's reputation for beauty is remarkable throughout
Mexico; that is, men and even women from various parts of the republic have remarked
to me, away from Mazatlan, that Sinaloan women were reputed to be spectacularly
beautiful. Some Sinaloans and others have linked this reputation to Sinaloan success in
national beauty contests. This sort of comment was hardly occasional: it was a topic that
newly-met men introduced to me with incredible frequency.
Moreover, it was an issue that many mazatlecos had thought and talked about
sufficiently to have formed involved explanations for this "fact". These theories always
invoked biological determinants. (My theory, by the way, was that local women spent a
lot of time preparing themselves to look beautiful.) One of the most common
explanations, offered by women and men of various ages and classes, was that this

extraordinary beauty resulted from the infiision of "French blood" during and after the
French invasion of Mexico in the 1860s. An assumption in this argument was that the
infusion of white, European "blood" added an element that other areas lacked. This
valuing of whiteness is tied to stereotypes of northemness. Although some French troops
had settled in the area after the war, and others had copulated with local women during it
- as in other Mexican areas - many of these troops were mercenaries from North Africa,
including some men who raped as an act of terror (cf. Herrera y Cairo 1992). Also, plenty
of Spanish, German, and U.S. settlers and visitors, among others, had reproduced in this
important port since the nineteenth century (cf. Roman Alarcon 1991), but apparendy
France's association with artistic beauty made French people more desirable ancestors,
especially for women, than the more-obvious Spanish ancestors. Indeed, the almost
ubiquitous stories of French ancestors reminded me at times of wishfiil stories of
Cherokee ancestors among Anglos in the United States.' Ironically, no one claimed
African ancestry, even though the French troops were African and the early soldierssettlers in the area were mulattos (Jones 1979:174); indeed, Mexicans from other regions
have spontaneously remarked to me on features among mazatlecos that they associated
with Africaimess, such as curly hair and thick lips.
No one ever suggested to me that men from this region were remarkably goodlooking — or above average, for that matter - even when I asked. Indeed, I once asked a
woman who was mad at her boyfriend whether women said that men from Sinaloa were
especially good-looking. Tellingly she said no and then, for her boyfriend's benefit, that
' My skepticism results from a noticeable lack of French surnames, - even though the claim is that French
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the men were "tontos" ('smpid'). This comment illustrates that, whereas attractiveness for
young women was based in appearance, for men intelligence was much more important.
Yoimg women tended to pursue "ligues" ('affairs') with men they considered to be
interesting - for example, artists — even when they did not consider these men to be
physically attractive. On the other hand, men usually mentioned a woman's physical
appearance in assessing her attractiveness. While women also valued a man's physical
appearance, albeit usually to a lesser extent, many men did not value female partners who
displayed active intellects. Indeed, they tended to consider beauty and brains to be
incompatible in women, as I frequently found men disparaging the intellects of physically
attractive female-acquaintances. In addition to gender stereotypes, these attitudes resulted
from different styles of conversation: highly educated men tended to converse in flowery
language, whereas similarly educated women tended to speak their opinions more
plainly.
I puzzled over and discussed this difference in standards of attractiveness. I will
highlight three, mutually determining sets of attitudes linked to this difference. First,
many Mexicans have long associated men with greater intelligence and especially
creativity. In general, famous painters, poets, politicians, orators, and entrepreneurs were
men; women who achieved notoriety as thinkers were exceptional. This attitude has its
corollary in home life, in which the "head" of the household - the ultimate decision
making authority — was stereotypically a man (cf. Lewis 1959). Being a good man, then,
included thinking and speaking with sophistication. Second, among household members.

men procreated with Mexican women - and from conversations on this topic with local social scientists.
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men stereotypically controlled access to money and other external economic resources
while women were confined to domestic chores and supplementary income-work. Thus,
since people perceived education to index economic success, intellectualism fuzzily
signaled economic attractiveness. Third - and this is my contribution — the men I knew
were constantly thinking of physical intimacy as primal even with securely virginal
partners, whereas many young women considered petting and copulation out of the
question and relatively unimportant even to a marriage. Thus, even though every woman
I knew valued physical beauty in men, few focused on it.
However, some mazatlecos perceived a change in these expectations. Men and
especially women highlighted how "modem" women were more like "traditional" men,
without implying so strongly that "modem" men were more like "traditional" women.
This contrast actually was not so novel, as 1 showed in Chapter Four concerning the
"progressive" support for women's education in the late nineteenth century.
Not everyone - male or female - agreed fully with the strong case of this ideology
of attractiveness. Most men I spoke with, for example, expressed mild ridicule of beauty
contests and contestants, yet many of these men watched them, knew about them, and
discussed their preferences concerning the contestants. Many women complained about
chiflados ('catcalls, wolf whistles') from strangers in public places. However, upon
further discussion, they expressed appreciation of polite compliments to their beauty
(^piropos') - in contrast to cmde comments that bespoke a desire to copulate. Other
women were more critical. Some dressed to meet dominant expectations but still could
recite numerous times when men had placed their appearance before their other
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attributes. For example, a female student told me that, when a male educator presented
her an award for achievement, his first comment was, "You're very beautiful." Then he
praised her intelligence. A very few women dressed in fashionably ugly ways, such as
with pierced eyebrows.
Because beauty contests are events that lend themselves to semiotic analyses by
all sorts of observers, including anthropologists, they provide an easy introduction to this
chapter. However, as I will reiterate in this chapter, the images that people display are
linked to important desires and to important consequences. As Wikan (1990) has shown
concerning the Balinese, the relation between self-presentation, individual experience,
and social judgment is complex and of vital consequence.
Indeed, casting these competitions as "beauty contests" contradicts the ways that
some contestants spoke about them. Instead, they described the ultimate goal as
"possessing a crown" ('tener una corona'), and one even disagreed when I referred to the
"concursos" ('contests') as "concursos de belleza" ('beauty contests')." She pointed out the
question-and-answer sessions that some contests include. Indeed, a beauty queen from
the United States, participating in an international contest, told me without prompting that
she was surprised at how much emphasis mazatlecos' contests placed on aspects besides
beauty.
I will now briefly analyze one beauty-competition, "La Mujer Mazatleca" ('The
Mazatlecan Woman'), focusing on how the contestants were staged and judged. I use this
" Mazatlecos spoke frequently with monarchical imagery. Not only was Jesus "Crista Rey" ('Christ the
King'), but good restaurants and hotels treated the customer like a "king", housewives were referred to as
"la reina en su casa" ('the queen in her house'), many husbands addressed their wives as "my queen", and
some popular singers were referred to as "princes".
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contest as an example of how mazatlecos value combinations of "modem" and
"traditional" ways of being. Both the staging of the contest and the judging reflect this
preference.
The staging of this contest took place at night in a plaza along the malecon in the
Centro, between Olas Altas and the Playa Norte. CODETUR produced it as part of the
Carnaval de Verano ('Summer Camaval'). The organizers portrayed this celebration as a
retum to a local tradition from the nineteenth century. During the contest, all of the music
was cosmopolitan pop, and, during interludes for costume changes and vote tabulations,
adolescent dancers performed original hip-hop choreography similar to that seen in music
videos. The contestants appeared in evening gowns and in swimsuits, and they had to
recite a speech that they had written about Mazatlan. That is, they had to display both
beauty ("traditional") and intellectualism ("modem"). In fact, this division was evident
within the category of "beauty". Even foreign women wearing swimsuits away from the
beaches and tourist zone had been in danger of arrest as late as the 1960s, but in 1996
local women were required to wear them to represent local beauty.
The judging of the contest also reflects this widespread preference for some sort
of combination of "modem" and "traditional" ways. The eventual winner, first of all.
gave a speech that was exceptional in its length, quality of exposition, and self-assured
delivery. In fact, she did not even become flustered when the microphone failed and
members of the crowd complained with shouts and whistles. Many other contestants
faltered over their much briefer disquisitions. Second, during the swimsuit segment, she
bore herself with seeming ease and self-assurance ("modem") without highlighting her
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potential as an object of sexual desire ("traditional"). Some of her rivals swung their hips
broadly ("modem"); others could not bear to remove in public the silk wrap-around that
covered their liips ("traditional").^ Third, her "porras" ('cheerers') — family and friends supported her more vocally than did those of almost all of the other candidates.
This analysis of beauty contests highlights how mazatlecos valued combinations
of orientations. It is, indeed, a "traditional" attitude to acknowledge more than one aspect
of one's identity in any setting, much as many Mexican dishes combined disparate flavors
into each bite.

Moral importance
Before discussing how these combinations take place, I will first provide evidence
that such issues are of great importance to mazatlecos. Mazatlecos and other Mexicans
commonly initiated a couple of conversational topics that brought the sincerity of these
orientations to my attention. In each case, mazatlecos gave no indication that they knew
that they were employing common conversational devices with foreigners, even after I
mentioned how common these comments were. The first common conversational routine
opened with one or more mazatlecos - usually but not always fnends in relaxed intimacy
- asking me what I liked about Mexico or about Mazatlan. For example, one clear, suimy
afternoon a friend and I had walked along the malecon to a tree-shaded promontory along
the coast. As we admired the surf crashing against the volcanic rocks beneath us, she
asked me, "Do you like Mexico?"
' Thus, it was "traditional" for women to highlight their "beauty" but only in ways that did not
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I responded, honestly, "I like some things but not others - like any place."
"What do you like about here?"
I rattled off a list of several items, including such things as came asada and men's
playfulness and easy company. Then I asked, "What do you like?"
"I like our family-life, and I love the food."
This short, two-item list was far and away the most common response I received.
Indeed, locals who wanted to express some level of Mexican equivalence or superiority
to the United States almost always highlighted how Americans did not place much
emphasis on their families or how U.S. cuisine (which they limited mostly to hamburgers
and hotdogs) was laughable."* Mazatlecos associated both of these good aspects with their
homes and with "traditional" practices - indeed, they understood the question to treat
"traditional" life. More specifically, they associated these good "traditions" most strongly
with women, who cooked and maintained loving family ties. For example, many families
gathered every week, without fail, for Sunday dinner in what individuals referred to as
"my mother's house." Also, children of separated parents typically stayed with their
mothers.
The second common conversational routine expressed many Mexicans' desires to
be "modem". In a variety of conversational contexts, mazatlecos would begin a
comparison between the United States and Mexico. For example, in a conversation like
the one above, I mentioned how impressive the Mexican inter-urban bus industry had

simultaneously highlight their erotic potential.
•* As a methodological note, I should point out that I argued both points, and the ensuing debates clarified
my analyses.
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become. The first-class buses showed videos and had computerized reservations and seatassignments. In the early 1990s, stewardesses attended each trip, serving refreshments.
My friend, speaking in the first-person plural for Mexicans in general, replied that they
had thought that they were entering the "First World" (^Primer Mundo'). Then,
emphatically: "Pero nos mintieron" ('But they lied to us'). Many Mexicans spoke this
last phrase to me. At first, I thought that this was merely a curiously common expression.
Then 1 realized that the frequency and forcefiilness with which they spoke these words
revealed the pain of a dream cultivated and then plowed under.^ This strong feeling helps
explain the depth of hatred toward the former president, Carlos Salinas de Gortari, whom
almost everyone blamed both for raising their hopes and for robbing the country of its
prosperity. Aside from showing that the desire for "modernity" was widespread and
sincere, this example indicates that areas of life dominated by men — economic and
politics - were disappointments.
Despite this satisfaction with practices that they associated with women's domain,
neither men or women suggested to me that women would better manage the domains
"traditionally" associated with men. However, many women and a few men suggested
that gender should not matter in politics and especially economics or that women and
men should have equal opportunities in these realms. Many of these men and women including those planning careers — also stated that women should give up or attenuate

^ Its unclear subject, an implied, "they", also reveals a feeling of alienation from the processes determining
political and economic change. And the hurt of being lied to is greater in a context in which a prudent
person is expected to not trust strangers precisely for fear of being misled; that is, their political rulers unambiguously the unspoken subjects - made fools of them.
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their careers either once they were married or when they gave birth, because this was
women's natural role.
In several cases, women indicated that they would do so, but only because their
husband insisted. For example, one time I talked with an acquaintance named Blanca,
who was waiting for a bus. I asked her whether she would accompany me to a disco as I
did research. "No," she laughed, "my boyfriend would hit me."
I asked about her relationship. She was going to be married soon after her
graduation from the UAS. I asked whether she would pursue her career then. She said no,
that she would like to but her future husband wanted her to stay home.
"It seems like that would be boring."
She laughed, "Yes!"
When I mentioned that I thought that this difference would prevent a lot of
couples in the United States from marrying. She said, as did others, that the most
important thing was that they loved each other.
Indeed, the satisfaction that so many mazatlecos felt with family and food would
be jeopardized if women did enter politics and economics without men's corresponding
adoption of "domestic" tasks. (Interestingly, both family and food were symbols of
togetherness and sharing, just as economics and politics were symbols of divisiveness
and struggle.) Although public life had changed to include more and more powerful
participation by women, I saw little indication that "modem" gender egalitarianism had
significantly altered expectations concerning women's and men's responsibilities within
the household. Perhaps this was non-negotiable. Paradoxically, "women's" realm had the
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prestige of supposedly providing satisfaction to all, yet no man I met expressed a desire
to take women's expected roles.
Thus, the strongest, most common desires for maintaining "traditions" centered on
particular aspects of home-life, and very common desires for "modernization" focused on
public life. Yet, as I will show below, mazatlecos did not maintain these orientations in
complete isolation from each other, in any realm.
The broader point of this section is to make clear that these distinctions mattered
morally to mazatlecos. Even in beauty contests, which appear on the surface to be
exercises in superficial displays, some contestants could not bring themselves to meet
"modem" expectations. As in other contexts, they were judged accordingly.

Social semiotics
Now I will develop an analysis of mazatlecos' identification with different
orientations from two perspectives. First, I analyze ways in which they approached
semiotic identity v^th a desired social identity in a given context. Then I propose
metaphors of collage, amalgamation, and morphing to differentiate types of combinatory
processes. In the last section, I discuss the consequences of various sorts of combinations.

Approaching identity
A couple of contrasting events in Mazatlan startled me, helping me to think about
semiotic explanation in serious terms. In the first event, a friend and I were waiting for
the beginning of La Hora Municipal ('The Mimicipal Hour"). This was a two-part show
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consisting of open-mike and karaoke performances and then a concert by a professional
local band. The event - which always lasted much longer than an hour - took place
almost every Sunday in the Plaza de la Repiiblica ('Plaza of the Republic'), directly in
front of city hall and across the street from the cathedral.
It was an extremely popular-class event. (It is also one of the aspects that I miss
most from Mazatlan's public life.) The shows were free, which is why many people,
including me, attended many times. It was held downtown, a few blocks from Olas Altas,
on Sunday evenings - the place and time for "traditional," popular-class Sunday
promenades. The emcees were disk jockeys from a local station that played noncosmopolitan Mexican music, such as la tambora, and the performers usually specialized
in these same styles. The shows sometimes rendered tribute to local performers; for
example, that week the guests of honor were a couple who for many years had sung on
the municipal buses for money. I was there to play a song that I had composed, "El
Corrido del Chupacabras" ('The Ballad of the Chupacabras'), and my friend was there to
videotape me.
As the first performers were on-stage, I noticed a poor-looking woman stagger
through the crowd. Unsurprised, I fleetingly considered that she must be one of a few
drunks who show up each week. Then I turned again and saw her shaking on the ground
and pointed her out to my friend. At first I thought that she had collapsed from alcohol,
then I realized that she was having an epileptic fit. A crowd gathered and made a wide
circle. No one went to her aid except my friend and I. Then I went for help as my fiiend
and a nurse who came forward tried to help the woman. The police stationed in the plaza
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took so long to arrive that I returned a couple of times to make sure that they had been
called. They walked leisurely to the suffering woman and then called an ambulance,
which also took quite a while in appearing. Meanwhile, no one else stepped forward to
aid or comfort this woman. Eventually, acting on advice, my friend took off his shirt and
placed it on the woman's legs to keep her warm as she continued to writhe. She urinated
on the shirt, to the crowd's amusement.
After the ambulance arrived, the woman's family reluctantly came forward to
claim responsibility for her. 1 heard no thanks from the family and almost no
encouragement from anyone for what my friend had done - only amused comments.
While this amusement might mask other feelings (Wikan 1990), my friend did not
mention them as I expressed my irritation. He and I agreed that her family was probably
embarrassed to be associated with someone so publicly ill. However, what 1 remembered
with the most anger was the way that the police, after a delay, had sauntered nonchalantly
to the scene and showed no interest in helping this woman.
I remembered this as I stood, like so many mazatlecos, outside the patio of Tony's
Bar & Grill. It was there that I saw a police officer in a hurry.
Tony's was a restaurant in the Zona Dorada that sat on a prime comer. Tourists of
both foreign and domestic varieties frequented Tony's, as did many, many mazatlecos of
the clases populares and the clase media. For example, one time some popular-class
students at the UAS invited me to a party at their apartment in the Colonia Reforma. The
party fizzled, though, and they invited me to meet them later at Tony's. Another time, I
was at the Club Britania, a country club, winding down after a tennis social with some
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local, middle-class acquaintances. Some teenagers' parents discussed going to Tony's
afterwards.
One of Tony's attractions, aside from the chance to mingle with different sorts of
people, was that it hosted live music each night. The most popular nights featured a firstrate, classic-rock cover band called "Camelean" ('Chameleon'). They performed songs
mostly in English, such as the perennial favorite, "Hotel California". Tony's other main
attraction was that it was cheap. It had no cover charge, and the waiters would not hassle
customers who nursed only one drink for hours. In fact, they sometimes even supplied
free popcorn. In addition to the seating on the patio, which was open to the street on two
sides, many passersby would stop, look, and listen along the sidewalk.
A police officer patrolled that sidewalk area at night, with frequent stops to lean
against the short, concrete pillars that formed the outer barrier of the patio. One night, I
was one of those passersby when the drummer for Cameleon lost one of his drumsticks!
The police officer sprang several yards down the sidewalk, between onlookers (including
me), rescued the stick, and delivered it to the drummer. The drummer thanked him with a
smile and a nod. Perhaps it was just my imagination, but the police officer seemed to bear
himself more proudly in the minutes directly after this deed.*^ Could it be that rescuing a
drumstick for a local celebrity was more motivating than aiding a solitary epileptic?
Why?

® I also saw police run to break up gang fights during Camaval. And several officers from one division ran
to diw7 up a bribe from a member of another division who had pulled a gun (and apparently waved it at
my back before a middle-class youth disarmed him) during the wee hours of Camaval.
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Perhaps another police story deserves telling. One night a couple of middle-class
friends took me, at my request, to Dos Gordos (Two Fat Guys'), which was a
combination strip-joint/brothel. Dos Gordos was the most reputable establishment in El
Campo 7, the zona de tolerancia ('tolerance zone', 'official red-light district').^ After
pisteando and watching (people watch) women dance on tables and a dance-floor for a
couple of hours, we went across the street to "The Red Dragon", which was a bit seedier
than Dos Gordos. Then we crossed the street again to a place whose name 1 forgot but
that was between Dos Gordos and El Chicano. This turned out to be an incredibly roughlooking strip-jointA)rothel featuring transvestites. The clientele was decidedly popular.
As we shuffled inside, a truly singular event occurred: a police officer proactively
protected us. That is, an officer outside had seen us enter; he followed us inside, tapped
me on the shoulder and told me that we should not enter, that this was a very dangerous
place. We took his advice and exited. My friends agreed that this was an unusual event.
At Tony's and at Campo 7, police actively served high-prestige people. At the
Hora Municipal, ±ey allowed a low-prestige person to suffer. In each case, I argue, they
were signaling their moral affiliation with or distance from certain sorts of identity. That
is, appearance has significance.

' For a brief history of the founding of Campo 7, see "De Putas" ('Concerning Whores') in Vega Ayala
(1992:75-78). The municipal government's first choice for a location was what is now the Colonia
Reforma, but the Comision Pro-Turismo ('Pro-Tourism Commission'), among others, protested against this
too-convenient location.
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Identification
Each mazatleco faced a variety of possibilities and constraints in his/her quest to
maximize affiliation viath valued identities in particular contexts. To illustrate this point. I
will focus in this section mostly on mazatlecos' relations with foreign tourists. As I have
shown, most mazatlecos treated foreign tourists as the embodiment of "modernity" and,
in general, valued this "modem" identity positively. I am referring not only to young
mazatlecos but also to elders, most of whom encouraged their children to share space (at
least) with tourists and who valued their own associations with tourists and tourism.
Rather than a universal typology, the following discussion represents my own
categorization of mazatlecos' different levels of relationship with "modem" people.

Level 0
Some mazatlecos avoided or were restricted from contact with tourists or, more
rarely, sought to avoid any appearance of "modernity" in a given context.

Level I
The photo of the beach in the Zona Dorada in Chapter Seven includes many
mazatlecos, most of whom were not working. In particular, several young, local men
were seated in front of the cordon, pisteando and watching the beach scene. Nearby,
several groups of young women, and some mixed-gender groups, were sitting along the
beach, too. Other men along this stretch of beach were more advanced in years (up to
their 50s), but, except for the very occasional family, no women were.
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Gender expectations helped pattern mazatlecos' practices along the beach. The
common orientation was for men to position themselves to watch the scene overtly and
for women to position themselves to be watched and, perhaps, approached. That is, men
near the surf commonly stood and faced inland, and those along the wail faced the sea,
but local women generally sat nearer the sea and, in any case faced the sea or the sky.
Both men and women swam, but swimming was relatively rare for local women, both
because they wanted to preserve their make-up and because they feared the surf. No
matter where they were, these local youths had plenty of opportunities to observe tourists.
Tourists were all around them, from the water to the discos, bars, and restaurants
bordering the beach.
Each of the levels of identification that I will explore entailed practices that were
attractive in themselves, in addition to their attraction as opportimities to become more
"modem." For example, almost every mazatleco I met found it interesting to watch
tourists. They were a sort of perennial, low-level circus come to town. As one woman
said, it was more interesting than the repetitious life in the colonias. I have already
mentioned that many men enjoyed "watching las gringas" but men and women also
noticed any number of tourist practices, such as the way that tourists treated animals, the
clothes they wore, the way tourist family-members interacted, the way they danced, the
music they listened to, the food they ate, the way they undertook tourist activities, and the
things they said. Other sorts of novel entertainment were rare and rarely free. Thus, when
I asked, some mazatlecos would at first explain hanging out in tourist settings with the
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"cover story" that they were simply watching tourists, and they would discuss interest in
further involvement only after I prompted them.
Their emphasis on cultural differences between themselves and foreign tourists
made tourists a spectacle, just as mazatlecos had some interest in watching indigenous
sidewalk-vendors from Oaxaca. The female vendors marked their ethnic difference by
wearing indigenous clothes. They sat along sidewalks in the Zona Dorada with their
children, begging and selling handicrafts and sundry other items, including candy.® But
an integral part of mazatlecos' interest in observing foreign tourists was tourists' close
relationship to "modernity": they personified it. Mazatlecos paid great attention to tourists
in large part because tourists represented a desired, unattained ideal. Thus, mazatlecos
actually paid relatively little attention to the Oaxacan sidewalk-vendors, whose cultural
difference represented ultra-"tradition," and then did so mostly with a critical eye. For
example, the most frequent comment I heard about these Oaxacans was that they did not
care about their children's future: they made them work instead of going to school.
However, no one commented to me favorably about the Oaxacans' strongly family ties,
which were publicly evident to any passerby. Perhaps, also, "traditional" life seemed less
mysterious, more attainable, and, in a tourism context, mazatlecos were more concerned
with convincing themselves and others that they were not mired in "tradition" but could
be "modem."
Thus, aside from avoidance or ignorance, the first level in approaching a
"modem" identity was simultaneously establishing metonymy by being near tourists and

' See Arizpe S. (1979) for a description of a similar vendors in Mexico City.
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synechdoche by being witJiin a tourist setting. While doing so, mazatlecos used this
opportunity to observe "modem" people.

Level 2
One step closer to achieving "modernity" was through interaction with foreign
tourists. Once again, many mazatlecos cast this as an intrinsically positive activity, as
they enjoyed safe but novel experiences. Many, many mazatlecos criticized other
mazatlecos or Mexicans in general for being "close-minded" Qmente cerrada'). A man I
spoke with after a late-night pickup basketball game in the Colonia Reforma told me that
the people at the UAS who had sponsored me were "smart" because they were willing to
listen to outsiders. One of Mexico's problems, he said, was that not enough people were
willing to leam from the United States. I never found this to be the case; even
consistently nationalist people could cite considerable knowledge about the United States
in arguing for Mexico's superior legal procedures, political repression, foodstuffs, or
essence. Some of my best friends were a loose-knit band of young-adults, whom some
referred to as "vagos," who would hang out with almost anyone who would add spice to
their lives. Often these others were tourists, but they could also be Mexicans. For
example, one party included a young, Anglo U.S. man - whom they had met on the beach
one day and who was fimding his travels along the coast by making and selling
didgeridoos - and an approximately 35-year-old Mexican sailor temporarily in port.
But interactions with tourists served simultaneously as educational encounters
about "modem" life (among other things) and as evidence to oneself and others of one's
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cosmopolitan, "modem" character. A poor, alcoholic man gave an example in a
conversation we had one afternoon on the beach at Olas AJtas. We were sitting with a
lifeguard under a makeshift shade that he had attached to the fi-ont of his stand. The
lifeguard was in his early twenties, and the other man seemed to be around forty years
old. He said that he made his money by washing cars along the malecon, but I also saw
him at other times swimming out beyond the surf to catch seafood by hand. Anyway, he
surprised me by declaring that he liked Americans. He told us that most high-prestige
local people would ignore someone like him but that he had recently had a conversation
with an older, Anglo U.S. man who had sat next to him on a public bench. He implied
that the U.S. man, a war veteran, had higher status than most mazatlecos, yet he still
talked with him as an equal. Here, as in many conversations, one conclusion was that
Americans were more "open" (abiertos'), which was seen as good. The satisfaction of
being seen interacting with foreign tourists was evident in (complaints about) presumidos
who boasted of having spent time with the pretty people. Someone who simply wanted to
describe an acquaintance with a foreign tourist courted the danger of being labeled a
presumido. Indeed, a woman told me that other women had teasingly but jealously called
her a traitor (actually, a "malinche") after seeing us together, yet she had pretty obviously
positioned our interaction in a highly visible area. Many young women and men who
happen to establish some small level of relationship with "modem" foreigners, for
example in a disco, similarly position themselves to be seen by others and often volunteer
their story to others later.
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Thus, the second level of involvement has the same attractions as the first, but it
adds the element of interaction with "modem" people. It is more involving and seems
more real, much as interacting with a famous person differs from merely seeing one.
Nonetheless, as I will discuss later in this chapter, some people bypass opportimities to
interact or otherwise increase their identification with high-prestige people.

Level 3
This level of identification is in many ways a deepening of Level 2. That is, the
level of intimacy of the interaction with "modem" people is significant. If the interaction
includes mutual exchanges or sharing of emotional experience, of significant economic
resources, or of human substance — that is, if it is cast as a relation of trust or analogous to
one — then it has more importance. I have already discussed how most mazatlecos, like
most Mexicans and perhaps even Latin Americans, find great satisfaction in widespread
relations of trust. Thus, again, these sorts of relations with foreigners are not completely
different from relations with other locals, but they do have different significance.
Such alliances with foreigners - usually not tourists — were marked as unusual
and usually as a source of pride. Several people in Northern Mexico, including in
Mazatlan, have boasted to me that the business that they owned or worked in or had some
other relation to had some level of foreign partnership. For example, in Chapter Seven I
noted the conversation I had with a manager of a supermarket/department-store chain, in
which he mentioned prominently its partnership with a U.S. chain. Similarly, a bus driver
boasted of his company's partnership with Greyhound. No one spoke to me in similar
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terms about partnerships with corporations from other parts of Mexico. Although these
comments might have represented attempts to impress me as a U.S. citizen, mazatlecos
expressed similar attitudes for local consumption in newspaper articles, governmental
programs, and advertisements.
It appeared that mazatlecos extended confianza more readily to investors or
entrepreneurs from the U.S. & Co. than to Mexican partners. A few people in Northern
Mexico told me about deals that had soured because U.S. businesspeople had taken
advantage of their trust. For example, the owner of a curio-and-artisanry shop in the Zona
Dorada recounted to me this sort of story. A U.S. man had offered to set up a cooperative
enterprise, in which the mazatleco would export his silver goods for the other man to sell
in the United States. But the U.S. partner became "greedy," demanded a larger cut, and
eventually took all the proceeds.
I include a range of romantic and erotic familiarity within this level of interaction.
Many young, local men and women - and some not-so-young (e.g., middle-aged,
divorced women) — went to the beaches and nightspots in the Zona Dorada ready to
engage in some level of intimate relationship with "modem" tourists. Most were content
with and expected to remain at Levels 1 and 2, but many of these people were favorably
disposed toward - and would have preferred - a short- or even long-term relationship
with a foreign tourist. For example, late one night at a hotdog stand two young women
(16 and 21) vied to get my phone number and not that of the young Mexican men there.
In general, both men and women expected men to engage in such short-term relations, so
most did when the opportunity presented itself. (I was among those who did not.)
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However, women faced more conflicting expectations from both men and women,
because some people feared that foreign men wanted "to make fools of them by taking
advantage of their affections; others of both genders thought that women knew what they
were doing and that it was understandable that young women wanted to have the same
fun as men. For men and especially women, these relations were tinged with illicitness.
For both men and women, and especially for women, a long-term relationship
with a "modem" foreigner brought prestige. People would boast of their or their relative's
engagement, marriage, or long-term romance with foreigners. Sometimes they did so in
the society pages of the local newspapers. Other locals would remark on such
relationships in telling ways. For example, several people marveled at the marriages
between the supposedly lowly parachuteros and the by-definition high-prestige U.S.
tourist women.
Mazatlecos engaged in romances with Mexican tourists in similar ways to their
relations v^ath U.S. tourists and apparently with greater frequency. But they did not
remark upon them as much or in the same fashion - these relationships did not prompt
strong boasting, incredulity, or jealousy.
Thus, engaging in intimate or trust-based relations with foreign tourists was not
completely different from such relations among mazatlecos. These relations were
remarkable among locals because they strengthened the mazatleco participants'
association with "modernity." (As I note below, this association was not always viewed
positively.) The sharing of vital substance — money, fluids, sentiment - made this
association of "commensality" (Alonso, forthcoming) particularly tight.
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Level 4
This level of identification with "modern" ways of being consists of embodying
them iconically. That is, by adopting tourists' ways or other "modem" ways that they had
observed, mazadecos could stake a strong claim to "modernity." Much of what I have
included under the previous levels tightens participants' relation to "modernity" in at least
two ways: their proximity to or interactions with foreign tourists and their identification
as "modem" practices per se. For example, hanging out at a disco in the Zona Dorada
usually provides proximity to tourists and opportunities for interaction with them, but it is
also a "modem" activity that many mazatlecos engage in even when they think that few
or no tourists will be present.
However, people have differing possibilities for undertaking "modem" practices.
Some lack the money to dress as tourists or to frequent touristic nightspots; others,
particularly some married women, lack the mobility to hang out in tourist areas except on
special occasions, such as with their families on Mother's Day.
Different ways of being "modem" are evaluated differently, too. For example, two
social groups whom mazatlecos identify as relatively "modem" in their practices embody
"modernity" differently and are evaluated quite differently. I am referring to playeros and
to the clase media, and, for the purposes of comparison, particularly to young men in
each category. One reputation that both share is for being presumidos, albeit in ways that
reflect their different ways of acting "modem." It is significant that playeros were
uniformly of the clases populares. Their enactment of "modem" life focused on tourist
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like short-term relations, use of English, and expressiveness, as I discussed in Chapter
Six. Because other mazatlecos recognized them to be locals and not tourists, they were
evaluated as "modem" but untrustworthy. That is, mazatlecos expected other locals to
meet "traditional" expectations of displaying trustworthiness. They would not hold
foreign tourists to the same expectations both because they were tourists and because
they were foreign. Members of the clase media tended to look more like tourists than did
other mazatlecos — uicluding their attire, their makeup and hair, and their physiques — and
they had the economic means to visit tourist nightspots more frequently than other
mazatlecos could. Some others counted them as spoiled and exclusionary by class, but
most said that they would like to be in the same position. However, mazatlecos evaluated
middle-class youths as fellow locals — that is, differently from tourists or other foreigners
- whose attempts at achieving "modernity" were undermined by their environment, their
contrary desires, or their essential character as Mexicans.
While the clase media and parachuteros both achieved high levels of
identification with "modernity," their claims to this identity were suspect because they
were Mexican. That is, mazatlecos treated other Mexicans' "modernity" as alwaysincompletely achieved and foreigners' "modernity" as ascribed.
A personal anecdote illustrates how many mazatlecos conflated national identity
with "modernity" or "tradition". The radio show I was on was called "La Noche
Bocarriba" ('The Face-Up Night'). My collaborators spoke at length and with
sophistication about "modem" topics such as U.S. & Co. comics, television, and music.
They also discussed issues in education and politics, among other realms. The central
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figure was highly urbane and fluent in English, and almost all of the collaborators were
quite sophisticated about these topics. I, on the other hand, wrote comedy sketches
organized around "traditional" Mexican music, and I touted the glories of "traditional,"
popular-class entertainment, such as "La Hora Municipal." 1 composed and sang two
songs with "traditional" rhythms. Nonetheless, one of our fans (maybe our only fan)
wrote a letter to us in which he said that the show was too "chero" (short for >anchero'
["rustic']) without me.
Friedlander (1970) provides another way of considering this issue. She claims that
people in Hueyapan valued achieving a "modem", mestizo identity and invested
considerable resources in this quest. But they could never reach this goal because the
standards of "modernity" changed too fast for their resources and because they were part
of a long chain of comparative representation that defined more-rural people a priori as
less "modem" and more "Indian." Similarly, mazatlecos define other mazatlecos as, at
most, forever approaching a completely "modem" identity, the seat of which remains in
the United States & Co.

Level 5
Thus, being identified as "white" and firom the U.S. & Co. - the paradigm of
"modem" identity — was not completely attainable for mazatlecos, regardless of their
desires. The main exception consisted of transient situations in which mazatlecos passed
successfully as foreign tourists. The distance between "local" pretenders to "modernity"
and the paradigmatic case was ever apparent, since Mazatlan continuously hosted
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numerous tourists and long-term immigrants who embodied this ideal. Thus, social life in
Mazatlan included people who were there perennially - tourists and long-term
immigrants — but who defined themselves and were defined by locals as "foreign." This
ideology of tourists' fundamental foreigimess made their "modem" ways also seem
foreign to mazatlecos. Mazatlecos' recognition of this fundamental difference gave such
marked significance to their relationship to tourists.

Discussion
Most mazatlecos focxised on difference between themselves and foreign tourists,
but this analysis has focused on ways in which some people have tried to reduce
difference between themselves and foreign tourists. They did so with the recognition that
this difference could not be completely eliminated. I concur, but for different reasons.
The system of categorization that made foreigners into prestigious "others" ensured that
even very "modem" mazatlecos would experience "modernity" as the successful adoption
or internalization of "foreign" ways. Tourists, in contrast, fairly unreflexively considered
what mazatlecos called "modernity" as simply their way of life.
Likewise, many academic conceptions have highlighted "gender" as
fundamentally a system of difference. Nonetheless, I hope to avoid this exclusive,
reductionist emphasis for analyses of foreign/local distinctions, as well as for gender:
they are just as fundamentally systems of sameness.' First, focusing on the process of
making contrasts obscures the process of grouping dissimilar people together, whether as

' I am not addressing whether mazatlecos and foreign tourists shared significantly similar experiences.
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"men" or as "locals." Second, the very act of comparison implies that the people to whom
the opposing categories refer are commensurate in significant ways - at the very least, all
are "human" (cf. Duvall 1996: 47, Weston 1997(1991): 225). Third, expectations
concerning "tourists" and "locals" are not necessarily mutually exclusive. For example,
mazatlecos presumed that members of each group, as a significant part of their
identification with their group, liked both to let loose at the beach and to drink alcohol.
Mazatlecos (and I) did not see these similarities simply as the result of tourism or other
recent globalizing forces. That is, tourists and locals were not so different as the local
categorization suggested: the ideology emphasizing fimdamental national differences was
another "virtual structure."
In conclusion, mazatlecos recognize different levels of identification with
"modem" ways. This social semiotics applies to the contrasting "traditional" ways and to
other categories of social identification as well. However, their recognition of spatial
divisions and social divisions between "local" and "tourist" make levels of identification
with tourists one of the distinctions that mazatlecos consider most consciously. Their
fears and desires also contribute to the importance of this pageant of "modernity": they
are not merely displaying and reading signs.

Four Fingers of Consequence
Now I will analyze this social-semiotic process more holistically. The "Four
Fingers" framework from the analysis of the disco Utopia (Chapter Five) provides an
effective framework for organizing this discussion of how mazatlecos respond to
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pressures to act both "modem" and "traditional." Here, though, instead of emotional
consequences such as "contentment," my concern is with social consequences, such as
"relations of trust." The dominant meta-expectation among mazatlecos is that people
will change to suit different contexts while still combining ways of being across
contexts. Most mazatlecos disapprove of other locals who embody ideal types such as
"modem" or "traditional" too exclusively in any context and especially across all
contexts. Yet mazatlecos also expect people to change the relative emphasis they place on
these two moral frameworks in different contexts. This preference — conmion among the
clase media and the clases populares - is part of both the "traditional," holistic ideology
of social organization and the "modem," contextual ideal of social organization. Both of
these local ideals of social organization are analyzed in the chapter on Camaval, where I
point out that both have long histories in Mazatlan. To illustrate these claims, I will apply
the "Four Fingers" to nightlife in the tourist zone.

Tourist society
Expectations/goals/hopes/desires
As I have already noted in this and previous chapters, most mazatlecos - male and
female - expressed strong desires to be "modem." Moreover, they desired to be, in some
ways, like tourists. For example, they valued vacations to other beach resorts, sometimes
pretended to be tourists, and frequented the tourist zone for recreational activities that,
formally, could be pursued elsewhere. In brief, their patronage of the beaches and
nightclubs in the tourist zone signaled, in part, a desire to participate in the "modem"
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world.The character of resort tourism — both tourists and industry — encouraged
mazatlecos' expectations of success with its emphasis on liberty, fraternity, and equality,
as described in Chapter Five.
However, at the same time, even the most "modem" meseros and parachuteros
highlighted "traditional" expectations at times. For example, a fantasy among many
yoimg mazatlecos was to marry a foreigner, rather than simply to have a fleeting
relationship with one. Others highlighted their long-term relations of friendship with
tourists. But "traditional" desires among young people along the beaches and nightclubs
appeared to be cast more often in negative terms: to avoid jeopardizing their reputation
among other locals. Among other things, they did not want to seem untrustworthy or to
embarrass themselves with failure. This was why young men and women who told me
that they would enjoy a romance with a tourist consistently presented themselves as
simply hanging out in tourist contexts.
Because they knew that they could be monitored by long-term interactants,
mazatlecos fashioned their self-presentation to avoid embarrassment. When I asked
young, male mazatlecos what they were doing in, say. Bora Bora at 3 AM, they would
reply that they were just hanging out, seeing what was happening. Women who
frequently met tourist men and then separated from their group of friends for the night
would claim that they simply enjoyed making new friends. Once a playero told me that
he was "just chatting" with a couple of tourist women under an umbrella, yet he seemed
Mazatlecos' attitude is similar to that expressed by an Anglo newspaper columnist, Bill Goodykoontz,
commenting on his small-town childhood: "there was a world of things going on out there that I didn't have
access to" {Arizona Republic, 2/6/1997). Concerning seeing Star Wars after a long wait, he wrote: "I wasn't
just watching. In some ways, I was, finally, participating."
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to evaluate every male-female interaction I engaged in as potentially erotic. Like me,
other mazatlecos openly expressed their doubt about these claims.
Most mazatlecos wanted to preserve their reputations as trustworthy, respectable
people. This meant, among other things, maintaining their self-control. For example, once
a faculty member at the UAS told a group of about eight men a story about his only affair
with a tourist. He told this story in an administrative office, within earshot of a few
women. He had asked about my research topic, and he responded to my description —
which did not mention sexuality — by saying that he had had only one sexual relationship
with a tourist. He and a male friend were hanging out on the beach, not looking for an
affair in particular, when they met a couple of U.S. women. The women invited them to
go out that night, so they did. They spent the whole night together. They had plans to
meet again the next day, but something came up and he and his fnend could not go. They
never saw the women again. He narrated this story in a consistently even tone - as if he
were reporting something unremarkable. Likewise, most young men maintained a fairly
stoic appearance until they interacted a tourist woman.
Along with maintaining their composure, young women simultaneously desired to
demonstrate to other mazatlecos that they maintained their sexual trustworthiness and
respectability. Since mazatlecos cast tourists' interest in romantic relations as sexual by
default, most young women wanted to demonstrate that their interest in any tourist
companion was nonsexual. They might do so by refraining from physical contact with
their companion in public. However, women v^th boyfriends also faced pressure to avoid
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the perception of "deceiving" {'enganando') him, which they could do, for example, by
staying with a group of female friends as they spent time with male tourist companions.
On the more positive side, many mazatlecos hung out with their friends or
relatives in the tourist zone because it was entertaining and they enjoyed each other's
company. Thus, many young people enjoyed the "modem" tourist-zone ambience in
"traditional" fashion — with their long-term relations.

Morality
I have discussed how mazatlecos e\'aluated "modem" relations as enduringly
"good." This moral judgment included touristic practices that highlighted the individual
pursuit of short-term happiness, or fun.
All the mazatlecos I met also desired to be "traditional" in ways that differentiated
them from tourists. For example, they uniformly appreciated "traditional" family life and
almost unanimously preferred "traditional" food. Some young women rejected tourist
women's — and, less often, men's - displays of seeming sexual availability or interest.
And only a few of the young locals would engage in highly expressive, tourist-style
dancing, even when dancing with tourists.
One day I had been bodysurfing in front of Joe's Oyster Bar as a prelude to more
focused fieldwork, when I approached a group of young, popular local teens along the
beach. There were three girls and a boy. The girls wore makeup, sunglasses, and
backwards baseball caps, and they wore t-shirts and shorts over their bathing suits. The
girls were making eye-contact with older tourist youths nearby. However, they mentioned
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disapprovingly to me that Americans danced on tables; I asked whether Mexicans also
did, and they said no (which was incorrect, especially for Mexican tourists).
I had a more shocking discussion along these lines with a prepubescent boy
selling gum and other small items along the beach. He was the son of some of the
Oaxacan street-vendors. Although he apparently did not recognize me, I remembered him
from a recent, night-time encounter along a street in the Zona Dorada. Some U.S. college
students from Iowa, many of them drunk, were leaving Gringo Lingo restaurant/bar. A
couple of blonde young women from this group were surrounded by this boy and his
friends, who asked for kisses. The women, as they (and others with similar stories) told
me later, thought the boys were "cute," so they kissed them on the cheek. The boys
pressed for more-intimate kisses, sticking their tongues into the girls' mouths by surprise.
As these kisses escalated, the girls began giggling nervously and trying to extricate
themselves without seeming to lose control. Nearby police seemingly did not notice the
scene. Eventually, a couple of the boys grabbed the women's breasts or buttocks, before a
couple of middle-aged Mexican-American men'' and I chased them away. As the boys
lingered, the nearby police then warned them away. The women explained that they had
felt increasingly uncomfortable but that they did not know what to do. Like many other
tourist women who had been groped by males of various ages, they thought that "that's
just how [Mexican males] are." The other men and I agreed that the kids would not touch
a Mexican woman in that way.

" These men were long-term residents who claimed that they would be famous world-wide within a year
for reasons that they were keeping secret They "gave" me their names and even one autograph, so that I
could prove that I had met the Britos from Houston.
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Anyway, the boy on the beach and I were talking with a few young-adult tourist
women on the beach. They were patronizing him because such boys were "cute." But he
told me in Spanish that he recognized one of them. He had seen her being 'bad' {'mala')
the night before: she had been drunk. He pantomimed tipping back a bottle with a
disapproving look on his face. In short, he worked in a "modem" context, he had taken
advantage of similar women in an exaggeratedly "modem," sexual fashion (which many
other mazatlecos found embarrassing), but he disparaged these women's "modem"
drunkermess.
The broader point here is this: Even people engaging in "modem" practices
among tourists also valued "traditional" orientations in the same context. These
"traditional" orientations included enduring connections with others, non-trust of
strangers, and libidinous respectability.

Practices
Given these conflicting short- and long-term pressures, all mazatlecos combined
indications of adherence to different moral frameworks. I divide the sorts of combination
into collage, amalgam, and morphing.

Collage
Collage here refers to the combination of discrete elements associated with
different styles. Please note that mazatlecos did not necessarily experience such
combinations as juxtapositions. Rather, they could combine elements - which they were
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able to evaluate individually - from contradictory styles to create an overall impression
that a person had a successfully integrated way of life. These elements might have been
objects, but they might also have been practices.
For example, disco-going mazatlecos faced contradictory pressures in their
appearance. "Traditional" self-presentation in Mazatlan accorded respectability to people
displaying self-control and prosperity. People established this through neatoess, as with
clean and unrent clothes and tucked-in shirts. They also did so with obvious body
treatments, such as women's make-up and hair-spray and men's hair-gel and perfumes,
powders, and colognes. These were more than impersonal signs — they were felt, as was
evidenced by frequent bathing (several times a day for some people) and other
manifestations of great concern with personal cleanliness, even in secure, intimate
contexts.
Mazatlecos also associated "traditional" prosperity with displays of shiny objects,
especially gold- and silver-colored ones. This practice was not limited to personal
adornment but was quite evident in it. For example, narco fashion prominently featured
gold-looking neck-chains and bright silk shirts with intricate designs including gold. In
addition to gold- or silver-looking jewelry, most women wore glittering shoes as part of
their formal attire.'^
Overall, mazatlecos indexed "traditional" respectability by emphasizing that they
had arranged and prepared themselves for social intercourse. Perhaps, waxing
structuralist, I might suggest that they displayed their distance from untamed Nature. At
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any rate, these personal displays fit well with Griffith's (1996) observation of a
preference for "baroque" stylings among many Mexicans and Mexican-Americans.
Foreign tourists (and decidedly not Mexican ones), in contrast, highlighted the
lack of care in, and perhaps naturalness of, their adornment. They would wear loose
clothes, which were sometimes frayed or dirty; they usually left their shirts untucked, and
many young men and women left theirs off altogether, even away from the beach. The
clothes were basic, usually shorts, a t-shirt, and nondescript sandals. Tourists tended to
wear less jewelry and apparently less make-up. And, while some prepared their hair with
gels, curling irons, and sprays, a notably large portion left theirs unkempt. Mazatlecos
observed similar fashions on television, too, for example on MTV. These paragons of
"modernity," then, emphasized spontaneity and lack of care in their adornment, in
contrast to "traditional" expectations in Mazatlan. Yet, as noted above, most mazatlecos
judged them to be attractive and accorded them high prestige.
I had an entertaining discussion about these issues with a middle-class young
woman and her mother. Not only did they live in a fraccionamiento in the Zona Dorada,
but the young woman had lived in the United States as an exchange student. I was telling
the daughter that I thought that she looked better without much makeup when her mother
told me that she did not allow her daughters out of the house without makeup. This was
hyperbole, but I asked why. She said that unpainted females looked like prostitutes. I
mentioned that, in my experience, most people felt the other way in the United States and

It is my pet theory that this valuation of glittery objects derives historically in part from what Hill (1992)
calls the Uto-Aztecan "Flower World."
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that tourist women showed that little makeup was fashionable and could be attractive.'^
They agreed, but the mother said that "here" it was different.
Mazatlecos in the tourist zone, then, faced contradictory pressures to adorn
themselves in "modem" and "traditional" ways. Aside from the positive aspects of
appearing each way, sanctions threatened locals who dressed inappropriately. Locals who
dressed too formally were judged to be boring and out of place; those who dressed too
informally risked being judged as willful, untrustworthy vagos. Thus, most mazatlecos
formed a collage of elements associated with each style. For example, many wore shorts
with a belt and a tucked-in t-shirt or sport-shirt.

Amalgam
An "amalgam" is a blend of elements from contradictory styles in which the
contribution of each style is inseparable from that of the other. For example, the most
positively "modem" looking mazatlecos were young members of the clase media especially fresas. On a couple of occasions at tourist nightspots female friends and I tried
to distinguish between young women from fraccionamientos and those from colonias. All
of the women in question wore clothes similar to the most-formal young tourist women.
But those we guessed to be from the clases populares wore makeup a bit more noticeably
and sported glittery sandals. From afar, those from the clase media were distinguishable
from foreign tourists mostly by context: too many very neatly dressed people were

I was forgetting their low opinion of young U.S. women, which these two summarized with the popular
rhyme, "La gringa -ose aguanta o se chinga" ('The gringa - either you put up with her or you fiick her").
Possibly my comments confirmed their opinion of these women as having uncontrolled sexuality.
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standing together to likely be a group of tourists. Compared to tourists, they wore lessobvious makeup — a newspaper article I read instructed them how to do so - and their
sandals were leather. (Plus, if dancing, they did so more tamely.)

Morph
This term comes from computer-generated graphics. An image that gradually
transforms into another, quite different image - such as a cat's face turning into a child's is a "morph." People in Mazatlan frequently changed between displaying a predominately
"traditional" orientation and a "modem" one. I have already noted, for example, how one
playero required time for segue between what he referred to as his different "worlds" and
how all sorts of people in different contexts would transform from a tourist-like
demeanor to a local-like one and vice versa, depending on the various aspects of the everdeveloping context. For example, they might gradually change as they exited the bus in
the tourist zone. Also, as people moved through the stages of identification described
above, they usually would increase their indicators of "modernity," such as their use of
English and their expressiveness. A good example would be locals who would move
between pretending to be tourists and acting openly as locals.

Discussion
Some of the practices that counterbalanced "modem" goals in tourism contexts
provided mazatlecos with "plausible deniability" (Duvall 1996: 45). Individuals created
enough doubt about their illicit, low-prestige "modem" goals that they could deny the
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extent of their desires with reasonable expectations of success, even as they pursued
them. However, this hedging simultaneously mitigated their participation in "modem"
ways. Again, mazatlecos demonstrated a "traditional" expectation that multiple aspects of
their identity were germane in this context.
Mazatlecos do not commonly speak of this preference for mixing. However, as
my fieldwork progressed I proffered earlier versions of this thesis to various mazatlecos.
They readily understood it and, in almost every case, agreed with it. Most often, my
conversants expanded on my observations with enthusiasm. In one case, some young
women even finished my sentence for me. I was saying that people who were very
tourist-like were seen as untrustworthy and that those who were almost never tourist-like
were ... And one said, "Too boring," as the others laughed in agreement.
This analysis calls into question some prominent claims concerning cognitive
integration. Strauss' (1990) typology, for example, assumes that contradictory ideas either
must be limited to separate contexts, be related "vertically," or be integrated as if one. Yet
mazatlecos constantly combined contradictory moral frameworks that they saw as
contradictory and moved relatively easily between highlighting one, the o Jier, or both
without expressing consternation. Moreover, this was what they expected of themselves
and others.
Mazatlecos usually were not engaging in post-modem play with identity. They
were serious about what they were doing and in their identification of these different
ways of being as lastingly, intrinsically real. Although their attaiiunent of "modernity"
was problematic, most times they demonstrated a belief that displays of "modernity"
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were real indicators of "modernity," rather than costumes in a performance. When
mazatlecos did engage in ironic play concerning these identities, they usually portrayed
unattainable identities, such as "foreign tourist," out of unrequitable desire. Otherwise,
more mazatlecos would have portrayed themselves as, for example, Indian streetvendors.

Social resources
People in different social positions had different possibilities for presenting
themselves as "modem" in the tourist zone. I will highlight differences related to gender
and age and those related directly and indirectly to wealth.
As I noted in Chapter Five, males and females were considered to age differently,
and these differences were linked to gender ideologies that licensed men's access to more
contexts. Thus, men from adolescents to those in middle age not only frequented the
tourist zone but were expected to engage in more-or-Iess the fiill gamut of tourist-like
activities, as described in Chapter Five. Women's activities, on the other hand, faced
greater restrictions based on their age-category, which, as I noted earlier, was tied to their
marital and parental status. Women were expected to increasingly avoid tourist-like
practices as they aged, and their trips to more-libidinous tourist contexts were usually in
the company of their family, as on Mother's Day. Mazatlecos did not appear to associate
this gendered ideology concerning age with "modem" or "traditional" values; they treated
it as a nearly "doxic" (Bourdieu 1977) given in social life.

Ill
Individuals' economic resources also had strong direct and indirect effects on their
practices in the tourist zone. Mazatlecos needed money to gain access to many places.
First, many needed fares for the bus or taxi to the tourist area. More significant, though,
were the cover charges for popular discos and the requirement that customers actually
purchase something in most restaurants and bars. Indeed, people sneaking into hotel
lobbies and especially pool areas were expected, officially, to be guests or to have bought
memberships or, unofficially, to buy something from the ever-vigilant waiters.
But you might be surprised at how many contexts were free to enter. Partially this
was possible because Mazatl^'s main daytime attraction was the beach, access to which
was guaranteed to all by federal law.'"* Still, people wanted to have refreshments, and this
required packing food - which caused some locals embarrassment as a sign of poverty or buying food from the relatively expensive shops in the area. Also, several places did
not have cover charges or require purchases. For example, "Jungle Juice" was one of the
most popular nightspots in the Zona Dorada among locals in large part because they did
not have to buy anything to hang out there. Locals at "Jungle's" also liked mingling with
the tourists; listening and dancing to the outdated, English-language rock music; and
considering the murals of foreign musicians from the 1960s. Local women were likely to
go to "Ladies Night" ('Ladies' Night') at various discos; these promotions featured drink
specials and no cover charges for women. And a remarkable number of young mazatlecos
had bought Fiesta Land membership cards that gave them entrance after midnight to Bora
Bora and Valentino's discos; these cards cost 200 pesos, or a bit over US$25, per year.
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Local men usually faced greater expenses than local women in the tourist zone as
their level of interaction with tourists increased. As I noted in Chapter Five, most people
expected men to buy women's drinks as a condition of their continued company.
However, some local men were able to establish relationships with tourist women who
bankrolled not only their mutual entertainment but sometimes improvements to their
houses or wardrobes.'^
"Modem" fashion cost money, too. For example, young people paid considerable
attention to obtaining the proper brand of sxmglasses (usually a pirated version) or the
most-popular sports jersey or fashionable beach-attire.
Beyond such direct expenses was a host of attributes that having money helped
people obtain. For example, richer people generally had a greater command of English.
This was in part because they could afford English classes for themselves and their
children; indeed, they might be able to afford schools that taught in English or that were
in the United States. Greater wealth also afforded greater access to more broad-based
knowledge about practices in the United States & Co. - in addition to that gained from
observing tourists. Magazines, movies, cable television, vacations, and student-exchanges
provided greater exposure to "modem" ways than poorer people could gain. Of course, I
also met poorer people who had migrated to the United States & Co., and many of them,
too, were adept at "modem" body techniques (Mauss 1973). These included a few young

'•* The extent to which this law was enforced had varied historically, but during my field work access to the
beaches was easy.
My entertainment was paid for a few times by tourist men and women who understood my relative
poverty and wanted to share their happy times with me.
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men who had been hired by tour companies or nightclub chains to help with operations in
other countries.
Last, the lives of members of the close media were stmctured more similarly to
their bourgeois models in the United States than were the lives of members of the popular
classes. Thus, they simply were more "modem" in ways that seemed to go well beyond
mimicry. Examples that I have already described include their more egalitarian, playerorientation in discos as well as in country clubs, their greater friendliness to strangers,
and their expressiveness in public.
Mazatlecos also had different possibilities of attaining "traditional" respectability
in tourist contexts. They needed access to money for a variety of purposes. Indeed,
particular sorts of displays of wealth were key indicators of "traditional" respectability.
For example, most people valued new-looking, fashionable clothing, cosmetics, jewelry,
and haircuts as signs of prosperity and control. Also, men showed their trustworthiness
and prosperity by buying drinks or otherwise providing for their friends - male and
female.
Like with "modem" prestige, wealth was important indirectly in establishing
"traditional" respectability, too. It helped people obtain knowledge of and experience
with prestigious techniques of social intercourse. One common question I asked
mazatlecos was whether people who lived in the fraccionamientos in the Zona Dorada
were less trustworthy. I expected that everyone would think that more wealthy, "modem"
people were more selfish and exclusive (cf Stack 1974). Yet almost everyone suggested
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basically the same as other mazatlecos.
The few people who complained about others' exclusivity lived in the expensive
fraccionamientos and cited specific neighbors or issues. For example, one woman who
lived near me in the Zona Dorada complained that a female neighbor wanted to stop
poorer outsiders from traveling through our neighborhood. I asked some mazatlecos
about what happens when people who live in "modem" fraccionamientos lose their
money: did their relations aid them? They responded that generally the people in
subdivisions maintained their social relations during their prosperity, so their lessprosperous relatives helped them in times of need. Those few who isolated themselves
might not be able to reenter into relations of reciprocity.
Thus, members of the clase media presented amalgams of high-prestige
"modernity" and "tradition" more easily than the clases populares because both styles
were more part of their everyday lives. Compared to collages, this way of combining the
styles indexed their more intrinsic relation to high-prestige practices associated with both
moral frameworks. Members of the popular classes were more likely to present collages
of these frameworks because occasions to present themselves as high-prestige were more
exceptional, less habitual. This pattern of appearance, I would argue, helped the clase
media establish its moral authority.
One of the differences between this account and Bourdieu's (1984) analysis of the
reproduction of French social distinctions is that many people's social "capital" and
relative social status changed markedly during their lives. Thanks to a boom-and-bust
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(economic and criminal!) economy, many people's fortunes changed in relatively short
periods. Local expectations emphasized individuals' current condition more than their
past, and high-status "traditional" respectability was easy to establish in a short time.
Being related to long-term oligarchs per se certainly raised a person's status, but not much
compared to a person's current situation and recent practices.

Consequences
You might be wondering whether something so trivial as leisure activities had any
importance in other aspects of people's lives. The obvious answer is that mazatlecos spent
a lot of money and time on these activities, diverting these resources from other pursuits.
I should point out that their leisure activities in tourism contexts were socializing
experiences that inevitably changed their habits, expectations, and hopes (cf. Brown
1992, Wagner 1977). But mazatlecos' practices in the Zona Dorada also affected their
networks of relations, sometimes to a great extent.
Mazatlecos uniformly recognized that tourism had a profound effect on erotic
relations. A typical comment came from a marine biologist 1 met by accident one evening
while looking for someone else at the UAS' seaside campus at Los Pinos. When I
mentioned my interest in the importance of tourism in local society, he joked halfseriously, "Lots of divorces." I think that this common perception was overblown.
However, "lots of marriages" would be a more appropriate comment, as many young men
and women established long-term romantic partners with Mexican and foreign tourists.

Ill
Some mazatlecos specialized in erotic relations with tourists and/or were expected
to do so. The most prominent examples were the meseros and especially the
parachuteros. Parachuteros in general approached tourist women so publicly, crudely, and
relentlessly that, as parachuteros and everyone else told me, it would be difficult for any
of them to establish a relationship with a local woman. Indeed, many people spoke with
wonder about how parachuteros seemed able to marry prosperous, young, foreign
women, and they spoke with the satisfaction of moral confirmation about how these
couples usually separated when the parachutero philandered and tried to restrict his wife
to the house. Some also mentioned how difficult local poverty was for the U.S. women.
They had less information about those who went to live in the United States & Co.,
although both successful and unsuccessful marriages were reported. Actually, many
parachuteros and meseros did marry or date local women. But their stigmatized identity
limited their potential partners and created suspicion toward them among their partners'
friends and family.
Mazatlecos spoke less about the long-term, non-erotic relations locals developed
with tourists, but they could be profound. For example, the family of one young woman
housed and befriended a female Canadian tourist who had decided to stay for several
months. As another example, one night I was stunned as I interviewed a popular-class
hostess at a tourist restaurant in the Zona Dorada. When I asked her whether tourism had
much effect on her life, she told me that a tourist family had taken her to Colorado for the
summer when she was a child. Also, a professor at the UAS was considering investing in
a condominum with a U.S. tourist couple he had met on the plane. People living in the
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Zona Dorada mentioned their relations with foreigners who rented nearby houses each
year. In every case, Mazatlecos reported these long-term friendships as good experiences.
But even less marked are the ways that hanging out in the tourist zone affected
friendships among mazatlecos. Several mazatlecos noticed that I made an effort to stay in
touch with friends whose "daily paths" (Rowe and Wolch 1990) did not cross mine
regularly, and they asked whether we did the same in the United States. They said that
people in Mazatlan did not. Their active friendships changed with their daily routines.
Although I noted considerable exceptions to this claim, it was frequently true. Perhaps
this was due to difficult communications and slow transportation across town. Anyway,
mazatlecos who hung out in the Zona Dorada were likely to form or at least maintain
fnendships with others who did likewise. Close fnendships, as Lomnitz (1975) notes for
men in Mexico City, can be an important source of social security. In Mazatlan, friends
shared intimate moments, but they also shared economic resources such as money and
information about jobs.
Thus, a person's social identity in these contexts had importance that went beyond
rarefied impressions of prestige. Because these issues of identification mattered to
mazatlecos, presentation-of-self significantly shaped individuals' possibilities for
fnendship, romance, and their entailments.
The social consequences of self-presentation at the beach and nightspots differed.
Of course, some young people did not like to spend time in these contexts, and they were
likely to be seen as trustworthy but perhaps a bit "boring." Indeed, one complaint several
young women made about their mothers was that their mothers confined themselves too
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much to their domestic worlds. Many people mildly criticized friends who did not like
loud, exciting contexts, and some of these quiet people described themselves as "boring."
Other mazatlecos combined aspects of "modem" and "traditional" ways that did
not jeopardize social judgments concerning these individuals' affiliation v*nth either. That
is, they might have presented themselves as more "modem" in attire but as more
"traditional" in public conduct. However, playeros, meseros, and a few other yoimg men
and women risked their standing as "traditionally" reputable people by emphasizing their
"modem" pursuit of libidinous pleasure in public. Theu: "modernity" came too much at
the expense of "traditional" expectations. Indeed, all meseros and parachuteros I spoke
with said that they would not want their female relations dating their colleagues.
Thus, mazatlecos judged harshly those people who approached either ideal type of
moral affiliation, although they judged the overly "modem" much more harshly than the
overly "traditional." Locals who saw playeros and other locals arranged in the disheveled
manner of tourists usually evaluated them as dangerous, uncouth vagos. For example, one
afternoon some young men wearing cutoff shorts without shirts and with sunglasses were
joking around on the beach with some U.S. tourist women, and I was helping with
translation. A couple of middle-aged men from Culiacan were sitting nearby, apparendy
to be near the women, too. When the women left, so did these older men, and they
warned me to be careful around the young men, who were "vagos" and "dangerous." I
detected no reason for this warning except the young men's appearance and
expressiveness. Likewise, when considering the possibility of establishing a relationship,
many men disparaged women who seemed too "easy." One middle-class UAS student
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half-jokingly warned me away from his classmate by saying that she was "very modem":
she read Penthouse Forum at school. (It took me a while to understand that I had heard
correctly!)'^
To my surprise, I have had difficulty applying Douglas' (1966) theoretical
framework to these findings. She argued that things that are hard to classify within a
given cultural logic- for example, things whose characteristics place them in-between
categories — are classified as dangerous. I expected that parachuteros, as tourist-like
locals, would provide examples of this universal process. But it would be difficult to
decide where to place very "traditional" mazatlecos in such a scheme: they are criticized
but are the most local-like locals. Part of the problem with Douglas' scheme is that people
categorize each other in multiple ways simultaneously. Thus, from the standpoint of the
modem/traditional contrast instead of tourist/local, mazatlecos stigmatize other locals
who most neatly fit each category. All of these terms and contrasts are local — this was
extensively field-tested - but mazatlecos expect each other to be intermediate to some
extent in both of these contrasts. The key is in what ways mazatlecos meet these
expectations.

Summary
These processes were not limited to self-presentation, nor to tourism contexts. I
could have performed this analysis on architecture and landscaping, consumerist and
producerist business practices, political participation, Camaval organization and

Later she said that she read Forum to leam what "they" did not tell women.
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participation, and any other social situation, because issues of being "modem" and
"traditional" permeated all aspects of social life in Mazatlan. They were important to
mazatlecos not just in isolated contexts but in shaping their social identities, expectations,
and possibilities in lasting ways. How people faced these contradictory pressures
differed, including by gender and by social class. Nonetheless, all mazatlecos combined
"modem" and "traditional" ways, and almost everyone stigmatized other locals (even
themselves) who placed overwhehning emphasis on one of these moral frameworks.
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Chapter 9:
Conclusion

This dissertation has taken a winding path through Mazatlan. It has shown how
the contradictory moral pressures and desires to be "modem" and "traditional" were
longstanding, pervasive, and significant. Along the way, I have analyzed the broader
political, social, and economic contexts ia which these moral frameworks have been
developed and the relation of these local categories to more-general academic debates.
This work has described and analyzed simdry scenes in Mazatlan, addressing academic
concerns about space, gender and erotic relations, economic relations, cognitive
organization, (post)modeniity, social semiotics, globalization, and contentment, among
others.
The discussions of these diverse topics illustrated how focusing on moral
contradictions helps to elucidate important aspects of social and personal complexity and
to productively link domains that are usually held separate. While I have placed mundane
face-to-face interactions in the foreground, I have discussed their ties to other relations at
various levels, including patterns of international economics and prestige. I feel strongly
that this attention to culture as a socially conditioned facet of individual experience
effectively links broad forces (political, economic, and other) to the production of unique
individual lives.
However, while accounting for difference, I have tried to account also for
similarities — patterns, if you will. Some influences are more powerful than others in
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shaping people's lives, and the people whose differences help us to deconstruct seemingly
necessary relations of identity face consequences that help to keep others in line.' For
example, many members of the clase media lost their sources of relatively high income
during the few years before my field stay because of the federal crackdown on narcotics
trafficking in Sinaloa and because of the nationwide economic crisis. Mazatlecos engaged
in frequent and widespread gossip that judged those who struggled successfully to
maintain key aspects of their clase media lifestyle - making great sacrifices for their
children's education in a "modem" private school or to stay in their "modem" home — as
hopeless pretenders, presumidos without cause. Although their choices destabilized the
association between the clase media, "modernity," and wealth, these people faced limited
options and could not control the pattemed social consequences of their actions. Through
gossip, others leamed common expectations about such situations (cf. Lancaster 1992).
In addition to having a universalistic focus, this is an ethnography of a Mexican
city. One of its central findings is that it supports claims about a contradiction between
"traditional" and "modem" ways of being Mexican, yet it reworks the relation between
these two categories. 1 have shown how even relatively "modem" Mexicans employ a
meta-expectation that good people will simultaneously combine various aspects of their
identity: that is, they show a strong preference for all-in-one versatility. This preference
contradicts "modem" social organization, which emphasizes the separation of identity
into contextualized facets. Yet, at the same time, even the most "traditional" mazatlecos
favored various aspects of "modernity," including contextualized identities. Thus, for

' I am reacting here to the emphases in Gutmann (1996) and Weston (1991).
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mazatlecos, the question is not which way-of-being to choose but how to integrate the
two successfully. Indeed, I derived a framework for avoiding failure (Chapters Five and
Eight) by learning not just about mazatlecos but from them.
This research can fruitfully be extended in several ways. Because 1 focused the
ethnographic research on public life, more attention should be extended to the way that
people experience these moral contradictions in domestic contexts. Also, Mazatlan's
political economy and place in national and especially international relations deserves
further attention. That said, I think that the mass media have "globalized" even fairly
prosperous people in the United States in ways that make them wonder how to
participate, how to get to that party that appears to be always around the next comer.
Theoretically, the identification of and focus on these moral frameworks perhaps
obscures the possibility of identifying two other contrasting orientations and performing a
similar analysis. Perhaps similar attention to the contrast between "masculine" and
"feminine," "young" and "old," or others would add explanatory power. Also, the focus
on contradictions between "tradition" and "modernity" has overshadowed ways in which
their pressures converge or simply have little importance.
Returning to broader questions, this work calls into question the idea that humans
necessary feel compelled to resolve logical contradictions — even when perceived as
contradictions. In U.S. workplaces, employees have rightly won some recognition of their
holistic identities in some ways (fringe benefits) and denial of them in others (rules
against sexual harassment). More personally, I conducted this research as a "single"
"parent," social identities that frequently came into contradiction. Perhaps, like
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mazatlecos, we also try to find a means to have it both ways without sacrificing too much
of either.
As I emphasized in the Introduction, moral contradictions are an inherent part of
human life. They are not solely the artifacts of globalization or other processes of
intercultural domination, although certainly these processes are likely to sharpen them.
Moral contradictions sometimes spring from or engender conflict, but they sometimes
result from or in integration. To rework Rosaldo's suggestion: it is moral contradiction
and compromise all the way down.
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Appendix A:
Standard Topics for Recorded Interviews

Age
Marital and parental status
Where they live and with whom
Work history: differences between tourism work and other work
Education
Goals: family; work
Self-description
Where they are from
Political beliefs
Musical tastes
Religion
Personal expertise in relation to Mazatlan
How do they entertain themselves?
When and why do they go to the Zona Dorada? To el central With whom?
How do they feel there?
What are the three zones - la Zona Dorada, el centra, and colonias populares like?
What is a typically mazatleco place?
What are tourists like? Foreign tourists?
What is their assessment of tourism in Mazatlan?
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What are workers in each zone like? Are tourism workers changed by their work?
What do they like about the three zones? Dislike?
What are the neighborhoods around the Zona Dorada like? How are they like or different
to others? What are the people like in each zone?
Do people make jokes about the Zona Dorada, tourists, tourism workers, or locals who
hang out there?
Are there conflicts or problems when locals go to the Zona Doradal How are they
treated?
What are businesses like in each zone?
Where would you most like to live? Travel?
How has living in a tourist destination affected their lives? Those of others? Mazadeco
culture?
Who does not go to the three zones? Why?
Sexual intentions
Events in tourist businesses, like locals' birthday celebrations
Which beaches do you visit? Why?
Attitudes toward English and American mass culture
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Appendix B:
Glossary of Spanish Terms

abarrotes - small, neighborhood grocery store; like super
aguaje - illegal, after-hours "watering hole"
alegre — fun; happy
alegria - fleeting happiness; fim
amigo - friend; romantic partner in relationship without commitment
ambiente — context; ambience; environment
asi es - that's right; that's how it is
burlarse de — mock; exploit sexually
cantina — popular class bar, with only men as clients and with prostitution as an attraction
Carnavales de confeti (y serpentina) — Camavals of confetti and streamers
Carnavales de harina - Camavals of flour
cascarones — eggs filled with confetti and sometimes sand, rocks, or whites and yolks
cascaronazo — attack with cascarones
Centra (Historico), el - (Historic) Downtown
chisme — gossip
clase media — middle class
clases populares — popular classes; working class
CODETUR [Comision de Desarrollo Turistico de Mazatldn] - oigomz&t of official
Camaval activities
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codeturehos - people affiliated with CODETUR
colonia (popular) — popular-class or working-class neighborhood
confianza - trust; leads to relationships of mutual aid
cultural - Cultural; a euphemism for a presumptuous style in which ostentatious displays
of refinement indicate fitness for class membership
desconocidos — strangers
disco movil — literally, portable disco; DJ system
edecdn - hostess
equipo - team
felicidad - profound, lasting happiness
feo - ugly
fraccionamiento — subdivision
fresas - literally, strawberries; wealthy, frivolous, and presumptuous youths
grilla, la - brawl; political fight
grillo — literally, cricket; politicker
jalando la banda — literally, pulling the band; contracting with a band to do one's bidding
jaripeo - rodeo concert
Juegos Florales — literally. Floral Games; fine arts contest, concert, and coronation
Lienzo Charro — Horseman's Arena
malecon - seaside sidewalk, like a paved boardwalk
mazatlecos - people of Mazatlan
meseros - waiters
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mestizo — mixed, especially biological and/or cultural ancestry
mestizaje — mixing, especially of biological or cultural ancestry; crossbreeding
modernidad — modernity
movimiento — movement; activity;
Muestra Gastronomica - literally. Gastronomic Exhibition; food fair
narco — drug trafficker
novio - long-term, committed boyfriend
Olas Altas - literally. High Waves; downtown beachfront area
PAN [Partido Accion NacionalJ — National Action Party
parachuteros - literally, parachuters; men who work along the beach in the Zona Dorada,
selling parasailing rides and/or other services to tourists
Pinos, Los - The Pines; a beach between the Playa Norte and Olas Altas
pisteador - someone who hangs out and drinks alcohol
pisteando — hanging out and drinking alcohol
pistear - to hang out and drink alcohol
Playa Norte — North Beach
playeros — literally, beachers or beachboys; see parachuteros
Plazuela Machado - Machado Plaza; a small, inland park downtown, associated with the
middle class
Policia Turistica - Tourism Police
PRl [Partido Revoliicionario Institucional] -Institutionai Revolutionary Party
priistas — supporters of the PRI
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pulmoneros - drivers of pulmomas
pulmonia — literally, pneumonia; locally produced, open-air taxi
rateros - thieves; common insult toward government
Rey Feo - Ugly King
sano — healthy
son playas - it's the beach; spoken to license libidinous behavior at the beach
super — small, neighborhood grocery store; like abarrotes
tambora (tradicional) — "typical" regional music developed from European-style brass
bands
tianguis — flea market
tradicion — tradition
UAS [Universidad Autonoma de Sinaloa] - Autonomous University of Sinaloa
listed - you; more hierarchical, formal, respectful, and/or distancing second-person
singular in many public contexts
vagos - aimless, shiftless people
ver las gringas — to see U.S. women
Zona Dorada — Golden Zone; main, most-recently constructed tourist area
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